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TABLE 6A-ll
Composition and New Hires of NCSU
Full-Time Tenured/Tenure Trackt. 'Ex Home Economics Faculty by Race and SexDiscipline Grouping

EEO-6 Category: Race/Ethnic Group Sex
Faculty, Tenured/ -1te Black Other FemaleTenure-Track % # %. # % 1, T.fl '7%”

A) 1977-1978 Profile
(May 19Z§l

B) Hiring Goals
1978-79 - 1982-83

0) Goal Profile 1978-79
1982-83 (lo-1-83)

PROJECTED
(2) New Hires 1978-79
E) Profile

1978-79 {10-1-79)
§Q¥New Hires 1979-80
G) Hires 1978-79 -

1979-80
H) Profile 1979-80

(10-1-80)
New Hires 1980-81
Hires 1978—79 -
1980—81
Profile 1980-81
(10-1-81)

L) New Hires 1981-82
M) Hires 1978-79 -

1981-82
N) Profile 1981-82

(lo-1-82)

0) New Hires 1982-83

P) Hires 1978-79 -
1982-83

Q) Profile 1982-83
(10-1-83)

Profile Fall 1978
(10-1-78)

Availability Data:

Blacks Females ‘ Other Minorities-————
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Donnelly
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Associate Professor
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NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY AT RALEIGH

P. O. Box 5067, RALEIGH, N. C. 27650

OFFICE OF THE Pnovosr AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

November 12, 1979

MEMORANDUM

TO: Unit Affirmative Action Officers

FROM: Lawrence M. Clark :,;,v, //‘
Assistant Provostt233402§</Vt?~>"

SUBJECT: Summary of Affirmative Action Activities
for the Reporting Period July 1, 1979 -
October 31, 1979

Would you respond where appropriate to the attached

set of questions?

Please forward your report no later than December 14, 1979.

CW
Enc.

\rnrfx (Quinn Suzy (/Jziz‘wnih n! H.1/ci;;11 ix .1 (’(U!‘wlil!l(’}ll inxtilmirm u}, 'Ihn' (llljl(‘l\!i\ Hf \UHH'I (urn/um.



FULL-TIME TENURED/TENURE TRACK FACULTY

I. The questions below pertain to full-time, tenured/tenure-
track faculty (by Discipline Grouping) for the reporting
period July 1, 1979 - October 31, 1979:

1. During this period, how many positions did you fill
on a permanent basis?

How many candidates were seriously considered for
these positions?

Of these candidates, how many were females? minorities?

How many offers were made to females? to minorities?

How many offers were accepted by females? by minorities?

What progress did you make towards your Affirmative Action
goals?

FULL-TIME, EPA NON-FACULTY

I. The questions below pertain to full-time, EPA non-faculty for
the reporting period July 1, 1979-October 31, 1979.

1. During this period, how many positions did you fill on a
permanent basis?

How many candidates were seriously considered for these
positions?

Of these candidates, how many were females? minorities?

How many offers were made to females? to minorities?

How many offers were accepted by females? by minorities?

What progress did you make towards your Affirmative Action
goals?

Summarize the consultation you had with Search Committees,
Department Heads, Division Heads and/or Search Committee
members during the period July 1, 1979 - October 31, 1979
(with reference to the recruitment and/or employment of EPA
personnel).



FULL—TIME TENURED/TENURE TRACK FACULTY

I. The questions below pertain to full-time, tenured/tenure—
track faculty (by Discipline Grouping) for the reporting
period July 1, 1979 - October 3l,.l979:

1. During this period, how many positions did you fill
on a permanent basis?

2. How many candidates were seriously considered for
these positions?

3. Of these candidates, how many were females? minorities?

4. How many offers were made to females? to minorities?

5. How many offers were accepted by females? by minorities?

6." What progress did you make towards your Affirmative Action
goals?

FULL-TIME, EPA NON-FACULTY

I. The questions below pertain to full-time, EPA non-faculty for
the reporting period July 1, l979-October 31, 1979.

1. During this period, how many positions did you fill on a
permanent basis?

2. How many candidates were seriously considered for these
positions?

3. Of these candidates, how many were females? minorities?

4. How many offers were made to females? to minorities?

5. How many offers were accepted by females? by minorities?

6. What progress did you make towards your Affirmative Action
goals?

II. Summarize the consultation you had with Search Committees,
Department Heads, Division Heads and/or Search Committee
members during the period July l, 1979 - October 31, 1979
(with reference to the recruitment and/or employment of EPA
personnel).



TABLE 6A
Composition and New Hires of NCSU
Fu11-Time Tenured/Tenure Track
Facu1ty by Race and Sex

EEO-6 Category: Race/Ethnic Group
Facu1ty. Tenured/ White Black OtherTenure-Track 4# % 4# %. # %

A) 1977-1978 Profile
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Present Complement and Projections
EPA NON-FACULTY

SchoolS/Units Time
Period

RACE/ETHNIC GROUPS SEX
White _Black Other Total Females

Agriculture and
Life Sciences

Design

Education

Engineering

Forest -
Resources

Humanities and
Social Sciences

Physical and
Math. Sciences

Textiles

Library

Student
Affairs

University
Extension

Special
Units

TOTAL

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

' Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

171
133

2
2

4
4

37
37

22
20

2
2

10 20
7 15

201
155_

2
2

5
5

40
40

23
21

2
2

63
45



Present Complement and Projections
EPA NON-FACULTY

Schools/Units Time
Period

RACE/ETHNIC GROUPS SEX
White L Black Other I Total

5
Females

Agriculture and
Life Sciences

Design

Education

Engineering

Forest
Resources

Humanities and
Social Sciences

Physical and
Math. Sciences

Textiles

Library

Student
Affairs

University
Extension

Special
Units

TOTAL

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

171
133

2
2

4
4

37
37

22
20

2
2

10 20
7 15

O
0

201
155

2
2

5
5

40
4O

23
21

2
2

63
45



Present Complement and Projections
EPA NON-FACULTY

. Time RACE/ETHNIC GROUPS SEX
SChOOlS/Unlts Period White Black Other Total Males Females Total

Agriculture and Oct 1, '83 171 10 20 201 138 63 201
Life Sciences Present 133 7 15 155 110 45 155
Design Oct 1, '83 2 0 0 2 2 0 2

Present 2 O 0 2 2 0 2
Education Oct 1, '83 4 1 0 5 2 3 5

Present 4 1 0 5 2 3 5
Engineering Oct 1, '83 37 0 3 40 39 l 40

Present 37 0 3 40 39 1 40
Forest Oct 1, '83 22 0 1 23 20 3 23Resources Present 20 0 1 21 19 2 21
Humanities and Oct 1, '83 2 0 O 2 2 0 2Social Sciences Present 2 O 0 2 2 0 2
Physical and Oct 1, '83 20 0 O 20 13 7 20Math. Sciences Present 18 0 2 20 13 7 20
Textiles Oct 1, '83 12 1 0 13 13 0 13

Present 8 0 1 9 8 l 9
Library Oct 1, '83 23 3 1 27 9 18 27

Present 23 3 l 27 9 18 27
Student Oct 1, '83 58 11 l 70 39 31 70Affairs Present 58 11 l 70 43 27 70
University Oct 1, '83 29 4 0 33 25 8 33Extension Present 28 3 0 31 23 8 31
Special Oct 1, '83 43 3 0 46 39 7 .46Units Present 43 3 0 46 40 6 46

TOTAL Oct 1, '83 423 33 26 482 341 141 482
Present 376 28 24 428 310 118 428



Present Complement and Projections
EPA NON-FACULTY

Schools/Units Time
Period

RACE/ETHNIC GROUPS
White Black Other Total

Agriculture and
Life Sciences

Design

Education

Engineering

Forest
Resources

Humanities and
Social Sciences

Physical and
Math. Sciences

Textiles

Library

Student
Affairs

University
Extension

Special
Units

TOTAL

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, ’83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

Oct 1, '83
Present

171
133

2
2

4
4

37
37

22
20

2
2

10 20
7 15

201
155

2
2

5
5

40
40

23
21

2
2
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

General Administrarion
P. 0. BOX 2688

CHAPEL HILL 27514
JEFFREY H. ORLEANS TELEPH()\E (01w ”‘1th

Special Assistant to the President N OVemb e T 1 9 , 1 9 7 9

MEMORANDUM

TO: The 504 Officers
2.

FROM: Jeffrey H. Orleans w. ? &_,.

The voluminous document enclosed with this memo is the “final rule”
of the Department of Transportation defining the 504 obligations of
transit systems that receive federal assistance. Most constituent
institutions are located in cities that have such systems; the DOT
rules provide us an opportunity to participate in those systems'
‘504 planning and to assure that the benefits of their increased
accessibility flow to our students, employees, and visitors.

I suggest you look particularly at: the transition plan requirements
of sections 27.65 and 27.103 (discussed at pp. 31448 and 31464,
text at pp. 31473 and 31480); the construction and alteration
requirements in section 27.67 (pp. 31449 and 31473); requirements
for bus systems and paratransit systems in sections 27.85 and 27.91
(pp. 31455, 31460 and 31478, 31479); the program policies and
practices that transit systems must consider and change pursuant
to section 27.95 (pp. 31461 and 31479); requirements for interim
accessibility in section 27.97 (pp. 31462 and 31479); and the
provisions for community participation in section 27.107 (pp. 31465
and 31481).

The regulation provides a number of ways for handicapped members
of our institutional communities to be involved in the transit
systems' 504 activities, as well as for us to make known our
institutional needs and try to secure a response to them. Please
be in touch if you have any questions, or have specific experiences
in working with your local systems that would be of benefit to
other institutions.

Attachment

cc: Paul Marion
Don Stedman
Edd Hauser

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA is composed of the sixteen puhh'r senior institutions m North Carolina
An Equal Opportunil.i',’Aflirmanve Action Employer
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Office at the Secretary .
49 CFR Part 27
Nondiscrimination on the Basis of
Handicap in Federally-Assisted
Programs and Activities Receiving or
Banefltting From Federal Financial
Assistance . .
AGINCV: Department of Transportation.
ncrlou: Final Rule.
suuusnv: This final rule implements
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973. which provides that “no otherwise
qualified handicapped individual ' ' ‘
shall. solely by reason of his handicap.

' be excluded from the participation in. be
denied the benefits of. or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or
activity receiving Federal financial
assistance ' ‘ '.” The rule requires
recipients of financial assistance from
the Department of Transportation to
make their existing and future facilities
and programs accessible to handicapped
persons so that they can eiiectively use
these facilities and pro ams. in
addition. the rule prohi its employment
discrimination by recipients against
handicapped persons and requires
recipients to make reasonable _
accommodations to the handicaps of
otherwise qualified employees so that
they may enjoy full access to
employment opportunities in programsfunded by the Department of
Transportation. '
srrscruvs oars: My 2. 1979.
eon FURTHER mronuarrou couucr.
Robert C. Ashby. Office of the Assistant ,
General Counsel for Regulation and
Enforcement. US. Department of
Transportation. 400 7th Street. SW"Washington. DC. 20590. 202/426-4723.
”murmur. INFORMATION:

' Synopsis ’
Introduction

Section 506 of the Rehabilitation Act 'of 1973 rohibits discrimination on the .basis 0 handica in any program
receiving Federa assistance. Pursuantto Executive Order 11914. the .
Department of Health. Education and
Welfare (HEW) issued Guidelines
concerning the responsibilities of eachFederal agency under section 504. inproviding generally that the ' —
transportation systems which receivefinancial assistance from the
Department of Transportation (DOT. theDepartment) must be accessible to the
handicapped. this rule constitutes DOT'saction in accordance with those
Guidelines.

IEWGuidelines
in general terms. the Guidelines

require that each program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance .

" shall be operated so that. when viewed
in its entirety. the program or activity is
readily accessible to handicapped
persons. 1! structural changes are
necessary to achieve this accessibility.
the Guidelines require such changes to
be made as soon as practicable. but in
no event later than three years after the
effective date of this rule. if
extraordinarily expensive structural
changes to. or replacement of. existing
facilities would be necessary to achieve
program accessibility. and if other
accessible modes of transportation are
available. the Guidelines permit DOT to
establish. by regulation. a deadline for
compliance that is more than three years
after the efiective date of this rule,
The Guidelines also provide that new

facilities and. to the maximum extent ,
feasible. alterations to existing facilities.
must be readily accessible to '
handicapped persons.

Finally. the Guidelines provide
generally that no handicapped person
shall be subjected to discrimination in
employment under any program or ‘
activity receiving Federal financial
assistance. . fl . -
Highlights ofthe Rule -
This rille is the result of extensive

. efforts on the part of DOT to design a ‘
workable program to meet the
transportation needs of the handicapped
population as well as the general public.it has been refined since the Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) stage on
the basis of public comment both frompublic hearings in five cities and in over
850 written submissions. The
commenters included representatives of
interested and affected organizations,‘ ' ‘
including groups representing
handicapped persons and state andlocal authorities. ' ' .
The rule is designed to provide

accessibility to all modes of public -, transportation. as required by the HEW ‘Guidelines. as expeditiously as is‘feasible. The Department is convincedthat the rule responds to the needs ofhandicapped persons in compliancewith the law and in a prudent and ,financially responsible manner. The rulebuilds upon earlier Departmental effortsto enhance transportation accessibility.
Recipients are encouraged toundertake additional steps on their owninitiative to rovide accessibility tohandica pe persons. and to seek

financia assistance from DOT to carryout those steps in accordance with

Federal Register / Vol. 44. No. 106 I Thursday. May 31. 1979 I Rules and Regulations

- - existing DOT funding procedures. .
' Nothing in these regulations is included

to prevent recipients from taking these
actions. . ' -

Briefly. the new rule requires that: ‘
1. Public transit buses. the most

widely used means of public transit. for
which solicitations are issued after the
efi'ective date of the rule. must be
wheelchair accessible. While the rule
contemplates that Transbus will
utlimately become the core of the public
transit bus system. it does require that
new buses before Transbus be
accessible. Within ten years. half the
buses used in peak hour service must bewheelchair accessible. and these busesmust be utilized before inaccessible
buses during off-peak hours so as tomaximize the number of accessible
buses in service.

2. Under existing regulations all new
rapid rail facilities must be accessible.This rule would also require that all
existing rapid rail systems be made
accessible to the handicapped over time.subject only to a limited waiver «
provision. The rule adopts a system-wide approach to rapid rail and' mandates that key stations be made
accessible in 30 years if station
accessibility involves extraordinary
costs. with less costly changes in threeyears. The rule establishes specific
criteria for key stations but would

. . permit a locality to make additionalstations accessible. Accessible and
inaccessible rail stations would have tobe linked by accessible connector
service. We expect that at least one-
third of the key stations should be made
accessible within 12 years. at which
time an evaluation of the progress
toward accessibility would be made.
While it is impossible to calculate withcertainty the precise number of stations
that would meet the key station criteriafor any given system. DOT estimates
that as many as 90 percent of the
stations in some cities would have to bemade accessible. with a nationalaverage of about 40 percent. '
The key stations include stations

where passenger boardings exceed
average station boardings by 15 percent.transfer points on a rail line or between- rail lines. and stations (unless nearanother accessible station). stations
serving major activity centers (e.g..employment centers. hospitals). stations
that are special trip generators for
sizeable numbers at handicapped
persons. and stations that are major
interchange points with other modes of
transportation.
A provision of the rule permits thelocal transit authority. through its
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. to apply for a waiver from the
t:egjeetlibility requirements if it has an
alternative proposal which was
developed through local consultation. .
specifically including close coordination
with handicapped persons and their
organizations. A public hearing is also
required. If the alternative will provide
service to handicapped persons that is
substantially as good as or better than
the service under the requirement sought
to be waived. a waiver may be granted.
The principal rapid rail recipient in the
live major cities with older. inaccessible
systems must spend. or ensure that
other Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UMTA) recipients .
spend. at least the e uivalent of five
percent of its area's ds under section
50f the Urban Mass Transportation Act
on the alternative service. if that
recipient is granted a waiver.
The rule generally requires that rapid

rail vehicles purchased after the '
effective date of the regulation must be\
accessible. Further. on a system basis.
one vehicle per train must be accessible

‘ within three years of the effective date
of the rule. whether by purchase of new
cars or retrofitting of older cars.
However. up to five years would be
allowed if extraordinary costs are
involved. , '

8. Commuter rail systems must be
made accessible. also subject to a . A
limited waiver provision. On the basis of
key station criteria similar to those
applied to rapid rail. all key stations
must be made accessible within three
years. with an extension to 30 years if
station accessibility involves
extraordinary costs.
On a system basis. one vehicle per

train must be accessible no later than
three years after the effective date of the
rule. whether by replacement or retrofi
bntup to 10 years is allowed if .. -
extraordinary costs are involved.
New vehicles for which solicitations

are issued on or after )anuary 1. 1983.
oust be accessible; '

4. Light rail (trolley and streetcar)
systems must be made accessible. also
ubject to a limited waiver provision.
Using similar key station criteria as
tpply to rapid rail. all key stations must .
be made accessible within 20 years.
Milt less costly changes to be made in
three years. ,
On a system basis. within three years

L‘ter the effective data (up to 20 years
My be allowed if extraordinary costs
L'r involved). half the vehicles used in
Mk hour service must be wheelchair
Itcessible. and these vehicles must be
giltzed before inaccessible vehicles
isms off-peak hours so as to maximize

We
. number of accessible vehicles in' -.

service. New vehicles for which
solicitations are issued on or after
january 1. 1983. must be accessible.

5. For Federally-assisted urban mass
transportation systems that will not be
accessible within three years after the
effective date of this rule. interim
accessible transportation must be
provided. until those systems are '
accessible. Subject to specified spending
criteria. this interim service must be
available in the normal service area
during normal service hours. and must
be developed in cooperation with an
advisory group of local representatives
of handicapped persons. The service. to
the extent feasible. must meet a number

' of criteria as to convenience and ‘
comparability to regular mainline ,
service. The recipient must use its best
efforts to coordinate special services in
the locality to meet the service.
standards. The recipient must spend an
amount equal to two percent of its .
UMTA section 5 funds on the provision
of interim service unless the advisory

up agrees with the recipient that
‘ ower expenditures will provide an
adequate level of service.

8. New airport terminals must be
accessible with respect to general
passenger flow. ticketing areas. baggage
check-in and retrieval. aircraftboarding
and existing. telephones. vehicular
loading and unloading. parking. waiting
areas. and public services. Existing air
carrier airport terminals must bemade
accessible within three years. Airports
must provide assistance incident to .
boarding to handicapped passengers.
and for air carrier airports. lifts. ram a
or other suitable devices not name y
used for freight must be provided to
enable wheelchair users to board or exit ~
from aircraft - .

7. New rest area facilities along
federally assisted highways must be
made accessible. Existing rest area
facilities on Interstate highways must be
made accessible within three years of
the effective date. Other rest areas will
be made accessible when the rest area
or the adjacent highway is altered or
improved with the participation of
Federal funds. All crosswalks
constructed with Federal financial
assistance must have curb cuts or
ramps. With certain exceptions. new
pedestrian overpasses. underpasses.
and ramps constructed with Federal
financial assistance can have no
gradient in excess of 10 percent.

9. Every new railroad station
constructed with Federal financial
assistance must be accessible with
respect to general passen er flow.
ticketin areas. baggage eck-in and
retrlev . boarding platforms.

.s

telephones.'vehicular loading and ‘
unloading. parking. waiting areas and
ublic services. Existing stations must ,

Be made accessible within five years for
certain stations. and within 10 years for
all stations. Railroad car accessibility

- ' requirements have been coordinated
with the Interstate Commerce _ ‘ !
Commission HCC). and require one car a
per train to be accessible within five
ears.

y 9. The rule prohibits employment
discrimination against the handicapped .
in relation to programs that receive or r
benefit from Federal financial assistance
from DOT. In addition. Federal fund
recipients are required by the rule to
make reasonable accommodations to
known handicaps of otherwise qualified
applicants for employment unless the
accommodation would impose an undue
hardship upon the operation of the
prggam.

e Department of Transportation
considers this rule to be a "significant"
regulatory action under the
Department's policies and procedures
for "Improving Government
Regulations.” published in the Federal
Re star on February 26. 1979 (44 FR
110 4). The rule is deemed significant
because there is widespread public
interest in its provisions. because the
rule will affect most transportation
Broviders and users in the country. and
ecause the rule has a significant cost

impact.
Because of its economic impact. the

-‘ Department has prepared a Regulatory
Analysis of this regulation. The
Regulatory Analysis examines the
various alternatives that the Department
considered in preparing this rule.
considers the cost and program
implications of the alternatives. and
explains the Department's reasons for
making the choices resulting in the final
rule. A cop of the Regulatory Analysis '
has been p seed in the docket for this
rulemaking and is available for public
inspection. .
Background

' This rule is based upon the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Pub. L 93-
112. 29 USC. 790 at seq.‘ Section 504 of
'On November 9. 1979. section sot was amendedby the Rehabilitation. Comprehensive Services. andDevelopmental Disabilities Amendments of 1978 toadd coverage of any program or activity conductedby an Executive agency or the US. Postal Service.Since the amendment occurred after publication ofthe proposed rule. the specific provisions of thatproposed rule were not drafted to apply to theDepartment's internal programs and activities.,. While the final rule expresses the Department'sgeneral policy concerning those programs andactivities. the rule does not strictly apply to them.The Department intends to review its programs andactivities to determine what actions to take toimplement the amendment to section 501.
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this statute states that “no otherwisequalified handicapped individual ’ ' °shall. solely by reason of his handicap.be excluded from the participation in. bedenied the benefits of. or be subjected todiscrimination under any program oractivity receiving Federal financialassistance ' ' ‘." it is the primary legalbasisfor the efforts by the Departmentto ensure that handicapped persons areable to use transportation facilities andprograms which receive financialassistance from the Department. .Section 504 provides little guidanceconcerning the means by which theDepartment should carry out itsmandate. The section's legislativehistory is very sparse. and does notindicate. even in general terms. what thesubstance of the requirements of theaffected agencies should be.Consequently. following the enactmentof section 504. Executive Order 11914was issued (41 FR 17871. April 28. 1978)to direct the Secretary of Health. 'Education. and Welfare (HEW) to 'establish standards. guidelines. andprocedures for Federal agencyimplementation of section 504. TheOrder also directed other Federalagencies. including DOT. to issue rulesconsistent with the HEW standards andprocedures. HEW issued its standards.guidelines and procedures (the HEWGuidelines) on )anuary 13. 1978 (43 FR2132). On lune 8. 1978. DOT issued anNPRM to implement section 504 (43 FR25018). The NPRM invited publiccomment and provided for a 90-daycomment period. which was laterextended 44 more days until October 20.1978. In addition to this opportunity for .submission of written comments. theDepartment. realizing the public interestand the complexity of the issues in thisrulemaking. held public hearings in NewYork. Chicago. Denver. San Francisco]Oakland. and Washington. D.C. ‘About 650 persons and groupsprovided written comments to thedocket. and 220 persons and groupsmade presentations at the public 'hearings. The commenters includedrepresentatives of groups ofhandicapped persons. transit operators.local and state governments. and many
depth of these comments haveemphasized the importance of thisrulemaking for the future of thiscountry's transportation systems andhave been invaluable to the Departmentin making its decisions on the issues.Analyzing the public response andrevising the proposed regulation in lightof the many comments has been a time-consuming task wliich has delayed theissuance of the rule. However. we are

convinced that this time has been wellspent. and that the changes made to the. rule as the result of the Department’s .analysis of the comments havesignificantly improved its provisions. '
Section-by-Section. Analysis
The following portion of theSupplemental Information discusseseach section of the final rule. Thisanalysis does not attempt to discuss ~completely each detailed provision of 'the regulation. Rather. the discussionpays particular attention to the .-differences between final rule and the .NPRM and provides the Department's1 - response to comments relevant to eachsection. When cost figures are used.they are expressed in 1978 dollars.

Subpart A—General . .
Section 27.1 Purpose. This section.about which no comments were areceived. is substantively unchangedfrom the NPRM. It simply restates thelanguage of section 504.
Section 27.3 Applicability. This 'section. also unchanged from the NPRM.states that the rule applies to eachrecipient of DOT financial assistance. and to programs and activities receivingassistance. The only comment on thissection suggested that the reference to~ coverage of programs and activities wasredundant. We do not believe that thereference is superfluous. and in any . .event no problems are created by itsinclusion. '
While DOT does not intend for thisrule to apply retroactively. requirementswhi become effective on the effectivedate of this regulation. e.g.. certain newcontraction or the issuance ofsolicitations for certain new vehicles.will be subject to this rule even if theconstruction or vehicles were part of a‘ project or contract approved before the 'effective date of this part.
Section 27.5Definitions. Severaldefinitions were changed from theNPRM. The first change results from aprovision of the Comprehensive ,Rehabilitation Services Amendments of1978. which deleted from the statutorydefinition of a handicapped person. as it. applies to em lo cut. alcoholics orprivate‘individuals. The diversity and - ‘ drug b p yma users whose use of drugs oralcohol prevents them from perfo ''the duties of a given job or makes thema threat to property or other persons.Consequently. the definition of“qualified handicapped person" hasbeen changed to exclude. for purposesof employment. persons subject to the1978 amendment. This means thatemployers are not required to hireor alcohol abusers whose conditionmakes them unable to do the job or
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. \‘makes them a threat to persons orproperty.

One comment pointed out that thedefinition of “passenger" included railpassengers but not passengers in othertypes of conveyances. This definitionhas been changed so that it includespassengers in modes other than rail.In addition. several new terms havebeen added to the definitions section InI 27.87(d) of the NPRM. the word"accessible" referred to the “ANSIstandards" for purposes of theregulation. The ANSI standards whichare published by ANSI. Inc.. are detailedspecifications for buildings and otherfixed facilities designed to ensure thathandicapped persons can enter and usethe buildings. Because the ANSIstandards do not apply to vehicles andother conveyances. a definition of“accessible" has been added to § 27.51!provides that the term means conformitywith the ANSI standards for new fixedfacilities. For existing facilities. and for, vehicles and other facilities to which the\ ANSI standards do not apply. thedefinition requires facilities to be able tobe entered and used by handicappedpersons. The ANSI standards will be ageneral guide to accessibility forexisting facilities.
Definitions of light rail. commuter railand rapid rail systems have been addedto the section. as have definitions offixed route bus systems and publicparatransit systems. air carrier airports.mass or public transportation.transportation improvement programs.and urbanized areas.' Because we decided (see discussion ofSubpart F) to replace the designation ofthe Director of the Office of‘ Environment and Safety with thegeneral term “responsible Departmentalofficial." the definition of "Director" hasbeen deleted. .
Numerous comments were receivedwith respect to the definitions. Onefrequently made was that the definitionof “handicapped person” did not spellout specifically what a “transportationhandicapped person" was. Some of. ese comments suggested that separatedefinitions for .“handicapped person" bedeveloped for the transportationservices and employment contexts. TheDepartment of Transportation mustgenerally use “handicapped person"(paragraph (1) of the definition in thee). as that term is defined in section504 and the HEW Guidelines. Withrespect to the transportationaccessibility portions of the rule. theDepartment's interest centers onmeans whose handicap results in sted ability to use pu lie means oftransportation. ‘
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In particular. with respect to the mass
transportation sections. the
transportation handicapped are defined
by statute.- Section 12(c)(4) of the Urban
Mass Transportation Act of 1964. as
amended (UMT Act). defines
“handicapped person" as "any
individual who by reason of illness.injury. age. congenital maliimctim. or
other permanent or temporary

i incapacity or disability. including any
person who is wheelchair bound orhas' scmiambulstory capabilities. is unable

ii without special facilities or special \*‘ planning or design to utilize public
transportation facilities and services
effectively." UMTA's regulations
contain virtually an identical definition
of those who are covered (49 CFR
5609.3). The Department will construe
the provisions consistently with the
definition in the WT Act to the extent
feasible. However. the entire definition.
which derives from the HEW ‘
Guidelines. is needed to specify the
class of persons whom the rule protects
from employment discrimination. Under
these circumstances. a change to the
definition is not necessary.
Several persons were also concerned

with the inclusion of drug and alcohol
abusers in this definition. Including
these persons is consistent with HEWpolicy. and most apprehensions abouttheir inclusion are probably addressedby the 1978 amendments discussed
above. This rule does not require thatalcohol and drug abusers be includedamong the persons eligible for elderlyand handicapped half-fare programsrequired by DOT as a condition ofreceiving assistance under section 5(m)of the Urban Mass Transportation Actof 1964. as amended. _Various comments suggested that theregulation should contain additionalterms. such as “violation.” “comparableservice." and so forth. In our view. thedefinitions section should be limited tobasic terms and should not attempt todeal with what. in effect. aresubstantive questions better left to otherparts of a regulation. The existing list ofdefinitions is sufficiently comprehensiveto provide the basic "building blocks"for an understanding of the substance ofthe regulation.
I27.7Discrimr'natr°on Prohibited Thissection sets forth in general terms thef lequirernents imposed upon recipients to.4 svoid discrimination against'3‘ handicapped persons. The Department'si interpretation of i 27.7 on matters of{' Iccessibility to programs is set forth in.‘l Subparts C. D and E. It is those subpart* that. in general. should by looked to for; ‘ fuldance on this subject. Compliance3 - With those subparts satisfies the '

requirements of 5 27.7 on matters of '
program accessibility.
This section has been changed from

the NPRM in two respects in response to
comments. Minor editorial changes were
made to subparagraph (b)(1)(vi).

In response to several comments. a
new paragraph {a} has been added. .
incorporating the language of 5 85.51(e)
of the HEW Guidelines. This language _ ..
requires recipients to take appropriate
steps to ensure that communications
with their employees. applicants. andbeneficiaries are available to persons
with impaired vision or hearing. These
steps are likely to be relatively low
capital expenditure items which can .significantly facilitate the use of public
transportation services by hearing and
vision impaired persons and improve theemployment situation of these persons.

It should be pointed out that the anti-
. discrimination provisions of this sectionand 3 27.83 not only apply to .

discrimination between handicappedand non-handicapped persons. but alsoto discrimination between different
classes of handicapped persons. For
example. the regulation frequently
requires accessibility for wheelchairusers. When this standard is used. weintend that the vehicle or facility also bemade accessible to persons whosehandicap is not severe enough to requirethe use of awheelchair (e.g.. personswho use crutches or walkers).
One comment questioned the basicstatement of § 27.7(a) that nohandicapped person. “solely” by reasonof handicap. shall be discriminatedagainst under a DOT-assisted program.The commenter pointed out that theparallel provision of the HEWGuidelines does not use the word.“solely." and suggested that the wordcould lead toabuse. The word “solely" -is taken directly from the language of .-section 504 and is equally appropriatehere. its purpose is to suggest generallythat the primary focus of this rule is onlyupon one type of discrimination: itspurpose is clearly not to limit theapplicability of this rule to situations inwhich the discrimination focused upon'is the only type of discriminationpresent.
A few commenters expressed concernthat subparagraph (b)(3) was notsufficiently detailed or explicit toprevent denials of regular. mainlineservice to handicapped persons insituations where special service forhandicapped persons also exists. in ourview. the existing language is sufficient.and does not need to be expanded.5 27.9 Assurances Required. The fewcomments that were received on thissection. and the Department's own

reconsideration of the language of the
NPRM. centered on paragraphs (b) and(c). which deal with the “flow-through"of the rule’s requirements to transfereesof property obtained by a recipient with- ' Federal financial assistance. Paragraph(a) has not been changed.
The purpose of paragraphs (b) and (c)Is to ensure that. when a recipient sellsor transfers property obtained withFederal financial assistance to anotherparty for the same or similar purposes.the transferee will be bound by the_- obligations of these rules. If such

provisions did not exist. it would betheoretically possible for the purpose ofthe regulations to be thwarted by aproperty transaction. The NPRMlanguage implementing this purpose wasdrawn largely from the HEWimplementing rules. which in turn weredrawn from agency regulations' implementing Title VI of the Civil RightsAct of 1964. To clarify these paragraphs.. we decided to rewrite them. With oneexception noted below. the rewrite isnot intended to affect the substance ofNPRM language.
Each of the four subparagraphs of thenew paragraph (b) covers one of thetypes or uses of DOT financialassistance. Respectively. they are thedirect transfer of real property fromDOT to a recipient (e.g.. the FederalAviation Administration (FAA) gives asmall rural airport it owns in Alaska to, the state government). the use of Federalaid to help a recipient purchase realproperty (e.g.. the acquisition of highwayright-of-way by a state highway ,department). the use of Federal aid tobuy personal property (e.g.. the purchaseof uses by a local transit authority).and use of Federalvaid not involving theacquisition of property by a recipient(e.g.. operating assistance to a rapid railsystem). Where real property is .involved. subsequent transferees of theproperty. as well as the recipient. arebound by the requirements of the _\regulations as long as the property isused for the purpose of the originalFederal assistance or a similar purpose.In the case of personal property. therecipient is bound by the requirementsof the regulations as long as it owns orkeeps possession of the property. Inaddition. we have added language to theprovision binding the recipient to followthese regulations as long as a transfereeof personal property uses the property. for a purpose directly connected withthe recipient's operations. For example.if a small airport buys a snowplow withFederal aid. it continues to be bound bythese regulations if it sells the snowplowto the county government and thecounty government. using the same
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snowplow. assumes the responsibility
for clearing the airport's runways of
snow. Finally. assistance not used to
obtain roperty obligates the recipient
under these regulations only for so long
as the assistance continues to be
provided. ' '
As one commenter noted. the NPRM

did not include a provision—Common to
the HEW Guidelines and most Federal
agency Title VI regulations-allowing
the Department to reclaim the property
in the event a recipient or transferee
violates its obligations in cases where
DOT directly conveys property to a
recipient. DOT gives land away only in
rare instances. to meet a particular
government purpose. Therefore. we
decided to delete this provision. Other .
means better suited to enforce the
obligations of recipients and transferees.
such as conciliation. administrative fund
cutoffs. and other means authorized by
law (e.g.. court action). are. of on
still available. . -

5 27.11 Remedial Action. Voluntary
Action. and Compliance Planning.
Subparagraph (c)(2)(3) has been
changed to require recipients only to g
“begin to modify." rather than to
“modify" as provided by the NPRM.
policies or practices that do not meet the
requirements of the rule within the first
180 days of its effective date. This
change is intended to make clear that
the modifications do not have to be
completed within 180 days. The
modifications must be completed within
one year of the effective date of the rule.

. however. and this provision has been
amended to so state. in addition. in '
response to a comment. subparagraph
(c)(2)(iv) has been clarified by
substituting the word "previous" for the
word “modified." This change should
remove any doubt that the paragraph
calls on recipients to eliminate the
effects of policies or practices that
existed before modifications made to
comply with these regulations. Also
subparagraph (c)(3) now requires the
submission of certain records to the
head of the operating administrations
only upon request. This change is
intended to lessen the administrative
requirements of the rule. by eliminating
the NPRM's requirement that copies of
these records be sent automatically to
the Department. ‘
This section drew relatively few

comments. One commenter wanted to
change the language of subparagraphs
(a) (2) and (3) from the responsible
Departmental official “may" to the
responsible Departmental official
“shall" take certain action. Believing
that the responsiblepepartmental
.official should have discretion in his or

.- organizations. advisory committees. or
the Architectural and Transportation

her actions under this section. we -
decided against this change. Other
commenters wanted the regulations
explicitly to require recipients to consult
with handicapped persons. .

Barriers Compliance Board. The section
(subparagraph (c)(2)) already requires
consultation with handicapped persons
and organizations representing the
handicapped. An additional
organizational layer such as an advisory

. committee. while a step that some
recipients may want to take. is not
something the Department believes is
appropriate to demand of all recipients. ,
Finally. the Architectural and
Transportation Barriers Compliance
Board is a separate Federal organization
with a different statutory mandate from
that of the Department of
Transportation. it would unnecessarily-
complicate the planning processes of
recipients if the Board has to be
routinely consulted in every case.

. However. the Department does intend to.
consult with the Board. which is an
important resource in this area. in
matters affecting its accessibility
policies.

5 27.13 Designation ofResponsible
Employee andAdoption of Grievance
Procedure. This section is essentially
unchanged from the NPRM. There were
two comments of note. One asked that
DOT require smaller recipients to have a
grievance procedure. or at least retain
the option to require such a procedure
for them. The Department does not think
that this step would be a good idea.
Recipients with 14 or fewer employees

' are small enough to be able to handle
most grievances informally. in keeping
with the Federal policy of avoiding over-
regulation. we think it appropriate to

' avoid imposing this kind of
administrative burden on small '
recipients. The seconicomment
expressed concern that this section
could be interpreted to require persons
to exhaust the administrative grievance _
procedures established by recipients
before making a complaint to the
Department under 5 27.123. The
Department encourages the settlement

" of local grievances by agreement of the
local parties involved. and believes that
-recipients' grievance procedures will be
a useful tool in reaching such
settlements. However. persons may
make written complaints to the
Department under these regulations at
any time. .

{27.15 Notice. This section is also
unchanged from the NPRM. Few
commenters discussed this section. One
asked for broader distribution of notices

' ”Wu—5'1. "L" '- ._c-'--
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under the section. The Department
' believes the NPRM requirements are

sufficient. Another asked for a specific
requirement of distribution to vision and
hearing impaired people and others

' . whose handicaps may interfere with
communications. This concern is
handled by the addition of the new
5 27.7[c) to the rule. as well as by the
language of section 27.15(e] itself.

§ 27.17 Efi'ect ofStote or Local Law.
This section states that the obligation to
comply with this part is not obviated or
affected by State or local law. it is ‘
unchanged from paragraph (a) of the
NPRM. The intent of this provision is to
indicate that State or local laws which
limit or prohibit the eligibility of certain
handicapped persons for jobs or
services are not an excuse for
noncompliance with this rule. Paragraph
(b) of the NPRM version of this section
said that the obligation to comply with
the rule is not affected by the fact that
employment opportunities for
handicapped persons in some
occupations may be relatively limited.
Subpart B of the regulation adequately
handles the problem of the employment
of handicapped employees. Therefore.
paragraph (b) appears to be unnecessary ,
and has been deleted.
Subpart B—Employment Practices
Many commenters on the employment

provisions of the NPRM had an initial
concern about its scope. arguing that the

' definition of a handicapped person in
I 27.5 of Subpart A. as it applied to
employment. was overbroad. The list of
impairments conferring protected status
on individuals under the regulation
should be pared down. in these
cpmmenters' view. particularly to
exclude drug addicts and alcoholics
from the definition. The definition of
handicapped persons used in the NPRM

‘ is taken directly from the HEW
guidelines (45 CPR 85.31). As noted in
the discussion of § 27.5. this definition
has been modified to take into account
the' 1978 amendments to the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. which should
eliminate the concern of commenters
about the employment of drug abusers
'or alcoholics. Drug abusers or alcoholics
whose conditon make them a threat to
persons or property or renders them
unable to perform their job are not
required to be hired. Otherwise. the
definition remains as stated in the
NPRM.
We emphasize that the prohibition of

discrimination against handicapped
persons does not mean that people who
cannot perform the duties of a job or
whose employment is inconsistent with
valid safety requirements must be
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employed. The Department does want to
ensure that organizations to which it
provides financial assistance look only
at the lob-related qualifications-of
applicants and employees. and do not
deny job opportunities to persons
because of assumptions or stereotypes
about their physical or mental condition
or because they are unwilling to make
reasonable accommodations to meet the
needs of handicapped workers.
Section 27.81 Discrimination

Prohibited. The first sentence of
aubparagra h [a)(1) has been changed
by adding e words "for employment or
an employee" after the word , ,
“applicant." This is a clarification to
ensure that readers of the rule ’ ‘
understand that present employees. as
well as applicants. are covered by the
prohibition of discrimination an to
distinguish these applicants from
applicants for financial assistance.
A number of commenters suggested

that this section include language
clearly stating that recipients were not
precluded from voluntarily taking
“affirmative action" to overcome
impediments to the employment of
handicapped persons. it is not a purpose '
of the rule to prohibit such voluntary
efforts. Therefore. subparagraph (a)(2)
has been amended to state that the
regulations do not prohibit the
consideration of handicap as a factor in
employment decisons when the purpose
and effect of this consideration are to
overcome or remove impediments. or the

- present effects of past impediments. to
.the employment of handicapped people.
One commenter interpreted

subparagraph mm to mean that
recipients' contractors (e.g.. suppliers.
construction contractors) were covered
by the employment requirements of the
regulation. The intent of this provision is
simply to require that when a recipient,
enters into a contractual or other
arrangement with organizations (e.g.
labor unions or employment agencies)
which directly affects the selection of
employees or their working conditions.
employees are still not to be subjected
to discrimination. The Department does
not intend through this provision to
impose employment practice
requirements on contractors performing
work or providing supplies to recipients.
One focus of considerable commenter

concern was paragraph (c). which
provides that a recipient's obligation to
00m ly with the rule with respect to
cup oyment is not affected by any
inconsistent term of a collective
bargaining agreement. This section is
straightforward. The rule establishes
certain duties (e.g.. to make reasonable
Iccomodations for handicapped

workers) which recipients must perform
as conditions to receiving Federal
financial assistance. Any inconsistency
between this requirement and a term of
a labor-management agreement does not
.axcuse the recipient from complying
with the regulations. To say otherwise -
would permit recipients and their
unions. by collective bargaining
agreement. to abridge the rights
guaranteed handicapped persons by

. statute and regulation. While we
recognize that this provision may
require some adjustments to be made in
some labor-management relationships.
we believe that the provision is
necessary to ensure that the rights of the
handicapped under law and regulation
are fully respected in all situations.

3 27.33 Reasonable Accommodation.
Many commenters representing the
handicapped. and transit authorities.
asked for the inclusion of more detail
and examples in this section. The
comments. collectively. evinced
uncertainty about what the Department
wanted “reasonable accommodation" to
be and sought more‘ definitive guidance.
We understand these concerns. There
are. however. literally multitudes of
different recipients. job requirements
and kinds of handicaps. Deciding what
may constitute a “reasonable
accommodation" in a given situation
requires consideration of a great many
variables involving the recipient. the job
and the handicapped employee. Lists of
examples of “reasonable .
accommodations” cannot do justice to
this multiplicity of situations. and are
likely to be misperceived as -
representing the sum total of what the
regulation requires. Therefore. we .
decided to leave the final rule language
as it was in the NPRM. After experience
with the problems of s ecific recipients
and handicapped emp oyees. the _
Department or the operating . "
administrations may be able to draft
advisory guidance containing the kind of
detail which the commenters believe to
be desirable. .
Considerable concern was expressed

about subparagraph (b)(3). which
provides that reasonable .
accommodation includes assigning to an
alternative job with comparable pay an
employee who becomes handicapped
after being hired and is unable to
perform his or her original duties. Some
commenters said that for safety.
personnel. or labor-management

' reasons. this requirement was
impractical. The key point is that.
placement in an alternative position is
required only with respect to “qualified"
employees; the rule does not require
alternative placement of a handicapped
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person in a job the employee cannot
perform capably or safely. The same
point applies to the question of
”comparable pay." An employee who is
unqualified for a job at the same pay
level as his pre-handicap iob could be
given a new job. for which he or she was
qualified. that paid less than the old job.
The rule does not require compensation
of employees at a level above that
which is apprOpriate for the work they
are qualified to do and are doing. Nor
does it require the creation of a position
which is surplus to the personnel

- requirements of a recipient. although iob
restructuring may be a valid response to
the needs of handicapped employees in
appropriate cases.
Some groups representing

handicapped persons. on the other hand.
requested that alternative placement be
in a position equal to or better than the
employee's former job in terms of pay
and responsibility. The Department does

' ‘ not think this would be a reasonable
requirement. 1

' Some commenters. principally groups
, representing the handicapped persons.
objected to paragraph (c). which sets out
factors for the Department to use in

‘ determining whether “undue hardship"
prevents some kind of reasonable
accommodation. These comments
viewed this paragraph as a “loophole" '
in the regulation. The point of this
paragraph. which DOT believes to be
very important. is that this regulation

~. .. should not ask a recipient to do what is
impossible or unreasonable in a given
situation. The regulations forbid
discrimination against handicapped
employees and require employers to “go
the extra mile" of reasonable
accommodation to make employment
opportunities aVailable. However. the
regulation should not forbid employers
from taking safety. costs. or operational
needs into account in this process.

§ 27.35 Employment criteria. This
section. which deals with employment
tests and other criteria for employment.
contained an editorial error which
several commenters mentioned.
Paragraph (b) has been corrected to
read that tests when administered to an
applicant for employment “or an
employee" with impaired sensory.
manual or speaking skills must
nontheless “accurately measure what
they purport to measure.‘ i.e.. job
related skills. Otherwise. this section
has not been changed.

Several commenters. principally
transit operators. felt that this section
put them unfath into a “guilty until
proved innocent" position with respect
to employment testing. The criticism is
not valid. Under the section. a test or
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employment criterion is not questioned
so long as it does not adversely affect
handicapped persons with respect to.
employment opportunities. if the test or
criterion does have an adverse impact
on handicapped persons then the
employer must show that the test or
criterion is job-related. i.e.. actually
measures or constitutes a qualification
to perform the duties of the position.
This process is modeled after the
method by which the administrative
agencies and courts determine whether
an employment test or criterion which
disproportionately excludes members of
a minority group violates Title VI] of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. In each case.
the adverse impact on members of a
protected group raises a rebuttable
presumption of discriminatory
treatment. The employer can rebut the
presumption by showing that - - —
consideration of valid job-related lob
qualifications is responsible for the
disparity in the effect of the test or
criterion on the protected group and
other people. Turning the presumption
around—presuming that a test or
criterion which has an adverse effect or
excludes handicapped persons is job-
related until the handicapped person or
the Department shows to the contrary-.4
'would be inconsistent with this well-

' established and important part of equal
employment opportunity law. '
Two commenters raised a related

issue. that of test “validation." asserting
that there are no employment tests
validated for use by handicapped
persons. The concept of validation
concerns the relationship of testing
materials and job qualifications. A validtest measures an applicant's ability to
perform certain duties. (See Uniform
Guidelines on Employee Selection '
Procedures. 43 FR 38290. August 25. .1978). if a recipient's tests are valid and
measure only job-related factors. and donot add measures of extraneous factors.then they are valid for blacks. whites.
men. women. fully mobile people and
persons confined to wheelchairs.

I 27.37Preamp/omen! Inquiries. This' section. which is fashioned after theHEW Guidelines (45 CPR 85.55). has notbeen changed from the NPRM. Several
objections to this section were based onfears that it could impede medical- examinations and inquiries that are .necessary for safety and. in some cases ‘
required by other DOT regulations (e.g.. '49 CFR Part 391. subpart E. relating tophysical examinations for drivers
employed by motor carriers). In the caseof motor carrier driver positions. allapplicants are required by DOT 'regulations to take physical
examinations. and are not considered

I

qualified to drive unless they meet the'
minimum. criteria specified by Part 391.
If a person is not physically qualified to
drive. then a recipient's failure to hire
the person does not violate this part.
To clarify this point. language was _

added to the last sentence of paragraph
(a) specifying that preemployment
medical examinations required by '
Federal law or regulation are permitted.
Other pre-hire inquiries into an
applicant's ability to perform job-related
functions are also permitted. In any
event. an offer of employment may be
conditioned on the results of a medical
examination conducted before the hired
employee reports for work. so long as all
similarly situated employees must take
such an examination. ‘
SubpartC—ProgramAccessibility—

5 27.61 Applicability. Language hasbeen added to this section to specify
that the provisions of Subpart C should.
'where possible. be interpreted to be
consistent with the provisions of
Subparts D and E. which concern the
specific modes of transportation
receiving financial assistance from the . ‘_
Department. In cases of apparent
conflict. however. the section provides
that the standards of Subpart D and E
shall prevail. This section is otherwise
unchanged from the NPRM. ' ’ '

5 27.63 Discrimination Prohibited.
‘ This section has not been changed from .sa'

276.51%:in _- Facilitis. -'s sectionrequ res rec p ent s programs and
activities to be accessible. discusses5 methods for achieving accessibility. setsa three-year deadline for making
structural changes needed to ensure
accessibility (different deadlines may be. provided by subparts D or E). instructs
recipients to prepare “transition lans"with respect to making sficturai 'changes. and requires recipients to makeprovision for informing handicappedpersons of the availability of accessibleacilities and services." -
Several changes were made to .paragraph (d) of this section. Along witha copy of their transition plans.- recipients must now make available tothe public a list of the persons andorganizations consulted as part of tirerequired public participation process. 'This addition is intended to permit thepublic to scrutinize the effectiveness of~ the recipient‘s efforts to involve thepublic. and handicapped persons and" their organizations in particular. in theplanning process. A new subparagraph(d)(1) adds to the required 'contents ofthe transition plan a listing of eachfacility required to be modified under

4.!
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the regulation. Facilities must be hstedeven if the recipient contemplatesrequesting from the Department awaiver of the requirement to modjthem. Other parts of the subparagraphrequire planning for the modification oiall listed facilities in the transition plan,These requirements are intended toensure that recipients plan to modify allfacilities required to be modified by theregulations. This planning requirementceases to apply only if a waiver isgranted for a given facility.
Some commenters suggested thediscussion of "program accessibility” inparagraph (a) should specify that so lee;as mobility through use of some of thecomponents of an area's overall

transportation system is available tohandicapped persons. program
accessibility has been achieved. TheHEW guidelines require. and 001'spolicy supports. making all modes oftransportation accessible for all persons' regardless of handicap. Consequently.we did not adopt their suggestion.
Another comment. asking that existingfacilities not be required to be made
accessible. was not adopted for thesame reason. .
Some comments suggested that the

regulation in all instances specify that. facilities and programs be “usable by”as well as “accessible to" the
handicapped. This change is
unnecessary. The rule's definition of“accessible" refers to the ANSI
standards for new facilities and requires
vehicles and existing facilities to be able
to be entered and used by handicapped
people. The definition of “accessible"
includes the concept of “usability" and
the absence of the word “usable" in

’- some places in the regulation does not
mean that a facility that handicapped
persons can enter but cannot use will be
in compliance. .
Two commenters suggested that more

examples be added to the methods of
achieving program accessibility in
paragraph (b). We think the existing
language. particularly given the proviso
calling for use of “any other methods" in
‘appropriate situations. is broad enough.-Given the applicability of the ANSI
standards. specific inclusion of
examples of nonstructural changes in
this paragraph is unnecessary.
One commenter added that.consistent with i 84.22(d) of the HEW

Guidelines. the regulations should
require recipients to make nonstructural
changes within 60 days. The 5 8422“)which the commenter cites is part of‘ HEW‘s own rules implementing section
504 for HEW-funded programs and isnot- binding on DOT. Nothing in theHEW Guidelines sets a separate
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deadline for nonstructural changes. In
addition. as a practical matter. we do
not believe that such a short deadline is
advisable.
Several comments contended that

paragraph (d) should require transition
plans to be submitted within 6 months.
as HEW requires. rather than a year. ‘
The 6-month HEW requirement
mentioned is part of HEW's Part 84
implementation rules for its own
program. Its Part 85 guidelines for other
agencies leave the schedule for
transition plans to the discretion of each
agency. In our view. a year is a
reasonable time to allow most DOT
recipients to plan for the often difficult
and costly changes that will have to be
made: for some recipients an 18-month
period is allowed (see § 27.103. , _
transition 1 id rail systems). .

Alterations. s s ’ ’ . . z . . es
enera requirements for accessibility to

facilities which are constructed or
altered after the regulations go into
'effect.’ and applies the-ANSI standards
to this construction or alteration.

- The Department has changed this
section from the NPRM in a number of
respects. As a clarification. paragraph
(a) new states that facilities must be
designed. constructed and “operated" in
a manner so that they are accessible.
This paragra h now also specifies that
the accessib ity requirement applies to'
vehicles ordered or leased after the
effective date of the regulation. unless
otherwise provided in Subpart D or 8.
Some clarifications in paragraph (a)

suggested by commenters—for example.
that all components of a transportation
program. train cars as well as station
platform. be made accessible—are not
needed because other portions of the
regulation state the requirement. » ; --
Objections to the proviso in paragraph
[b] that alterations of facilities should be
made accessible “to the maximum
extent feasible" appear to be based on
the assumption that this phrase dilutes
the rule's mandate for accessibility. This '
assumption is incorrect. DOT is
committed to the goal of accessibility.
but wants to malts clear that it is not
demanding that recipients make changes
which are simgly not feasible (e.g..
changes for w ch technology is not
available or changes which would cause
a dangerous weakening of a structure).
Paragraph (b) requires certain ‘

buildings to conform to the requirement
of physical accessibility in paragraph
(d). If an alteration is made to a portion
of a building the accessibility of which .
could be im roved by the manner in
which the teration is carried out. the
alteration must be made in that manner.

Thus. if a doorway is being altered. the
doorway must be made wide enough to
accommodate wheelchairs. On the other
hand. if the alteration involves ceilings.
the revisions of this section do not ' '
app y because this alteration cannot be
done in a way that affects the
accessibility of the building. '
Paragraph (b) is based on the belief

. that alterations present opportunities to
design and construct the altered portion
or item in an accessible fashion. It
should be noted that paragraph (b)
applies only to the altered portion or
item of a fixed facility. Thus. a stair
renovation to meet the ANSI standard
does not impose a requirement for
elevator installation since an elevator is
not within the scope of the stair
alteration project. Paragraph (b) does
not create the obligation to install an
elevator in an existing fixed facility .
which has no elevator. The basic ‘
requirement in paragraph (b) is simply
to take the opportunities afforded by the
alteration and. to the maximum extent
feasible. use the alteration to make the
facility accessible. Thus. normal
maintenance may take place in
practically all cases without generating
an accessibility requirement.

In sharp contrast to paragraph (b). the
sections on specific mass transportation
systems if! 27.85-27.93) effectively do
require the installation of elevators or
other level change mechanisms in fixed .
facilities which have no elevators.
However. because of the transition plan
requirement applicable to those
sections. all of a system's fixed facilities
(for example. all stations in a rapid rail
system) are examined at once and a
rational phasing can occur. '
A new para aph (c). covering

renovations 0 existing vehicles. has " 3
been added. This paragraph was
5 27.97(b) of the NPRM. and was
relocated from Subpart E to this section
because it applies to modes other than
then covered by Subpart E.

This paragraph provides that
renovating efforts which prolong
equipment useful life must include
retrofit accessibility efforts. This
aragraph recognizes that existing
uses. rail cars. and other rolling stock

are likely candidates for renovation and
upgrading. and that such fleet
maintenance investments might
preclude the timely replacement of
inaccessible equipment by accessible
new equipment. Retrofit accessibility is '
not required for routine maintenance
activities or for limited modifications to
vehicles that are unrelated to the
transportation of passengers (e.g.
re lacement of roofs. addition of new
w eels).
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Three commenters noted that some
state standards (e.g.. the Massachusetts
Architectural Berriers regulations) may
be more stringent than the ANSI
standards applied by subparagraph (c).
In order to comply with the rule.
recipients must ensure that their
facilities meet this regulation's
accessibility requirements. Nothing in
this regulation. however. would relieve
recipients of their obligations to comply

' with state orlocal regulations which
may be more stringent than the ANSI

" standards.
The statement “When used in this

regulation. 'accessible' refers to these
standards" in paragraph (d) has been
deleted. Since this sentence states a
definition of a term applicable
throughout the regulation. it has been
replaced by a substantially'identical
definition of “accessible" in § 27.5 in

. .Su'bpart A.
The Department believes that it is

probable that when the updated and
revised ANSI standards are
promulgated. the Department will use

I them as a reference to replace the
current ANSI standards in this
regulation. However. the Department
decided to delete the statement that the
new ANSI standards will be adopted '
from paragraph (d). because a statement
of probable future action by the
Department is not appropriate in the
text of a rule. Also. the statement of the
address from which copies of the ANSI
standards are obtainable has been
deleted from this paragraph; the
information may be found in a footnote
to the definition of “accessible" in
527.5. ' ‘
One commenter expressed concern

that the portion of paragraph (d) which
permitted departures from particular '
requirements of the ANSI standards.
when equivalent access to the facility
involved is provided by alternate means.
might encourage recipients arbitrarily to
ignore the ANSI standards. Given the
wide variety of facilities and
modification problems recipients will
have to deal with under this regulation.
we believe that it is reasonable to
permit some flexibility in the choice of
means to achieve accessibility. The
language of paragraph (d) permits
deviation from the ANSI standards only
when it is “clearly evident" that
equivalent access will be provided. This
strong requirement. which will be
backed by the Department's
enforcement process. should be a
sufficient safeguard against arbitrary
decisions to deviate from the ANSI
standards in situations in which those
standards apply. ‘
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The Architectural Barriers Act of 1968.
as amended (42 U.S.C. 4151 et seq.).
directs the General Services
Administration (GSA) to prescribe
accessibility standards for the design.
construction. and alteration of .
“buildings." a term defined in the
statute. GSA has promulgated a
regulation (41 CFR Subpart 101-195) to
carry out its responsibility under the
statute. New fixed facilities (e.g. transit

‘ stations) and alterations to existing
fixed facilities which are funded by a
grant or a loan from this Department are
generally covered by that regulation.
The Department's section 504

regulation does not supersede GSA's
regulation. However. § 27.67 of the
section 504 regulation expresses the
basic requirement of GSA's regulation.
and if a recipient complies with 5 27.67.
it generally will have satisfied the
requirements of the GSA regulation. The
Department intends to adminisler the
two regulations as consistently as
possible. for we believe that the two are
basically consistent.
Subpart D—Program Accessibility
Requirements in Specific Operating
Administration Programs: Airports.
Railroads, and Highways
This subpart applies section 504 to the

transportation facilities and programs
receiving financial assistance from the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
and Federal Highway Administration
(Fl-lWA). in the near future. the
Department will issue a notice of
proposed rulemaking concerning the
application of section 504 to programs
receiving financial assistance from the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. Urban mass transit
programs are addressed by Subpart F.
Section 27.71 FederalAviation

Administmtion—Aitpofls. The
Department has made a number of
substantive and editorial changes in this
section. The most significant concerns
the use of the term "air carrier airports."
which is defined in 527.5 to mean
airports served by certificated air
carriers. except those airports which are
served solely by air carriers using
aircraft with d passenger capacity of

. less than 56 persons or cargo service
using solely aircraft with a payload
capacity of less than 18.000 pounds. Any
airport that receives Federal funds for
terminal facilities is deemed to be an air
carrier airport.
The portion of this section that

requires boarding devices (such as lifts
or ramps) that are not ordinarily used
for other purposes (such as freight
loading) to be reserved for the boarding
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of handicapped passengers now applies
only to air carrier airports. All airports

' receiving Federal funds must provide
boarding assistance to handicapped '
passengers; airports that are not air
carrier airports may do so with lifts.
ramps and other devices that are used
for other purposes. however. .
These requirements replace

provisions of the NPRM that limited any
requirement for boarding assistance to
airports enplaning more than 10.000
passengers a year. in response to
comments from handicapped persons
and their groups. the Department
decided to require assistance incident to
boarding at all airports. However. the
Department also felt that at very small
airports—those outside the “air carrier
airport" category—it was reasonable to
avoid requiring the purchase of
equipment reserved for the use of
handicapped persons. in the context of ‘
these very small airports. such a .
requirement would not be cost-effective.
Therefore. subparagraphs (a)(2)(v) and
(b)(2)(iv) and (v) have been amended to
delete the 10.000 enplanement threshold
and to insert the new requirements.
Paragraph (a) now provides that

terminal facilities constructed “by or for
the use of" a recipient of Federal airport
aid funds must meet the enumerated
accessibility standards. in the NPRM.
this provision applied accessibility
requirements to terminals constructed
“with" Federal funds. The language of

~ the final rule is broader. The
Department believes that all terminals

. constructed by or for airports that
receive Federal funds (e.g. for runway
improvements). not only terminals .
actually constructed with Federal funds.

.. should be accessible. Similar changes
have also been made for other modes
(e.g. intercity rail passenger service).

in paragraph (a)(2)(i). the final
regulation adds the word “entrance" to
ensure that handicapped persons can
readily enter. as well as move around.
airport terminals.

‘ In addition to this substantive change.
certain editorial changes were made

; throughout this section. The words
_ “airport terminal" or “terminal" were
. used to replace the use of the word
“station". which we felt to be confusing
as applied to airports. The term .
Wheelchair-confined" was changed to
“wheelchair users". This responded to
comments that suggested that the term
“wheelchair-confined" had .
unnecessarily negative connotations.
Three of the specific substantive

requirements of the section have been
changed from the NPRM. Subparagraph(a)(2)(vii). concerning the provision of

1 taletypewriter ('l'I'Y) service. has been

rewritten. It now provides that each
airport shall make available 'i'I'Y
service sufficient to ensure that hearing-
impaired persons using TI'Y equipment
are able to communicate readily with
airline ticket agents and other
personnel. The rewritten provision
makes clear that it is the airport which
is charged with ensuring that ’l'i'Y
equipment is available. if air carriers

' have TI'Y machines which are used. or
shared. so as to permit 'l'l'Y users to

‘ communicate readily with ticket agents
and other personnel of all carriers.
further action by the airport operator
may be unnecessary. Where there is not
now sufficient 'ITY capacity. the airport
operator is responsible for providing this
capacity. either by providing its own
equipment or persuading its air carriers
to do so. The FAA estimates that in
order to provide the capacity required

' by the rule. 75 large and medium-sized
airports will require an average of 4
Tl'Ys; the 94 small airports an average
of two: and the 451 smallest airports '

- only one TTY each.
A few comments favored the

provision of interpreters at airports
instead of the provision of 'I'I'Y
equipment. The use of interpreters
would not serve the principal purpose of

. the TI'Y provision. which is to provide
hearing-impaired people with a
substitute for the telephone in order to
make reservations and ask for
information. A few commenters also

- wanted greater detail in the provision
for passenger assistance. such as
requirement for special attendants to
help handicapped people with baggage.
In our view. the NPRM language is
sufficiently explicit. Some commenter:
also wanted to add detail to the parking
facilities provision of the section. such
as a requirement of discounted fees for
spaces reserved for handicapped
persons. Such a requirement. in our
view. is outside the scope of this
rulemaking aimed at equalizing
accessibility. -

In response to a comment from a
group representing handicapped '

' persons. the last sentence of
' subparagraph (a)(2)(xi) has been
rewritten to say that terminals shall
have printed information in a tactile
form. Airports may substitute a toll-free
information telephone service for this
tactile information service. Terminals
must also provide information orally. in
order to provide information to blind
persons. Finally. the NPRM provided
that guide dogs must be permitted on all
certificated aircraft as well as in

- terminals. The requirement has been
deleted with respect to aircraft for the
reason that. as a requirement pertainint
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to the accessibility of aircraft interiors.
it was more appropriately dealt with by
forthcoming rules of the Civil .
Aeronautics Board. . _
Many comments from handicapped

individuals or groups representing them
asked that the rule specifically require '
airlines to carry handicapped travelers.
modify aircraft cabins for greater
accessibility. and improve services to
handicapped persons. The M’RM '
contained. and the final rule retains.
requirements relating to boarding ' .
devices. ticket counters. baggage check-
in and retrieval. and teletypewriters. all
of which are owned and operated by the
airlines at most airports. Following .
publication of the NPRM. ' '- ~
representatives of the DOT. FAA. HEW.
and the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB)
met to discuss the respective legal
authority and responsibilities for
im roving the accessibility of air travel
to handicapped persons. Following this
meeting. the CAB determined that it had
statutory authority to issue regulations
overning air transportation of
handicapped persons. both under
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and
under sections 404 and 411 of the
Federal Aviation Act.

Recently. the CAB advised the
Department that a rulemaldng project
was underway to implement these
sections. Action by the CAB which
would ensure the uniform provision of
services and equipment by the airlines.
needed to accomplish accessibility to air _
travel for handicapped persons. could
obviate the need for airport operators to
provide the same services directly or
indirectly. through their leasing
arrangements with the airlines. '
Accordingly. as CAB rules become

final. the Department will review the ‘
requirements presently contained. in .
I 27.71 to determine whether these
provisions are duplicative 'or .
unnecessary. and if appropriate. will
amend the rule to modify or remove
such requirements.
Two commenters objected because '

the NPRM did not change 14 CFR
121.588 and 135.81. These regulations
implement section 1111 of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958. as amended (49
USC. 1511). Section 1111 provides that
subject to FAA regulations. air carriers
may refuse transportation to passengers
when. in a carrier's opinion. transporting
the passenger would or might be
inimical to the safety of flight. The CFR
pections cited limit the discretion of
carriers under this statute and provide
that special safety briefings be given to
persons who require assistance in
entering or leaving aircraft. Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act does not

purport to repeal or modify section 1111.
which is exclusively a safety statute. .
Comments were received on a number

of other specifrc portions of the terminal
standards. Most comments on the .
waiting arealpublic space security -
rovision supported the _
anguage. and the language has not been
changed. A comment pointed out that
the provision on curb cuts erroneously
referred to 8.33 “degrees" rather than an
incline of 8.33 “percent." The reference
has been corrected. Most commenters
favored the provision requiring guide ,
dogs to be permitted to accompany their ,.
owners in terminals. One commenter
thought that the provision might violate
state and local health codes. Guide dogs
are exempted from virtually all state
and local laws or regulations banning
animals from public places on health or
safety grounds. This provision has not
been changed. , , . g -
Some commenters wanted volume

controls attached to all telephones. The .
provision of the NPRM. which requires
at least one volume controlled telephone
in all public telephone centers (i.e..
groups or clusters of phones) in ‘
terminals. should be sufficient to meet.

‘ the needs of hearing-impaired persons.
We have not adopted comments that
volume controlled phones should be
installed in special locations. Besides
being contrary to the goal of integrated
service for handicapped persons.

out this suggestion would cause
the specially equipped phones to be -
available in fewer locations in the
airport and therefore less convenient for
hearing-impaired people. One comment

. suggested that the volume controlled
phones be available to wheel chair
users. Subparagraph (a)(2)(xii) has been
amended to s ecify that telephones are '
among the pu lic services that must be
made accessible according to the ANSI
standards.
The Department expects airports to

~ ensure that these requirements for
- wheelchair-accessible phones and
phones usable by hearing-impaired
Eersons provide service for all
andicapped people. Consequently. the

wheel-chair-accessible phones should
have the hearing assistance features. to
serve wheelchair users who have
hearing impairments. .
Some comments asked whether the

provisions of the rule apply to
concessionaires and other tenants at

' airports. The requirements of the rule
apply to those parts of airport facilities
used by concessionaires and other
tenants in the same way they apply to
the parts of the airport directly under.
the airport operator‘s control. That is.
terminal facilities designed or '
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constructed after the regulation becomes
effective must be accessible. including
the parts of the facility to be used by
concessionaires and tenants. With
respect to existing facilities. only those
portions of the facilities used by tenants
which are directly concerned with the
provision of air transportation services
(e.g. ticketing. baggage handling. or
boarding areas) must be made
accessible within the three-year period.
However. if a terminal reconstruction

~ results in significant renovation of space
used or to be used by concessionaires
(eg restaurants. stores). then this space
must be "made accessible. ,

I 27.73 Federal Railroad
Administration—Railroads. This section
applies to passenger railroad service
receiving Federal financial assistance
through the Federal Railroad
Administration (principally the National
Railroad Passenger Corporation's
Amtrak service]. Amtrak commented

' extensively on the section. and other
comments were received from state
departments of transportation and

. handicapped individuals and groups
_ \representing them.

Subpamgraph (elm—Newfixed
facilities. Relatively few changes have
been made to the language of the NPRM
in this subparagraph. Most of these
changes are purely editorial (e.g.. the
deletion of the words “referenced in
5 27.87(c)" following “ANSI standards"
in (a](1](i)). There were a few minor
substantive changes as well. in
(a)(1)(ii)(A). the first sentence was
deleted as unnecessary. The
subparagraph now begins by saying that
“station design and construction" must
Kermit the efficient movementof
andicapped persons through the - '

station. in (a)(1)(ii)(B). the word '
“wheelchair" has been deleted. causing
the provision to state that the .

' international accessibility symbol must
be displayed at “accessible" entrances.
The word “wheelchair" is not needed in
this context. The last sentence of
(a)(1)[ii)(E) now provides that when
level-entry boarding is not provided.
lifts. ramps or other suitable devices
must be provided to facilitate entry into
trains by wheelchair users. This clarifies
the meaning of the provision. The '
provision regarding teletypewriter ('i'l'Y)
service' [(a)(1)(ii)(G)] for the hearing
impaired was rewritten to be consistent
with the parallel provision in the
standards for new airports. it now
provides that recipients shall make
available a toll-free reservation and
information number with Ti"!
capabilities to permit hearing impaired
persons using Tl"! equipment to readily
obtain information or make reservations

l.
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for any services provided by a recipient.The intent of this requirement is that aperson with 'I'I'Y equipment anywhere 'in the country should be able to call areservation number to make ‘reservations for or get information aboutany service provided by a recipient. Theparking spaces required of (a)(1)(ii)(l)has been corrected to refer to an 8.33“percent" rather than “degree" grade. Inthe same provision. the term“wheelchair confined" has beenchanged to the term "wheelchair users."The provisions regarding telephones.station information. and public serviceshave been changed in the same ways.and for the same reasons. as the parallelprovisions of the airports section of thesubpart. In addition. the language of(a)(1)(ii](E) has been clarified. The _provision now requires lifts. ramps. orother suitable devices “where level.entry boarding is not provided." .This subparagraph was notcontroversial. and the only comment ‘suggesting change recommended thatthe reference to giving handicappedpeople “confidence and security in usingthe facility" [(a)[1)(ii)U)] be deletedbecause it might lead to over-protectiveness of handicapped personson the part of recipients. We think thatthis general requirement is not likely toproduce any ill effects uponhandicapped people. and have decidedto retain it.
Subparagraph (a)(2)-—ExistingFacilities. This subparagraph was themost controversial part of the railroads- section of the rule. and has been revised ..extensively in response to comments.The heart of the subparagraph. (s)(2)(ii).structural changes. has been rewritten.In the NPRM. this provision required allexisting stations to be made accessiblewithin five years of the effective date of. the section. However. a recipient couldrequest an exemption for up to tenpercent of its stations which have thelowest utilization rates.' Amtrak asked for a 10-yearcompliance period. requested that onlyone station be required to conform tothe regulations within any large urbanarea. and said that stations outside ofurban areas should not have to conformif there is another station appropriately"modified within 50 miles. Amtrak alsoquestioned the utility of the provision ofthe NPRM permitting recipients to askfor an exemption from the accessibilityrequirement of up to 10 percent of itsleast used stations. noting that becauseof route restructuring proposals it islikely that stations and communitiesserved are likely to change. Two statetransportation agencies also opposedthe 10 percent exemption provision. one

\
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of which suggested that it be modified to 'be based on specific criteria (e.g.. lowutilization. high costs for modification)rather than tied to a percentage.The final rule incorporates many ofthese comments. Subparagraph (a)(2)(ii)now simply states that stations shall bemodified to make them accessible. Anew subparagraph (a)(2)(iii) sets forth a .phased timetable for achieving' accessibility. This timetable establishes .a system analogous to the key stationconcept which is used for rapid railstations. described in Subpart E of the‘rule. Within five years of the effectivedate of the section. a recipient mustmake accessible at least one station ineach Standard Metropolitan StatisticalArea (SMSA) it serves. An SMSA is anarea defined by the Bureau of Census asincluding a city of 50,000 or more .population and its surrounding county or ’. counties. Where there is more than one 'station in an SMSA. a recipient shallselect the most heavily used station. in' terms of passenger volume. for this first-phase modification. Within 10 years ofthe effective date of this section. arecipient shall make the other stations inthe SMSA accessible. This provisionretains the concept that all stations bemade accessible. However. it permits arecipient to spread the costs ofmodification out over a longer period oftime. while also ensuring that the mostimportant station in an urban area willbecome accessible within a five-yearperiod. ' . ' . 'The key station concept used in thefinal rule also applies to rural stations.Within five years. a recipient must makeaccessible all stations located outsideSMSAs that are not located within 50highway miles of an accessible station.If there are two or more stations locatedwithin 50 highway miles of one another.the recipient is directed to choose thestation with the highest passengervolume for the first-stage modification.Remaining stations must be modifiedwithin 10 years from the effective dateof the section. Again. the intent of therule is to spreadthe cost to the recipientof modifying all stations over a longerperiod of time. while still ensuring thatkey stationsin rural areas are availabletb andicapped persons within amoderate distance.
The 10 percent exemption provisionhas been dropped in favor of a newwaiver provision ((a)(2)(iv)). The waiverprovision permits a recipient to petitionfor a waiver within six years from theefi'ective date of the section from therequirement of making any "second-stage" station (Le. one of those stationswhich does not have to be modifiedwithin five years) accessible. A six-year
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period is allowed because it will permitrecipients and consumers at least a yearafter first-stage modifications have beencompleted to gather information andviews concerning the impact of waivingthe requirement of modifying second-stage stations. -In order to get a waiver for aparticular station. a recipient will haveto submit a written justification to theFederal Railroad Administrator. Thejustification must include the record of acommunity consultative process.including a transcript of a public hearingand consultation with handicappedpersons and their organizations in theaffected area. Before granting a waiverfor a particular station. theAdministrator and the InterstateCommerce Commission will evaluatethe potential for high utilization byhandicapped persons. considering.among other factors. the cost of making', necessary modifications. the availability. of alternative accessible service totransport handicapped persons from theaffected area to accessible stations. andother factors which may be pertinent.The record of the communityconsultative process will also bereviewed as part of the Departmentdecision-making process. The finaldecision on the petition for waiver. asprovided in the NPRM. will be madejointly by representatives of FRA andthe Interstate Commerce Commission. ifthe two agencies do not agree. thewaiver request will be denied.Amtrak also requested that it not berequired to modify shops. restaurants. and other facilities in stations that arenot directly connected with the .provision of rail transportation. Therule's provisions for railroad stationconcessionaires are the same as forconcessionaires at airports. which donot require most concession facilities tobe made accessible in existing stations.' Another Amtrak proposal called for therule to allocate costs among recipientsof federal funds in proportion to thepassengers each recipient serves in ajointly used facility. For example. ifAmtrak. a commuter rail operation. anda rapid rail system all use the same trainstation. Amtrak's proposal wouldprorate the cost of needed modificationsamong the three recipients of DOT fundsbased on how many passengers of eachentity used the station. The problem ofallocating costs and allocatingmodification responsibilities among ’recipients jointly using the same facilityis a difficult one. The Department oftion has decided to deferof this problem. since it wasnot explicitly raised by the NPRM. W0
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anticipate taking action in the near
future to address this problem.
Paragraph (b)—Rail Vehicles. Amtrak

requested that this provision require
program accessibility for rail vehicles
(is. one accessible car per train) to be '
accomplished in five years rather than
in three years. as proposed by the
NPRM. It argued that given vehicle
orders already made to manufacturers
for inaccessible equipment. the three-
year deadline would be very difficult —
and excessively costly to meet through
acquisition ofnew vehicles. and would
require the retrofitting of many old
vehicles with lifts. We have accepted
the five-year suggestion which is .
consistent with the rule's five-year
deadline for key station accessibility. As
a general matter. the Department
believes it advisable to avoid the
necessity for retrofitting old equipment _
wherever possible. Only two changes
have been made in paragraph (b). A
sentence in (b)(2)(iii). stating that if a
recipient cannot meet the accessibility
reiuirements of the provision it must
ei er retrofit existing equipment or
urchase new accessible equipment has

Been deleted because it is obvious. -
Subparagraph (b)(3) has been clarified
to state that all new rail ' assenger"
vehicles purchased after a effective ‘
date of the section have to be
accessible. There is no intention that the
rule apply to non-passenger rail
vehicles.
There were relatively few comments

on this provision. Some commenters .suggeted that it would be advisable to
require. when a train has an accessible
coach and an accessible food servicecar. that the two accessible cars be
adjacent to one another. This

4 arrangement of cars in a train is a ' -
sensible idea. which Amtrak should
implement where possible.
We also want to emphasize that in

making restrooms accessible. and in
providing services to handicapped
persons generally. recipients should
ensure that the dignity and privacy of
handicapped, persons are respected.
Paragraph (c)—Railpassenger

service. There are three substantive
changes in this paragraph. One concerns
the notice required before “on-call"
assistance will be provided to -handicapped passengers. Persons
requiring the service of an attendant
must give 24 hours advance notice inorder to receive assistance. compared tothe 12 hours required by the NPRM
(subparagraphs mm and (c)(8)(ii)). This
ange was requested by Amtrak andsupported by some state transportation

agencies. In our view. the longer periodis more reasonable in terms of

Amw‘u~_‘_.._¢n ,-

scheduling pérsonnel to assist
handicapped persons. The necessity of
notifying Amtrak anextra 12 hours in
advance should not prove an , - '
unreasonable inconvenience‘for
handicapped persons. Most people make
intercity travel plans and reservations at
least a day in advance in any event;
requests for assistance could easily be
made at the same time as reservations.
For the same reasons. the advance .. ‘-
notice for other handicapped persons
requiring assistance has been . _ -:
lengthened from three to twelve hours
item!)-Subparagraph (c)(Z). in the final
sentence. provides that persons who
need to travel with an attendant include
those who cannot take care of “any
one" of their fundamental personal
needs (e.g. eating. elimination). rather
than those who cannot take care of
“most" of these needs. as the NPRM. -
:rovided. The NPRM language might
ave led to uncertainty as to how many

fundamental needs a person could not
take care of before an attendant was .
required. While we agree with a ‘
commenter who pointed out that a
person who needs an attendant is
unlikely to travel without one. we ‘
believe this provision should be retains
to clarify the obligations of recipients.
Tho another commenter asserted
that a term “fundamental personal
needs" is too ambiguous to remain in theregulation. we believe that the intent
and meaning of this provision are clearenough to inform both recipients andpotential passengers of their
responsibilities. .
The third change to this paragraph is '

_ in (c)(9). where the waiver of recipients'
obligation to carry handicapped
passengers has been limited topassengers using life support equipment
that would depend upon the vehicle'spower system. This change recognizes '. that failure of a vehicle power system.- - and the consequent failure of the lifesupport system. could pose high risks ofliability for the recipient. However.
recipients should carry passengers withother kinds of life support equipment \that can reasonably be carried onto andsuitably placed within a passenger car.

In order to clarify the relationshipbetween subpar'agraphs (c)(3) and
(c)(8)(ii). the requirement of (CNS) thatrecipients assist persons confined to bedor a stretcher has been deleted.
Subparagraph (c)(8)(ii) is now the onlyprovision governin the carriage of
stretcher-bound or edridden
passengers. '
Subparagraph (c)(13) of the NPRM.which concerned the effective date ofthe regulations. has been deleted. The a
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effective date of the intercity rail portion
of the rule is now the same as for the
rest of the regulation. A new (c)(13] has
been added which requires recipients to
provide information and training to their
employees concerning the proper
implementation of the regulation. This
provision is designed to ensure that
employees of recipients understand their
obligations to handicapped passengers
and meet these obligations in a well-
informed and sensitive manner.
A number of other comments

pertained to passenger service. Amtrak
requested further elaboration of the
“qualifications" of handicapped persons
who could not be denied service.
suggesting the addition of a criterion‘
such as “able to travel without
endangering their own and others'
safety." We do not believe that such acriterion is desirable. because it would
be difficult to enforce fairly and
consistently. Amtrak also suggested thatrecipients identify in timetables where
assistance is not available (e.g. flag
stops. closed stations). We think this is
a good idea. which Amtrak can
implement without a regulatory

, requirement.
A state transportation agency

suggested that the rule address such
issues as potential liability to
handicapped persons. job descriptions
for persons who assist handicapped
passengers. and union regulations thatmay affect assistance to the _
handicapped. We believe these issues
are outside the scope of this rulemaking. .and. properly speaking. are not
regulatory issues at all. In addition. allthese factors are likely to vary

‘ considerably among states and
localities. and so are not easily
susceptible to nationwide rule.

5 27.75 Federal Highway
Admlhi'simtz'am-Highways. The
language of this section has been
changed from that of the NPRM in three
respects. The reference to 5 27.67 in
subparagraph mm and the final
sentence of that subparagraph havebeen deleted. because the term
“accessible" is now defined in 5 27.5 fornew facilities by reference to the ANSIstandards. In subparagraph [a)(3)(ii). aminor substantive change has beenmade. The NPRM permitted exceptions
to the requirement of making pedestrian
overpasses. underpasses and ramps
accessible where it is infeasible formobility-limited persons to reach the
facility because of “terrain" obstacles
unrelated to the Federally assisted
facility. To be consistent with the
language of a January 23. 1979.
agreement between the Federal
Highway Administration (FI-IWA) and
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' the Architectural and Transportation
' Barriers Compliance Board (MTBCB)
on the subject of pedestrian overpasses.
underpasses and ramps. we have
substituted for the "terrain obstacles"
the words “tmusual topographical or
architectural obstacles". This language
points out that man-made as well as
natural obstacles can preclude access to
a facility and also emphasizes that. in
order to except a facility from the
accessibility requirement. the obstacle
in question must be beyond the ordinary
scope of highway engineering problems.
Obstacles able to be overcome with
ordinary engineering and construction
effort by a state highway department
should not form the basis for an
exception.

Several state transportation agencies
asked for clarification on whether all
existing rest area facilities on Federal-
aid highways. regardless of the 7 .
involvement of Federal funds. are
required by subparagraph (but) to be
made accessible. All existing rest areas
on Interstate highways. where the vast
majority of rest areas already are
accessible. must be made accessible to
the handicapped. On other roads. where

e patterns of rest area placement and
ding are more irregular thou the

interstates. existing rest areas will be
made accessible when they are
improved using Federal funds. or when
the road on which the rest area is
located is improved with Federal funds
in the area directly in front of the rest
area or in the near vicinity (roughly
within a mile) of it. , .
The question of overpasses. .

underpasses. and ramps for pedestrians
was the subject of more comments than
any other part of this section. Commentswere fairly evenly divided among thosewho felt that the 10 percent maximum
gradient proposed by the NPRM was too
.steep (principally handicapped persons
and groups representing them) and thosewho felt that a higher gradient was morereasonable (principally transportation
agencies). Both concerns are valid Forwheelchair users. particularly those
whose anus and upper body are not
strong. wheeling a chair up a 10 percentgrade. while possible. may be a 'laborious task. On the other hand thelength of the ramp necessary for ‘maintaining the 8.33 percent gradient setforth in the ANSI standards means thatmore land may have to be acquired forthe facility and that persons other thanwheelchair users. unwilling to take thetime to use the extended ramps. maysimply cross the highway at grade.diminishing the safety advantage forwhich the pedestrian facility was built.The length of the ramp. in itself. may

\

also constitute a barrier to wheelchair
users. Faced with these conflicting
interests. we decided to keep the 10
percent gradient proposed by the NPRM. '
We believe that this is a reasonable
compromise which achieves some. .
though not all. of the legitimate goals ‘
expressed by both groups of \ _ .
commenters. . . ~
DOT and FHWA will encourage state

highway departments to construct
pedestrian facilities with an 8.33 percent
gradient whenever it is feasible. For
example. where there is sufficient space.
barriers (e.g.. fences around interstate
highway rights-of-way) to prevent
pedestrians from crossing at grade. or
where there are heavy concentrations of
elderly people in an area. we believe
that the 8.33 percent gradient is a good
idea. This policy is one which we
believe it best to implement through the ' ‘l’he
nonnal highway project planning ' .-
process. however. rather than through a
mandatory. across-the-board regulation.
The regulation does not require

existing pedestrian facilities to be made
accessible. However. the WA-
AaTBCB agreement referred to above
provides that FHWA will establish a
program urging the states to create an
inventory of overpasses and
underpasses constructed or altered with' Federal-aid funds after September 2.1969. The states will also be urged topinpoint overpasses and underpasses in
need of modification. under criteria tobe developed by FHWA and the
A&TBCB. FHWA will urge each state toestablish a timetable for making needed
modifications. . .
Several commeniera raised the

Iquestion'of the meaningof the word
“constructed".in subparagrsph (a)(2).
which requires that all pedestrian lcrosswalks “constructed" with Federal
financial assistance to have curb cuts.This provision expressly relies on 230.8.0. 402(b)(1)(l-'). which requires curbs“constructed or replaced" on or afterIuly 1. 1976 to be accessible to _wheelchair users and other physically
handicapped persons. in other words. ifthere is a physical alteration or repair toan existing curb. or a new curb is put inplace as a result. for example. of aproject to widen a street or remodel an
intersection. curb cuts are a requiredpart of the project at crosswalks.
Projects not physically affecting the curbitself—such as painting crosswalk linesover the curb—may be carried outwithout adding curb cuts. . 'Several groups representing '
handicapped persons and various
individual commenters asked that curbcuts be required in all existing curbs onFederal-aid highways. or at least in
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proximity to bus or rapid rail stops. As
stated above. a specific statutory

, provision addresses the question of curbcuts. We believe that this provision is
‘sufficient.

One commenter feared that the
"incorporation of the ANSI standards
into this section might require highway
departments to follow some highly
unconventional engineering practices.
such as having a sidewalk gradient of
five percent adjoining a street with a
gradient of 10 percent. We do not intend
to require that sidewalk gradients differfrom the gradients of the adjacent
roadways.

Organizations representing the blind
‘ expressed concern over the impact uponblind people of "right turn on red"programs and what they perceive as thephasing out of audible traffic signals.

as concerns were not addressed bythe NPRM and are outside the scope of_ this rulemaking
Subpart’E—Program Accessibility
Requirements to Specific Operating
Administration Programs: Mass
Transportation

.5 27.81 Purpose. The substance of thissection is unchanged from the NPRM.and simply states that the subpart
implements section 504 and other
statutes applicable to this section. The. substance of the NPRM‘s § 27.83. '“Objective.” has been merged into thisSection. Section 27.85 of the NPRM.
“Scope." has been deleted as .
unnecessary. Section 27.87 of the NPRM."Definitions." has also been deleted.The definitions it stated have beenshifted to f 27.5 in order to consolidate
all definitions in one section.

. There were very few comments aboutthese introductory sections. Two' comments asked for specific mentionthat the purpose of the regulation
included consideration of the needs ofthe mentally ill. Mentally ill persons arecovered by the general definition ofhandicapped. and further mentionappears superfluous. Another
commenter asked that the “objectives"section indicate clearly whether existingUrban Mass Transportation . ,Administration (UMTA) regulations onthe transportation of elderly andhandicapped persons will be 'withdrawn. This rule supersedes theexisting UMTA regulations (49 CFR Part609. 49 CFR 613.204. and the appendix to49 CFR Part 513. Suhpart B. on 49 CFR613.204). except that the requirementsfor Transbus remain separate from thisrule (49 CFR 609. 15(a)). The appendix to‘ 23 CFR Part 450. Subpart A. on planningfor elderly and handicapped personsunder the joint UMTA~Federal Highway
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Administration planning regulations will
be revised to reflect the requirements of
this regulation. Although most of the
advisory information in that appendix
remains applicable. it will be revised t9
discuss the new section 504 regulation
and the fact that some matters. such as
wheelchair accessibility to fixed route
bus systems. are no longer matters of
local option. , - ,

l 27.83 Fixed Facilities for the Public
(Section 27.95 in the NPRM). The
changes to this section. while '
considerable. are editorial in nature.
Paragraphs (a). (c). (d). (e) and (D have
been deleted as repetitive of material
contained in subparts A and C of the
rule. The remaining provisions have
been renumbered accordingly. The titles
of the final rule's paragraphs (a) and (b)
have been changed to reflect more
accurately the contents of the
paragraphs. The contents have not been
changed from the NPRM. except that a
reference to the ANSI standards in
paragraph (b) has been changed to refer
to 5 27.87 rather than to the deleted
paragraph (fl of the NPRM version 9f
5 27.95. -
Most comments on this portion of the

NPRM concerned paragraph (a) of the
NPRM. which has been deleted. The
comments wanted more specificity in
the statements of this paragraph's
requirements in some cases. and other
comments objected to the paragraph's
provision for exceptions to accessibility
requirements. The general material in ,
this paragraph is clearly explained
elsewhere in general sections of the rule:
provisions as to exemptions are found in
the program-specific portions of subpart
E
Comments on paragraphs (b) and (c)

of the NPRM (paragraph (a) of the final
rule) asked for greater specificity.
particularly as to schedules for ‘
modification of facilities. Some
commenters thought DOT should require
a particular percentage of modification . .
to be completed each year. for example.
We believe that the sections are
sufficiently specific as they stand. Given
the diversity of modification tasks '
nationwide. greater specificity in this
section of general application on
scheduling modifications is not ~ '
desirable. More specificity is provided
in the sections on specific transportation
modes. ‘ .
There were few other Comments. One

commenter asked for specific mention of ‘
curb cuts. We believe those provisions
requiring attention to the needs of
handicapped persons in loading.
unloading. and parking areas are
sufficient to cover this concern. .

The NPRM's § 27.97. which generally
set forth the rule's requirements for
vehicles. is applicable generally. not just
in subpart E. Therefore. it has been
deleted from its place in the NPRM and
moved to sub - art C. - . .

l
( ectron 27.101 in e NPRM). in most
communities. bus systems provide the
only fixed route means of public
transportation. The accessibility of bus
systems to the handicapped is crucial if
handicapped people in these '
communities are not to be denied the
benefits of Federal aid to urban mass : ‘.
transportation. Even in cities with other
.modes of mass transit. the bus system-
which normally has a much more
comprehensive route structure than rail
and other means of transportation—is a
key to ensuring that handicapped people
have an equitable opportunity to use
transportation services. - . .
The Department has changed this

section from the NPRM in a number of- .
ways. The first of these changes is in
subparagraph (a)(1)(ii). where the
definition of the accessibility of bus
systems has been rewritten. The . ‘
language of the NPRM—“off-peak
frequency service or half of the peak
service. whichever is greater. during off-
peak hours as well as peak hours"-was
confusing. For example. it could be
interpreted to require bus systems to
increase the frequency of its off-peak
runs. something that the Department
never meant to require. Therefore. the
paragraph now provides that at least
one-half of buses in peak hour service
must be accessible in order to achieve
grogram accessibility. During off-peak
ours. a recipient must deploy all of its

available accessible buses before it may
'place inaccessible buses in service.

In order to limit the need to retrofit
existing buses and to permit bus '
systems. particularly those with newer
fleets. to spread the cost of acquiring
accessible buses over a longer period of
time. thereby easing the short-term
expenditures these systems must make.
subparagraph (a)(2) has been changed to
extend the outer time limit for program
accessibility from 6 to 10 years. in
addition. a new subparagraph (a)(3) has
been added to the section. providing
that nothing in the section shall require

- any recipient to install a lift on any bus
for which a solicitation was issued on or
before February 15. 1977. Manufacturers
have been required by UMTA
regulations to offer a wheelchair
accessibility option for all new.
standard. full-sized urban transit buses
for which a solicitation was issued after
that date. Together with the 10-year
period during which new accessible

‘U "TV" .7

relatively new fleets may need the full

' to new. standard. full-size urban transit

. comments. We have carefully
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_ buses can be purchased to make a fleet
accessible by accretion. this provision
will also help to limit the need to retrofit
existing buses and to keep recipients'
costs within reasonable bounds.
Those systems with older fleets will

presumably be able to meet this
standard in less than 10 years through
‘normal bus replacement. All cities are
likely to try to achieve program
accessibility as quickly as possible.
since § 27.97 requires the provision of
interim accessible transportation during
the'period before program accessibility
is reached. However. some systems with
10 years in order to avoid large scale
retrofitting of existing buses. The vast
majority of commenters opposed
retrofitting. raising significant questions
about its cost—effectiveness and
possible effects'on the structural“.
integrity of existing buses. .
Given the extension to 10 years and

the revised version of the program
accessibility standard. the Department
"feels that the former provision about
extending the six-year deadline "by one
year for each 10 percent above the 50
ercent of the buses that would have to
e accessible" is unnecessary.

Therefore. that provision has been
deleted.
- The final rule requires that all new
buses for which solicitations are issued
after the effective date of the part be
accessible. in addition. to avoid the risk
that a large number of procurement
solicitations for inaccessible buses -
could be issued before the effective date
of this regulation. UMTA intends to limit
its consideration of bus grants to those
that provide for accessible buses. This
paragraph's requirement as they pertain
buses. will remain in effect until
solicitations for those buses must use
UMTA's '“lransbua Procurement
Requirements."
The requirement that all new buses be

accessible will mean that eventually all
buses will be accessible. The
requirement in paragraph (a) of this
section (program accessibility) that half
of the peak hour bus service be
accessible is a minimum level of
accessibility that must be achieved
within 10 years.
The bus system accessibility section

of the NPRM received numerous
considered these comments in writing
the final rule. The comments. and our
thinking in response to them. can be
discussed most conveniently in terms of
the following categories:

1. Accessibility in General. About 180
comments addressed the issue of

v. .7 ‘1‘. W.W.
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whether mainline bus service should be
made accessible. About half these
comments favored the concept of
requiring accessibility. Handicapped
individuals and their groups were
strongly represented among the
comments advocating the requirement:

' transit operators and state ‘
transportation agencies were heavily -
represented among the comments
expressing the opposing view.
The comments favoring the

requirement of accessibility cited the
goal of incorporating handicapped
people into the mainstream of society.
providing independent mobility for
them. permitting them to use the fruits of
their tax dollars. and avoiding what they
regarded as the pitfalls of "special
service" paratransit (e.g. long lead times
for reservations. waiting time. -
limitations On type and length of trips.
unreliability). Opponents of the
requirement asserted that the costs of
accessibility are not justified by what
they viewed as the small population that
would probably take advantage of the
services. Separate special service would
do a better job for handicapped people
at a lower cost. in their view. and they
point to the difficulty which " ,
handicapped persons may have in
getting to and from bus stops.
particularly in bad weather.
The Department believes that major

modes of public transportation should
be made accessible. In addition. bus
accessibility is a well-settled DOT
policy. as evidenced by the Transhus ‘ .
mandate. in connection with his
Transbus decision issued on May 19.
1977. Secretary of Transportation Brock
Adams considered in depth the
arguments for and against requiring _
buses to be accessible. The Secretary
decided then. and in this rulemaking
reaffirms. that accessibility of buses is
an important part of the Department‘s
urban mass transportation policy.

2. Costs. The costs of making bus
systems accessible occasioned a great
deal of comment. Many transit operators
estimated that mainline accessibility i
would markedly increase their annual
operating costs and cause them to incur -
heavy capital costs. For example. eight
California transit systems said their

, annual operating costs would increase
from one to 15 percent. while they would
incur additional capital costs from
around 5500.000 to $16 million. Most
figures that were provided simply added
the costs of accessible mainline service
to present costs. However. a number of
comments compared the prospective
costs of mainline accessible service to
the prospective costs of special '
paratransit service. Some of these
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commenters thought the costs of the two
systems would be about the same. or
that mainline service would cost less. '
The majority. however. felt that . "
mainline service would be costlier.
Summittg up the views of these
commenters. the American Public
Transit Association (APTA) estimated
that nationally. annual operating costs
for mainline accessible systems would
be $300 million. versus $159 million for
“dial-a-ride" paratranslt service. Some
smaller transit authorities asserted that
the costs inherent in the requirements of
this regulation would cause them to
curtail seriously or cease operations.
The Departnient of Transportation has

looked carefully at the costs and has
concluded that the costs of bus
accessibility are likely to be lower than
commenters suggested. Some of the
difference may be explained by cost

. assumptions made by the commenters.
who included significant sums for such
matters as presumed slowing of service.
increased cost for garages (based on
presumed need for housing greater ~
numbers of vehicles). increased
insurance costs. need for additional
personnel. additional training costs. bus '
stops and shelter modifications. and so
forth. in the Department's view. some of

. these assumptions may not be well
founded. The costs assigned to the items
may be overstated. and it is likely that
many of the costs would be incurred
under alternatives other than program
accessibility. With respect to cost
comparisons between mainline and
special services. valid comparisons are
possible only if the special services
involved are truly comparable (in terms

' of factors such as trip time. waiting time.
nip purpose restrictions. hours of

- service. etc.) to mainline accessible
service.me the comments. it was
difficult to determine whether the
services proposed as alternatives to
mainline accessibility were truly
comparable. Comments from
handicapped persons about existing
special services suggested that eidsting
special services are not truly
comparable. , ' '
While not denying the reality of

increased costs for operators. the
Department is not persuaded that the ‘
financial impact. in absolute or relative
terms. is as high as some commenters
assert. Nevertheless. the Department
took important steps to mitigate the cost
impact of the rule. The stretching out of
the compliance period from six to 10
years is one example of a change that
should help to mitigate costs. in'
addition. the provision that a bus for

’ which a solicitation was issued on or
before February 15. 1977. need not be
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"retrofitted with lifts will result in some
capital savings for recipients. This

. provision. in conjunction with the longer
compliance period. will probably result
in very few buses having to be

' retrofitted with lifts in order to reach
program accessibility.
The capital cost impact of this portion

of the regulation will therefore consist
' ‘ principally of incremental costs of lift-

equipped buses over the costs of
inaccessible new buses. This cost
appears to be within reasonable bounds.
The marginal increase in operating costs
is estimated to average about 1.3
percent.
.3. Benefits. The principal benefit that

this portion of the regulation attempts to
confer is making it possible for
wheelchair users to use mainline buses.
.A large majority of the comments

' frelevant to this issue suggested that the
provision of this benefit may not be
meaningful. predicting little or no
increase in the use of mainline buses by
handicapped persons as the result of the
rule. These commenters cited the
difficulty of getting from home to the
bus. given the presence of other barriers
in the community. as the biggest reason
for this predicted lack of ridership.
Other problems mentioned were the
problem of transferring to other routes
when not all of the buses during peak
hours were accessible. and concern by
the handicapped about the safety of
accessible equipment. The minority of
cqmmenters who believed that
{accessibility of mainline service would
increase ridership alluded to such
factors as likelihood of building up a
handicapped ridership base when
accessible service was actually
provided. the probable diversion of
handicapped from taxis to less
expensive bus service when accessible
service became available. and the
assistance to bus ridership that could be
provided by demand-responsive
supplemental service.
Our starting point for estimating the

_ probable benefits to be gained from
accessible mainline service is the
potential market to be served. The
“National Survey of Transportation
Handicapped Persons" (1978) performed
for the Department indicated that there
were about 1.5 million people who live

~ within a half-mile of a bus stop and for
whom bus steps are a barrier which
would prevent them from using buses.
Given the increase in the average age of
the population. it is likely that the
number and proportion of mobility-
handicapped people will increase.

‘ because as people age. the likelihood
that they may become mobility-
handicapped increases. Not all these
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people could get to a bus stop. given the
existence of other barriers. The
Department supports the removal
generally of barriers to the mobility of
handicapped people. but is only in a
position to mandate the removalar
barriers in those programs to which it
provides financial assistance. However.
actions are now being taken to eliminate
these barriers. and these measures will
enable more handicapped persons to use
an accessible system.
We believe that the use of accessible

bus service by handicapped people will
increase over time. Given the history of
almost total inaccessibility. most
handicapped people probably do not '
think first of the city bus when they ‘
make transportation plans. It is
necessary to create accessible service
and educate the public about it before
the significant potential market of
handicapped users is likely to ride the
buses in large numbers. The Department
is persuaded that. under this rule. and
with the cooperation of transit
operators. mainline bus service can be
safe. convenient. and attractive for
handicapped persons.
' 4. The Use ofLifts. Pending the
introduction of Transbus. the only
technology for making buses accessible
to handicapped people is the lift. After
the effective date of the rule. recipients
may issue solicitations only for
accessible buses. This requirement will
not be a major policy change for a
number of the nation's largest bus
systems. including those serving Los.
Angeles. Detroit. Was ' ton. Seattle.
Houston. and St. Louis. w 'ch have
already decided to purchase at least
some accessible new buses. Given the
provisions of the final rule. it should be
unnecessary in almost all cases to
retrofit previously purchased buses with
lifts. an expensive and technically

_ difficult process opposed by the vast
majority of commenters who discussed
retrofit. . .
Commenters who opposed the

requirement to purchase only accessible
new buses focused on three main issues.
They stated that the use of lifts would
greatly slow bus service: that lifts are

. unsafe. and the presence of some
handicapped persons aboard buses asthe result of the use of lifts could pose a
hazard in an emergency evacuation
situation: and that lift technology is
unreliable and lifts do not work
properly. The case in point cited by
exponents of this fine oint is the St.
Louis bus system. whic reports much
trouble with its lift-equipped buses.
With respect to the argumentthat the

use of lifts would greatly slow bus
service. the Department is somewhat

~ u—" a“
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skeptical. While there may be some
slowing of service in some '
circumstances. this problem is not likely
to be of the scope or magnitude
suggested. Transit systems should. after
a time. gain experience concerning the
points on their routes where it is most
likely that lifts will be used on a regular
basis. Any regular delays of this kind
can and should be worked into
schedules in such a way that service
disruption? or undue slowdowns of

. service will be minimal.
The concerns expressed about safety

went first to the fit between the lift and
wheelchairs—lifts might not be able to
receive and “lock onto" all sizes of
chairs. for example—and second to the
evacuation of wheelchairs from the bus -

- in an emergency. To the extent that the
first problem exists. it can be remedied
by the improvements to the design and
construction of new lifts and remedial
safety devices or warnings on existing
lifts. With respect to emergency
evaucation. recipients should develop.
and train bus operators in. means of
expeditiously evacuating wheelchair
occupants from buses in emergencies as
part ’of their accessibility programs and
policies. We feel that seating in buses
can be designed to minimize any
obstruction by a wheelchair to the
evacuation of other passengers.
Obviously. it is desirable in any
emergency evacuation situation that the
evacuees be as mobile as possible. but
this general statement is not a sufficient
reason for keeping mobility-limited
people. off public conveyances.
We are aware that lifts in present usehave experienced technical problems.

Manufacturers of lifts commented that
they were presently working to make
needed improvements in lifts. inaddition. we believe that a requirement
for lifts will create a much strongerdemand for lift equipment. which in turnwill encourage companies with high
engineering skills and productioncapacity to enter the market. The result
should be the availability of good
equipment at competitive rices.
Moreover. the time lag be’ ore lift-
equipped buses begin to arrive on thestreets in response to the rule's deadlinefor orders means that it will be about 18months from the effective date of thisrule before the buses are delivered. Thisallows some additional time for the
production of improved lifts. it is theDepartment's conclusion that lifts are afeasible solution to the problem ofmaking buses accessible. -

5. Comments Regarding the Transbus.Many commentsrs saw a docket onthe NPRM as a forum to re-open theSecretary of Transportation's May 1977

, .7 fl. . ‘. _ - -'--, ' ~ . 4. a.
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. decision to mandate Transbus.
Comments both in favor of the Transbus
mandate and against it (or asking for
delay in its implementation) were
received. The Transbus decision was '
made well before the section 504 NPRM
was published. and stands
independently of any of the decisions
made as part of the present rulemaking. '
The Transbus decision is referenced in
the general requirement of accessibility
made by this rule. and is not subject to
modification as part of this rulemaking. ‘
Regardless of the timing of the
availability of Transbusea. recipientsare bound by this final rule to issue
solicitations only for accessible buses
after the effective date of this rule. .

. 1 27.87Rapidand CommuterRail
Systems. The NPRM's section 27.103.
entitled “Fixed guideway systems
accessibility." dealt with light rail
systems as well as with rapid and
commuter rail systems. in the final rule.light rail systems are discussed in a
separate section. § 27.89. The provisions
of the rapid and commuter rail portion
of the rule have been extensively .
revised. . '
The new paragraph (a) provides thatprogram accessibility in rapid and

commuter rail systems is achieved when' 'a' system. when viewed in its entirety. isaccessible to handicapped persons.
including wheelchair users. All stations
must be accessible to handicapped
persons who can use steps (e.g.. fully
mobile blind or hearing-impaired
persons); key stations must also be
accessible to wheelchair users.
' The rule provides that recipients must
treat as key stations those stations '
which meet any one of several criteria.
A station must be made accessible if it
is (1) a transfer point on a rail line or
between rail lines (e.g.. where twosubway lines cross). (2) a major
interchange point with other modes (e.g..a rapid rail station serving an airport; asubway station adjacent to a stop
serving three bus lines; this criterion
does not make every rail stationadjacent to a bus stop a key station.
however). (3) a station at the end of aline (unless the station is close toanother accessible station). (4) a stationserving major activity centers
(employment or government centers.institutions of higher learning. or
hospitals or health care facilities). (5) astation that is a special trip generatorfor sizable numbers of handicapped
persons (e.g.. a station serving a clusterof high-rise. high-density apartment. buildings with a large handicapped
population). or (6) in the case of rapidrail. a station where passenger

-._*Usmffl
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boardings exceed average station
boardings by 15 percent.
The key station concept was

suggested during the comment period as
an alternative to 100 percent station
accessibility. Representatives of the city '
of New York proposed that 10 percent of
the New York City rapid rail stations
would be an appropriate level of key
stations. These discussions focused the
Department's attention on the idea of a
key station approach. but further
reflection and analysis showed that the
service quality from a very low level of
key station accessibility as proposed by
New York was not adequate. For this
reason, the Department has adopted
criteria for determining what are key
stations to ensure that heavily used
stations and those that are trip
generators for the handicapped will
become accessible. Using these criteria.
effective rail transportation service can
be provided at a significantly lower cost
than would be the case if all stations
were required to be accessible.
For commuter rail systems. Which

serve less densely populated areas and
which have stations spread over a wider
geographic area than rapid rail systems.
application of these criteria alone might
well result in the exemption of so many
stations that the system. viewed in its
entirety. would not be accessible.
Therefore. an additional criterion based
on distance from other accessible
stations has been imposed for commuter
rail systems. This criterion would
identify any station which is distant
from any other accessible station as a
key station. “Distant" is not defined. but
our intent is that making every third
station accessible would generally
satisfy this criterion.
The regulation does not specify a

percentage of stations that must satisfy
these criteria. However. a reasonable
estimate is that application of these
criteria will result in a nationwide
average of about 40 percent of rapid rail
stations being made accessible. although
this figure may be as much as 60 percent
in some cities.
With respect to rail vehicles. the

regulation requires all vehicles to be
accessible to handicapped persons who
can use steps and one vehicle per train
to be accessible to wheelchair users.
Paragraph (b) generally requires new
rapid rail vehicles for which
solicitations are issued after the
effective date of the regulation to be
accessible.
While 49 CFR Part 609. UMTA's

regulation governing accessibility of
handicapped persons to transportation.is superseded by this 504 regulation. the
former 55 609.15-609.19 should continue

if— ‘1 —- ‘ ‘v —'l;v‘mm".‘IWM'f W"'m -‘.‘ ““"‘"W”' "

to be used by recipients as guidance for
determining accessibility features to be
incorporated in new equipment until
new guidance on what specific
accessibility features are required.
probably in the form of an UMTA
circular. is issued. One accessibility
feature in rapid rail systems—a device

' to close the gap between vehicle exits
and station platforms in order to make
entering and leaving the vehicles. safe
and convenient for handicapped
people—is not required to be provided.
if needed. until January 1. 1983. This
delay is intended to permit a reasonable

. time for further development and testing ..
of gap~closing devices. New commuter
rail vehicles for which solicitations are
issued on or after January 1.1983. must
be accessible to wheelchair users. This
date was selected in order to permit a-
reasonable time for the development -
and testing of car-home lifts which may
be necessary to make cars accessible in
some systems. - -~ -~- ‘ -
The regulationalso requires connecto ,

service between accessible and
inaccessible rapid rail stations. This
service is intended to provide at least a
partial substitute for the rapid rail
service between stations that is
unavailable because some stations are
inaccessible. The connector service may
be provided by regular bus routes.
special bus routes. special service
paratransit. or any other accessible
means of transportation provided by a
recipient that will transport a
handicapped person from an
inaccessible rapid rail station to the
nearest accessible station in the
person's direction of travel. or vice-
versa. The connector service. together
with accessible rail stations. must
provide to handicapped persons a level
of service reasonably comparable to
that provided by the rapid rail system '

' for a non-handicapped person. ~
‘ - . As an indication of this comparability.

the service generally should avoid
requiring a handicapped person to
transfer more than one time more than a
non-handicapped person would to get to
their destination. This is not a firm.
invariable requirement. however. If
service of approximately equivalent

_ speed can be provided. variation in the
' number of transfers permitted may be

' , possible. ' -
It should be pointed out that one way

to provide adequate connector service
with accessible mainline buses might be
route restructing. rather than the
addition of new service.
The timing of the connector service

requirement parallels that of the rapid
rail system program accessibility
requirement. Complete connector

'
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service must be in place within 30 years
3 from the effective date of the regulation.
Within this time period. there must be a
steady build-up of connector service
that is coordinated with the completion
of key stations. No later than 12 years
from the rule’s effective date. connector
service must provide effective and
efficient use of key stations that have
been made accessible at that time.

Subparagraph (a)(4) sets the time
. schedule for accomplishing program
accessibility in rapid and commuter rail

- systems. Accessibility must be achieved
as soon as practicable. but not later than
8 years after the effective date of the
regulation. except that this time limit is
extended to 30 years for extraordinarily
expensive structural changes to. or
replacement of. existing fixed facilities
needed to achieve program accessibility.
Changes to accommodate the needs of
handicapped persons who can use
steps—such as blind or hearing-
impaired persons—are expected to be
accomplished within three years. since
these changes generally involve low-
capital expenditure projects and are not
“extraordinarily expensive." The

| Department generally considers
elevators and vehicle lifts to be
“extraordinarily expensive" and has
selected the extended deadlines to
permit adequate time for such
improvements to be made.

it is the policy of the Department that
the most essential key stations (about
one-third of all key stations) be made
accessible within the first 12 years of
the program. However. the Department
has decided that a 30-year period for
obtaining full program accessibility is
justified. This decision was made
principally on the basis of the difficulty
and high cost of making needed
structural changes (eg. retrofitting
existing subway stations in New York
City or Philadelphia with elevators).
The Department believes that it is

reasonable to spread out the work and
cost of these changes over a relatively
extended period. However. the
Department intends to ensure. through
its planning and grant process. that

. recipients proceed with needed
modifications at a reasonable rate. The
regulation requires that each recipient
make steady progress over the entire 30
year period. in compliance With a
required transition plan. After 12 years.the Department intends to require an
assessment at the national and local
levels of the progress of accessibility
work and its impact on ridership.
The time limit for vehicle accessibility

is five years from the effective date of
the regulation in rapid rail systems and
10 years for commuter rail systems for

~.,- ca -' a. . .
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extraordinarily expensive changes to. or
replacement of. existing vehicles. Less
expensive changes in rolling stock. to
make the vehicles accessible to and
usable by handicapped persons who can
use steps. must still be made within
three years.
The Department is award. as many

commenters have pointed out. that
carrying out this section will be costly.
The Department estimates that over the
30-year compliance period. achieving
program accessibility in re id rail
systems will cost about $1 illion. This
estimate covers capital costs for fixed
facilities and vehicles. incremental
operating costs. and connector service
which does not make any use of
mainline accessible bus routes. and
assumes that a national average of 40
percent of stations will be made
accessible. The actual cost will be lower
to the extent that cities are able to_use
mainline accessible bus lines for _
connector service. thereby saving some
of the cost of a complete. separate
connector service system. The 30-year
compliance cost for commuter rail
systems. also assuming that about 40
percent of stations are made accessible.
will be about $290 million. The 30-year
compliance period will enable recipients
to spread these costs over along periodl
so as to make them easier to bear.
Many commenters who discussed

accessibility for rapid rail systems
favored accessibili . The majority of
the comments from andicapped '
persons and their groups favored a
shorter deadline for program .
accessibility-12 or 20 years—than the
30 year deadline chosen by the
Department. The Department
understands this view; handicapped
people have already waited a long time
for the removal of transportation
barriers. The Department believes.
however. that it must take care to ‘
mandate only what can be
accomplished practically by recipients
and by the Department. The key station
concept received support in the
comments both from transit operators
and groups representing the
handicapped.
With respect to rapid rail vehicles. _

two rapid rail system operators
expressed concern about the vehicle/ .
platform gap problem. This problem is
addressed by the rule's provision for
ga -closing devices in cars for which
so icitations are issued on or after
January 1. 1983. Other comments i
mentioned the need for some interior
refitting of vehicles: the timing of this
refitting will depend on its '
extensiveness and cost. As the rule
provides. accessibility (including

interior refitting) that is not
extraordinarily expensive must be

‘ accomplished within three years.
Most operators commenting on the

NPRM supported a "local option" .
concept. in which each operator or local

‘ government would select the mix of
transit services best suited to provide
mobility for handicapped persons.
There is room for considerable local

planning in carrying out this regulation.
with respect to planning. connectdr '
service. and determination of some key ._ .
stations. However. the concept of local .
option as expressed by many
commenters is inconsistent with the
assurance of providing program
accessibility which section 506 and the
HEW guidelines require.
As with bus systems. comments

questioned the likelihood of significant
use of accessible rail systems by
handicapped riders. Present experience
is scanty. Systems which are partly-or
wholly accessible. such as San ‘
Francisco’s BART and Washington.
D.C.'s Metro. report relatively small but
growing numbers of handicapped users
of their station elevators. It is
reasonable to believe that these
numbers will increase as more .
accessible buses begin to feed into the
rail systems and as other barriers to the
movement of handicapped people are
eliminated. While it is clear that
awareness of the existence of accessible
transit must increase and other barriers

, must decrease before the full potential .
for handicapped ridership could be
realized. it is also clear that there is a
currently untapped market for transit
service which accessible systems are
capable of serving. it should also be
pointed out that accessible systems may
make the use of public transit more
convenient. and consequently more
attractive. for many people who are not
handicapped. .- . -. - » . .- _ ‘
The range of comments concerning

commuter rail was quite similar to that
concerning rapid rail. One difference
concerned what most transit operators
commenting regard as the unique nature
of commuter rail. which runs on track
also used by other rail traffic. This. the
operators said. poses problems for them.
increasing the time a commuter train
needs to stay at a station in order to
pick up handicapped passengers may
disrupt schedules for other trains.
Moreover. in high-platform stations. .there may be a considerably larger car]
platform gap than in rapid rail stations.
Also. the fact that commuter rail
systems operate in areas of lower
population density means that relatively
few handicapped riders are likely to useaccessible service.
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it is probable that the number of
' -' handicapped passengers. like the

number of passengers in general. is
likely to be lower for commuter rail than
for rapid rail. However. there are fewer
public transportation options for people
living in areas served by commuter rail
than for people in more densely
populated areas. This makes making the
accessibility of commuter rail even more
important for those people. _
The key station provisions of the rule

should improve the ratio of costs to
benefits for commuter rail operations.

_: As with other modes of transportation.
" however. the Department's decisions in
the commuter rail area cannot be
exclusively tied to cost-benefit analysis.
The human value of providing
accessible transit services to all persons
must weigh heavily in the decision.
Sophisticated traffic management
techniques should permit schedules of
commuter trains and freight trains which
share relatively few lines to be arranged

' so that the commuter trains can safely
pick up handicapped passengers without

- unduly delaying other traffic.
Commuter rail systems differ. Some

‘ have high platform stations flush with
car entry level. Others have entry from
ground level. Others have combinations
of both. What the'rule requires is
accessibility. not any particular
technique for achieving accessibility. If
a system has mostly high platform
stations flush with car entry level. it
might modify its other stations along the
same lines. thus obviating any need to
equip its rolling stock or. stations with
lifts. On the other hand. so long as train
entry areas are accessible to
handicapped persons. a system may
provide access to its vehicles with lifts
and avoid modifying most platforms.
.IPlatform/train gaps could be closed by
automatic equipment extending from
cars or by “gangplank” devices either
carried on the train or stored in the
station and operated by train or station

_ personnel. Where it is most appropriate
for commuter rail vehicles to become
accessible through the use of lifts. the
January 1. 1983. solicitation date plus the
approximately two-year period between
order and delivery gives recipients and
manufacturers sufficient time to develop
and deploy new technology.
Other comments on the commuter rail

section of the rule paralleled the rapid
- rail comments concerning the key
station concept. the merits of
accessibility as a goal. and "local
option." The Department's thinking on
these issues is the same as in the rapid
rail area. with the exception that one ofthe criteria used for determining which
stations are key stations in rapid rail
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systems—stations boarding 15 percent
more passengers than the system
average—is not applicable to commuter
rail systems.

5 27.8.9 Light Rail Systems. This
section. which treats rail (trolley)
systems separately from commuter rail
and rapid rail systems. is new. The
general accessibility requirement for
light rail systems. like that for other
modes. is that a system. when viewed in
its entirety. must be accessible to
handicapped persons. including
wheelchair users.
The requirement for station

accessibility is similar to that for rapid
rail. All stations must be accessible to
handicapped persons who can use steps.
and key stations must be accessible to
wheelchair users. Key stations are
generally defined by many of the same
criteria used for rapid and commuter rail
key stations. and the rationale for the
'key station concept discussed in '
connection with rapid and commuter
rail systems applies to light rail stations
as well. Relatively low-capital changes
to be made to stations or vehicles are
expected to be made within three years.
The three-year general time limit is
extended to 20 years for extraordinarily
expensive structural changes to. or
replacement of. existing fixed facilities
and vehicles necessary to achieve
program accessibility.

It is important to note that light rail
vehicles stop not only at fixed-facility
station. but also at street stops. We
intend the key station criteria to apply
only to fixed-facility stations. Street
stops need not be considered as key
stations. because these stops will be
accessible in many cases. when lift-
equipped vehicles are deployed. Street

' stops do not need to be changed ,
structurally under this section. However.
once light rail vehicles are equipped
with lifts. it is likely that wheelchair '
users will be able to enter and leave the
vehicles at many street stops.
The vehicle accessibility requirement

for light rail is similar to that for buses.
All vehicles must be accessible to
handicapped persons who can use steps.
At least half of the vehicles in peak-hour '

' schedule gives reasonable leeway forservice must be accessible to wheelchair
users. - ‘ g _
During off-peak hours. the accessible

vehicles must be used before
inaccessible vehicles can be used. The
discussion of the rationale for the bus
accessibility requirement applies to the
light rail vehicle accessibility
requirement of this section. New light
rail vehicles for which solicitations areissued on or after January 1. 1983. must
be accessible to handicapped persons.
including wheelchair users.

I

The final requirement of the section is
that after 12 years. light rail operators
must submit to the Department a report
on the progress. cost and benefits of the
accessibility program.'As with rapid and
commuter rail systems. operators are
expected to make steady and
reasonable progress throughout the so-
year program period toward the goal of
program accessibility. with the most
essential work being done first.
However. until the Department's study
of light and commuter rail accessibility.
as mandated by section 321(b) of the
Surface Transportation Assistance Act
of 1978. is completed. we foresee no
need for movement beyond the planning
phase. Section 321(b) directs the .
Secretary to make an evaluation of the
light and commuter rail modes to
determine ways of making and the -
desirability of making such modes
accessible to handicapped persons. The
Secretary is directed to report to
Congress the results of this evaluation
by January 30. 1980. together with his
recommendations for legislation
necessary to clarify or change Federal
laws or provisions pertaining to light
and commuter rail accessibility.
The Department estimates that the

capital cost of making light rail systems
accessible would be about $47.7 million

. if all stations were made accessible. if
the key station criteria result instead in . .
forty percent of stations being made
accessible. the capital cost would be
reduced to about $25 million.
As a number of commenters pointed

. out. the biggest problem in making light
rail systems accessible is the present
unavailability of lifts for light rail
vehicles. UMTA has initiated research

; to assist in developing a lift for light rail
°vehicles. Based on present development
schedules. the Department expects a
prototype lift for light rail vehicles to be
developed by the end of 1980. it is
probable that another year will be
required before a safe and reliable lift
can be marketed. it is with this
development timetable in mind that the

' Department does not require recipients
_to order only new vehicles that are
'accessible until January 1. 1983. This
"development and testing before transit
systems must order trolleys with lifts or
other accessibility features.
Comment from groups representing

handicapped persons favored the ‘
accessibility mandate for light rail
systems: transit operators. while
ointing out problems associated with
t costs. in several cases did not appear

to oppose accessibility. Only one '
comment. which favored the idea. dealt
_with the key station concept. Some
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transportation agencies requested that
’ accessibility be a matter of complete
local option but. for the same reasons
discussed in connection with buses and
rapid and commuter rail systems. the
Department did not adopt this
suggestion.

It should be pointed out that in light
rail cities which also have bus systems.
it is likely that the bus systems. once

’ they are accessible and given proper
routing. should in most cases be able to
’meet interim accessible transportation
requirements until the light rail system0' sus‘:: ';.Js- .

(Section
27.1 the NPRM). This section
requires that where paratransit systems
exist. they shall be operated so as to be
accessible. when viewed in their
entirety. Where new vehicles must be
purchased or structural changes made to

' attain program accessibility. the
purchases or changes must be made
within three years from the effective
date of the regulation. Automobiles may
‘be used by transit operators or other
service providers as one form of
paratransit vehicle. They are accessible
to many handicapped persons. including
many wheelchair users. However.
automobiles are not accessible to some

rhandicapped persons (for example.
persons who use battery-powered
wheelchairs that cannot be folded and
carried in an automobile trunk or
backseat). Thus. the section requires
that each paratransit system operate
enough accessible paratransit vehicles
to provide approximately the same
measure of service to handicapped
persons who need such vehicles as is
provided to other persons. A higher fare
may not be charged Just because the
handicapped person needs a vehicle
with a level-change mechanism.

in paragraph (b). the requirement
concerning the purchase of new vehicles
has been altered somewhat from the
NPRM. New vehicles purchased after
the effective date of the regulation must
be accessible. unless the system will
continue to meet the section's general
program accessibility standard even
though the new vehicle or vehicles
purchased are not accessible. For
example. if a paratransit system has
enough accessible vehicles to meet all
demands for service by handicapped
persons. and the requirement of
generally equal service to handicapped
riders is met. all new vehicles purchased
for the system need not be accessible.
No part of these regulations is

intended to discourage door-to-door
garatransit services or programs that
elp handicapped travelers directly

through user subsidies or other methods.
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Our intent is to increase overall travelopportunities of handicapped personsby fostering program accessibility inaddition to any current or plannedspecialized services available from a -variety of sources. Recipients areencouraged but not required to providesupplemental service to handicappedpersons who cannot reach transitfacilities. use secessible vehicles. ortravel from transit stops to theirdestinations. /The Department received a greatmany comments dealing with . 'paratranait as a supplement oralternative to mainline accessibility forhandicapped persons. The NPRM. _however. did not propose anything withrespect to paratranait except that -paratranait systems. where they exist.' must be accessible. This provision of theNPRM has been retained. Under thissection of the final rule. no one is _required to provide paratranait service.The cost of maldng the paratranaitservice that is provided fully accessibleshould not be overwhelming. given thatmuch paratransit service is alreadyaimed at serving handicapped persons.Some commenters suggested theinclusion of specific varieties ofparatranait service (9.3.. taxis) in thedefinition of paratransit (which has beenmoved to the general definitions section.5 27.5). if. through arrangements withtaxi operators. recipients areIprovidingparatranait services by taxi. en‘ taxisare included under this section. and thesystem must achieve program . _ -accessibility. Specific schemes forproviding paratransit. such as transit 'agency subsidies of taxi fares. are notmandated by this regulation.
! 27.93 Systems Not CoveredbyIf 27.85-27.91 (Section 27.107 of the _NPRM). The substance of this provisionhas been changed slightly from the ‘' NPRM. The Administrator's authorityhas been clarified to indicate that itrelates to the program accessibilityrequirements of this section. in addition.some service quality criteria foralternative service under subparagraph(b) have been added to ensure that itwill be useful to handicapped persons.There were a variety of comments onthis section. One commenter suggestedthat “trackiess trolleys" (e.g.. electric 'buses using overhead wire powersources) be considered as buses ratherthan dealt with under this section. it isunnecessary to include trackiess trolleysexplicitly under the bus section. .Accessibility requirements for thesevehicles. which share many of thecharacteristics of buses and some of thecharacteristics of light rail vehicles. are-- best able to be handled under this

section. which gives the UMTA ; .Administrator the flexibility to tailor thetiming of program accessibility to therequirements of the vehicles. Trackless' trolleys are a relatively rare kind ofvehicle in this country: it is better-todeal with them ,through the -Administrator's discretion under thissection than to attempt to fit them into asection covering another kind of vehicle.Some commenters asked for more' "specific treatment of the requirementsfor ferry boat accessibility. Liketrackless trolleys. ferries make up a .rather small portion of recipients' transitprograms. Under these circumstances. itwas not thought advisable to prescribespecific requirements for ferries in thisregulation. The general requirement ofaccessibility and the UMTAAdministrator's discretion in applyingtiming requirement are suitable to the -tas .
527.95 Policies NPRM)cti es ction . e .. _a purpose of this section is to identify.for the use of recipients and other ,organizations involved in transportationplanning. key areas of concern affectinfithe provision of services to handicappepersons. This section reflects theconcept that public transportation

services require more than facility andvehicle accessibility if they are to bepredictably. conveniently. and safelyused by handicapped travelers. This‘- section is not intended to prescribedetailed requirements for the results’of‘theflaming process. it would beina visable for DOT to attempt toformulate uniform. nationalrequirements in each of these programareas. The local planning recess shouldhave the flexibility to war out solutionsthat are consistent with local problemsand conditions. At the same time. theidentified program areas are importantenough everywhere that the Departmentwants all recipients to deal with them inthe planning process. rThe activities required by this sectionare the responsibility of each recipientproviding transportation service. Manyrelated activities should be coordinatedand conducted jointly by severalrecipients. MPO's. State. or otherinstitutions. Recipients which have notalready done so must start to modifytheir barrier-related policies andpractices on the effective date of thisrule. Most changes are expected to becompleted while the transition plan is .being prepared. as provided in 5 27.11 ofthis part. but three years are providedbecause of the extent of the possiblechanges that recipients may identify.Paragraph [al‘has been rewritten tosay that program policies and practices
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that prevent systems from achievingprogram accessibility must be modifiedas soon as possible but no later than ,three years after the effective date ofthis part. This three-year period prevailsover the one-year period of § 27.11(c)(2)with respect to mass transit systems.Several policy and practice reformsmerit illustration to make the meaningclear. Supplemental guidance will beissued later by UMTA. as needed.Item 1. Safety and emergency policiesa',-.i procedures should cover the routinetransporting of persons with differingdisabilities. so that the passengers'safety will be assured.Item 4. lntarmodal coordinationshould be effectively established amongmultiple services offered by a singlerecipient. between each recipient andother transit and paratranait providers.and between recipients and othertransportation institutions and modes(e.g.. Amtrak. highway departments).Item 5. Coordination with agenciesand institutions that provide or supporttransportation services on behalf of thedisabled should assure effectiveintegration of their facility locations.operations. and transportation services.Item 6. Comprehensive marketingshould be integrated with the requiredpreparation and implementation of thetransition plan. Marketing should at' least provide public information aboutaccessible transportation services.Several specific marketing activities' should be conducted and described inthe transition plan. such as:(a) An assessment of each operatingrecipient's management organizationand resources to assure effectivemarketing:
(b) Examinations of the feasibility ofconcepts such as a local transit broker.or subsidies to users; ,(c) Periodic publication of reports [atthe regional or State level) describingaccessible facilities and services (e.g..housing. education. commerce) andexisting and planned accessibletransportation services; and(d) Establishment of mail or telephonesystems that provide disabled personswith effectively the same or betterinformation service. ticket purchaseservice. or other services available tothe general public (e.g.. 'ITY for hearing-impaired persons). ‘Item 7. New or renewed leases andrental agreements for facilities orvehicles should be restricted to vehiclesand facilities the use of which isconsistent with program accessibility.Item 8. Recipients should provide forparticipation of existing private andpublic operators and public paratranaitservice providers to assure maximum
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feasible opportunities to provide the
-desired services. Recipients. MPO's.
and/or State or regional agencies should
seek assistance in their planning from
existing public and private operators.
Recipients. MPO's. States. or regional ’
agencies should maintain current
inventories of existing transit or
paratransit providers to assist them in
their planning and to be considered in
providing the services. The plan for .
implementing these objectives should be
included in the transition plan. 7
Item 9. Reforms to permit and ‘~

encourage accessible services should
include. but not be limited to. actions
which remove or modify unnecessary or
inappropriate restrictions on types of
taxicab service. insurance coverage. or
entry-exit requirements on the providers
of accessible transportation services.
The approximately 100 comments

discussing this section generally favored
its provisions. The bulk of these
comments spoke to the 13 specific
provisions of paragraph (b). suggesting
that DOT mandate various specific
requirements under the items. For
example. some commenters asked DOT.
under subparagraph (b)(2). to establish
minimum standards for training of
recipient personnel. DOT believes that
these 13 areas are subjects of concern
for the local planning process \ -
concerning which the Departm'ent‘s
commitment to encouraging flexibility in
local planning is best served by
avoiding uniform nationwide standards.
Some commenters said that the

section should specifically assign
certain of the planning tasks to
recipients. MPO's. and States.
respectively. since many of the tasks ,
seemed to fall into program areas
traditionally handled by each of these
entities. The Department. however.

_ prefers to encourage flexibility in the
planning process. We believe that. in
each area. the various parties
themselves should divide the labor as
best they see fit. This approach is more
satisfactory. in our view. than a uniform.
national delegation of functions by DOT .
to different planning bodies. , ‘
' Other commenters criticized the
section for raising problems without
suggesting how to solve them. As
mentioned above. DOT believes that in
order to deal with planning concerns in
the context of the many and varied local
conditions affecting the provision of
services required by this rule. local and
regional planning agencies are best
served by having more discretion in the

and expanded significantly from the
NPRM. The key requirement of the
section is that no later than three years
after the effective date of the rule. each 3
recipient whose system has not
achieved program accessibility shall
provide or ensure the provision of
interim accessible transportation for
handicapped persons who could
otherwise use the system if it were
accessible. This interim transportation
must continue to be provided until '
program accessibility is achieved.
The standards for interim accessible

transportation are to be developed by
the recipient in cooperation with the
advisory group of representatives of
handicapped persons and must be set
forth in the recipient's transition plan.
The advisory group should be careftu
selected to be representative of the local
community of handicapped persons.
Subject to the funding level available
under this section. which was set up to _
enhance the funds available for
permanent accessibility. the interim
accessible transportation service must
befivailable within the recipient's

‘ normal service area and during normal
service hours. To the extent feasible. the
service should also be unrestricted as to
trip purpose and be comparable to the
recipient's mainline service with respect
to combined wait and travel time.
transfer frequency. and fares. The
,service must. to the extent feasible. be 1
available to all handicapped persons.
including those who cannot transfer
from a wheelchair and those who use

~' powered wheelchairs; waiting lists that
would consistently exclude
handicapped persons whohave
ualified or registered for the service

s ould not exist. .
- The standards forinterimservic
derive generally from illustrations of
interim accessible transportation
contained in Appendix A of the NPRM. .
Within these general standards. the
precise standards for service are
required to be developed by the
recipient in cooperation with the local
advisory group composed of
representatives of local handicapped
persons and their groups. p ‘

'- in order to ensure an adequate level
of financial support for this service. a
recipient must spend each year an
amount equal to two percent of the
financial assistance it receives under
section 5 of the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964. as amended.
if the recipient does not receive section
5 funds. then it must spend two percent
of the mass transportation assistance it

' does receive from the Department. The

RM). This section has been changed
Department will periodically assess the
two percent requirement in light of
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experience to see if it is adequate to
meet the criteria for interim service.
Additionally. a recipient may spend a
lower amount during any year when
UMTA finds that the local advisory
committee of representatives of the
handicapped established to work with

' the recipient on interim accessible
transportation matters has agreed that
theservice provided atthe lower
expenditure is adequate. Expenditures
to meet the two percent requirement are
in addition to expenditures to make the
recipient's fixed route bus system or rail
system accessible. .

Until these requirements are met. the
annual element of the urbanized area‘s

- transportation improvement plan (TIP)
_ must exhibit a reasonable level of effort

in programming projects or project
elements to benefit handicapped
persons who cannot otherwise use the
redipient's transportation system.
Programming projects and project
elements involving an expenditure equal
to two percent of the urbanized area's
section 5 funds (from either UMTA or
other sources) will be considered a
reasonable level of effort. Where it can
be shown that other approaches are
equally or more likely to lead to program
accessibility and. where needed. to
interim accessible transportation. these
other approaches may also be

- . acceptable. .
in areas served by rail systems. the

requirements of this section will be met
if the bus system has achieved program
accessibility and the bus system serves
the inaccessible portions of the rail
system.
The recipient. working with the MPO.

is responsible for attempting to
coordinate all available special services
and programs in order to ensure the
provision of service meeting the
standards of this section. The regulation
does not require the recipient to provide

_ the required level of special services
entirely on its own; the services it
provides. together with the services
provided by other organizations and
coordinated by the recipient and the
MPO. should be used in reaching the
standards of this section.

in deciding what types of resources
should be devoted to interim service.
recipients may want to outsider
whether the most cost~effective
approach may be to 'achieve program
accessibility in their fixed route bus
system as soon as possible.
The comments from handicapped

persons. their groups. and some transit
industry commenters were generally
favorable with respect to the standards
for interim service proposed in the
Appendix to the NPRM. Consequently.
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these standards were incorporated into

e regulation itself. though without the
stipulation. opposed by most -
handicapped‘people who commented.
that recipients could make “tradeoffs”
among them. The concerns of transit
operators. who generally favored the .
“tradeofi'” idea. should be lessened by
the provision of the final rule that many
of the standards must be met “to the
extent feasible." .
Some commenters favored adding

additional criteria. such as equivalent
comfort and amenity. but the
Department felt that its set of criteria.
together with the local standard setting
process. would ensure that all loc
priorities for service were fully
considered.

Transit agencies generally favored a
requirement that a certain percentage of
UMTA funds be spent for interim
service. often as a substitute for specific
service standards. Groups representing
the handicapped generally opposed this
idea. at least as a substitute for service
standards. The regulation takes a
middle ground position. establishing ‘
general standards for interim service but
providing that the recipient must spend
the equivalent of two percent of its
section 5 funds for interim services.
unless service meeting the locally set
standards is provided through
coordination from other sources and the
local advisory group agrees that such
expenditure is unnecessary. in the case
of a major rapid rail system recipient
which obtains a waiver of its
accessibility requirements for
wheelchair users. this two percent
requirement is in adddition to the five
percent of section 5 funds it must agree

' to spend on alternative accessible .
transportation in order to obtain the '
waiver. in such cases. this interim
service should be coordinated with the
service contemplated under the waiver;
a major rapid rail recipient providing an
alternative system under the waiver
provision where that also meets the
standards set for interim service would
resumably not need to spend an

additional two percent of its section 5
funds on such service. The two percent
requirement continues in effect until the
recipient's "substantially as good as or
better than" alternative service is in
place. -
One of the most complex issues

, concerning interim accessible
transportation is the problem of phasing
out the interim service once program
accessibility is achieved. Generally
speaking. transit operators feared that
because of Departmental action.
investment in equipment. labor-
management contracts. and lace
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litical pressures (including pressure
om groups representing the

handicapped). interim services. once _ However. two percen

begun. could not be easily terminated.
resulting in a continuing costly and
duplicative transportation system. figure provides a
Handicapped individuals and their
groups. on the other hand. tended to fear
that the provision of interim service
would tend to slow down the provision
of accessible mainline service and that
the provision of accessible mainline
service would mean the end of
necessary special services. particularly
for persons who would have difficulty
getting to accessible mainline buses or

maintained after program accessibility
is achieved. althOugh the Department .
requires recipients to continue their - making
coordination efforts and encourages
recipients to continue to co
toward this service. Nor do the been deleted. and this waiver provision

regulations permit recipients toldelay
'

the achievement of program
accessibility because interim service is
provided. Consequently. the Department
does not think it necessary to impose. as
some commenters requested. a special
deadline for the termination of interim
services. The Department recognizes
that there are likely to be problems for
both transit providers and consumers at for alternative service substantially as

the time when program accessibility is‘
achieved. Foresight. good planning. and
cooperation between transit operators
and handicapped persons will be
necessary to ensure that the transition
from interim to accessible mainline

solutions are likely to vary greatly from
area to area. Consequently. the
Department believes that this rule
should not attempt to propose specific
solutions. For the same reason. the
Department has not attempted to set
forth detailed examples of “acceptable"
approaches to interim accessible
transportation. believing that it would
be a mistake to attempt to prescribe
finely-tuned solutions to the wide
variety of local problems and
conditions. _
The costs of interim service received

several comments. Because of the wide
variety of possible kinds of interim
service. the Department has not been
able to come up with any overall
estimates of interim service costs. in
order to construct cost estimates. a are resented. Among the methods used

number of assumptions about the kind by th
and duration of service provided—
sssumptions that almost certainly would
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not hold true on a nationwide basis—
would have to be built into the estimate.

t of UMTA‘s .
available section 5 funds for the current '

. ' fiscal year is about $28 million. This
tleast a rough idea of

the annual level of expenditure that
might be required.

5 27.99 Waiver for Existing Rapid,
Light. and Commuter Rail Systems. in
order to establish regulations which are
reasonable. flexible and responsive to
local conditions. the Department has
created an alternative to the
accessibility requirements of 5% 27.87 '
and 27.89 for wheelchair users. A

‘ recipient that. on the effective date of
rail vehicles.
The regulations do not require that this regulation. operates an existing

special services initiated in or continued inaccessible light rail. rapid rail. or

thrOugh the interim period he commuter rail system may petition the
Secretary for a waiver of its obligations
under § 27.87 or 5 27.89 with respect to

the existing system accessible to
wheelchair users. A waiver provision

mmit funds contained in the NPRM (5 27.111) has

applicable to rapid. commuter and light
rail has been added.
The conditions for granting a waiver

request are stringent. A request may be
submitted only after the MPO and
handicapped persons and organizations

- representing handicapped persons in the
community. through a consultative
rocess. have developed arrangements

'- - . . ood as or better than that which would
ave been provided in the absence of a

waiver. A public hearing at the local
level is required. The recipient must
submit a record of the consultative
process. including the hearing transcript.

services is smooth. - to the Secretary. The recipient must also

. These problems are likely to emerge submit a completed transition plan for

some years in the future. and their an accessible system. Only if there is an
acceptable transition plan for an - - <-
accessible system. of course. can the
Secretary determine whether or not the
roposed alternative service would be

substantially as good as or better than
accessible service. The Secretary must
make this determination in order for a
waiver to be granted.
The Department will review the

consultative process used by the MPO
for a waiver to determine whether there
has been adequate participation by
handicapped persons and organizations
representing handicapped persons in the
community. in this regard. the recipient
should consider. methods of fostering a
more open. balanced consultative
process at which a variety of viewpoints
that might otherwise be unrepresented

e MPO might be the preparation or ‘
financing of technical analyses
suggested by handicapped persons. or

‘°°'°*°-6=2eh.mu:c~
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making available funds to reimburse
costs for handicapped persons or their
representatives to participate effectively
in the consultative process. ~

Certain recipients with existing
inaccessible rapid rail systems—New
York City Transit Authority. Chicago
Transit Authority. Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority. Greater
Cleveland Regional Transit Authority.
and Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority—are subject
to an additional requirement if they are
granted a waiver. They must agree to
spend each year (or ensure that other
UMTA recipients in the urbanized area
spend) an amount equal to at least five
percent of the urbanized area's capital
and operating funds under section 5 of
the Urban Mass Transportation Act of
1964. as amended. on the alternative
service. . _
This five percent requirement is

designed to guarantee an adequate
minimum level of funding for alternative
service in those cities with the largest
inaccessible existing rapid rail systems.
The cost of making these five systems
accessible would be higher than in other
systems and the cost of providing an
alternative service substantially as good»
as or better than that which would have
been provided in the absence of a
waiver will probably be higher as well.
it should be pointed out that the five
percent figure is a floor. not a ceiling. It
may be necessary for a recipient to
spend more than the equivalent of five
percent of its area's section 5 funds to
meet the "substantially as good as or
better than" standard for alternative
service. ‘
On the other hand. this requirement

need not apply to relatively small rapid
rail systems. it would be impractical to
ask a smaller system to spend or ensure
the expenditure of five percent of a large
urbanized area's section 5 funds
because a waiver has been granted. if a
smaller system obtains a waiver. it still
must make arrangements for alternative ,
service substantially as good as or .
better than that which would have been
provided had the system been made
accessible, . . .
The stringent requirements of this

section ensure that only meritorious
, requests for waiver will be granted. it

should be noted that the section requires
that alternative services "will be" as
good as or better than those which
would have been provided by the .
waiver requirement. Recipients do not ,
have to show that the alternative
services. at the time the petition is

uivalent to the services
that would have een provided when
program accessibility for the rail system

\

in question had been achieved. Rather.
the recipient must demonstrate to the
Secretary's satisfaction that within the
period established for program
accessibility. or a shorter time
established by the Secretary in his or
her reasonable discretion. the .
appropriate level of service will be
established. The required alternative
service may be provided by any mode or
combination of modes. including ' .
accessible mainline buses and special
service paratransit. .
The Department will judge whether

‘ the alternative service is adequate by
looldng at how the service responds to
certain criteria. With respect to the
service area. the system must serve at
least all stations of the rail system. and . .
it must also be available during the
same hours as the accessible system
would be available. There must be no
restrictions on trip purposes. and fares
for the same station-to-station trip must
be equivalent to those that would apply
if the rail system waiver were not

anted. Travel aids and companions of
andicapped travelers must be

accommodated. Combined wait and
travel time. transfer frequency and
availability of the service to all
handicapped persons who would be
served by an accessible system must be
made equivalent to the maximum '
feasible extent. and any differences
must be explained in writing in the
transition plan. Recipients are strongly . .

- encouraged to provide service in a way
that allows handicapped and non-
handicapped passengers to ride
,together.

Concerning who must be served by
the alternative service. our intention is

' that the service be available to at least
.those handicapped persons who would
'have used the rail system if it had been
made accessible but who now will not
be able to use that system because of
the waiver. Recipients must adopt
reasonable and carefully considered
methods of estimating the demand for
alternative service. '

Recipients should begin to provide
this alternative service at the earliest

4 .;possible date. but in any event no later
: than the date on which accessible
'service could reasonably have been
‘provided at any two key stations that '
presented no technological or other
significant barriers to completion. The
alternative service should show steady
improvement in quality over time to
'reflect the increasingly improved service
that would have been offered by an
accessible system. .
in requesting a walver.'recipients .

must identify and provide satisfactory
evidence from operators and from'local

..h m...”
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sources of funding that will ensure that
the alternative service will in fact be
available. . . ,
I 27.101 Period After Progmrn
Accessibility.

This new section treats the question
of recipients' obligations after they have '
achieved program accessibility in their
systems. in addition to complying with
other sections of this regulation. mass
transit recipients must continue to use
their best efforts to coordinate special
services.
[—i-vm4 :le . he "'l' , emggg
transportation portion of this regulation
requires the various modes of urban
mass transit to be made accessible to
handicapped persons over periods
ranging from three to 30 years. in most
respects. many systems are not now
accessible. Careful planning will be
required in order to ”get from here to
there" in an expeditious and orderly
way. The purpose of this section is to
provide a tool-the transition plan—
which will be useful to recipients.
planning agendas. and the public as
they decide how to achieve program
accessibility.

Several important features of this
section should be noted. Only one
transition plan in each urbanized or
nonurbanized area receiving financial
assistance for mass transit must be

. submitted. This plan will cover all
modes in areas having more than one
kind of mass transit service. The plan is

Section

_ developed once. and covers the entire
period of time leading to program
accessibility. However. the plan must be
refined and reappraised periodically to
ensure that it continues to provide
adequately for transportation facilities
and services that can be used effectively
by handicapped persons. in urbanized
areas. the Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) is principally
responsible for preparing the transition
plan. in cooperation with State and local

- officials and operators of publicly
owned mass transportation services. in
other areas. local elected officials. in
cooperation with transit operators and
the State. have this responsibility. -‘~
The transition plan for areas which

have existing. inaccessible rapid rail
systems are due to be submitted to the
Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UMTA) 18 months after
the effective date of this regulation. All
other transition plans are due one year
from the effective date of the regulation
However. urbanized areas with
inaccessible rail systems other than
rapid rail may extend the one-year
period to 18 months. upon an adequate
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‘ ~' showing of need. Transition plans will
3.: be reviewed expeditiously by UMTA

' ' ”j and approved or disapproved. The
er period allowed for the

’ubmlBBlOll of transition lens in areas
' pith existing. inaccessib e rapid rail

“stems reflects the greater complexity
. oithe planning process concerning such

stems. -
”Tire detailed contents of the transition
plan are spelled out in paragraph (c) of
this section. Generally igniting. the
plan must relate which cilities and
equipment have to be modified to
achieve program accessibility in each
msportation mode. what these
modifications will be in each case. what
schedule will be followed to make the
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changes. who will be responsible for

out the changes. how existing
services will be coordinated to improve
service to_ handicapped persons. how
much the changes will cost and where
the money will come hum. how the ‘ -
planners have involved the community
in developing the planned changes. and
what the planners have to say in
response to substantive concerns which
arose in public hearings on the plan.
Some commenters said that the

content requirements and apparent
purposes of the transition p an and the
annual status report overlapped. The
final rule distinguishes between the
purpose of the transition plan as a

I program for achieving accessibility and
the status report as principally a
progress report on compliance with the
schedule defined in the transition plan.
Commenters. particularly from small

cities. indicated that the level of detail
in the transition lan should be flexible
to account for su stantial variations in
the magnitude and complexity of local

‘ accessibility issues. This comment is
acknowledged and resolved with the ,
addition of the concept of “appropriate
level of detail" in f 27.103(b)(3). The
Department clearly recognizes that the
transition plan in a bus-only city of
75.000 will be much less complicated
than the plan in a major metropolitan
area with several modes of public
transportation and numerous and
complex route structures.
A number of commenters. particularly

from mm and transit operators.
questioned the respective roles of the
MPO and transit operator in developing
the transition plan. The respective roles
of the MPO and transit operator should
be determined locally through the
cooperative process (though the MPO
has overall “direction" of the planning
effort). There is one important difference
between the normal planning process .

‘ and the requirements of this regulation.
Section 27.103(b)(5) mandates greater

involvement of the recipients in the
planning process than 23 CFR Part 450.
UMTA'a planning regulation.

In order to clarify the requirements of
the transition plan. language had been
added to § 27.103(c)(3) stating that the _ _ .
plan should document phasing criteria.
indicate which projects or improvements
are needed to meet the three-year '
requirements. and set appropriate
benchmarks for longer-term efforts.
The largest number of commenters on

the transition plan section of the NPRM
addressed the deadline for submission
of the plan (July 1. 1980. in the NPRM).
Some commenters asked for shorter
deadlines while others asked for more
time. We believe that the one year or_18
month deadlines provide reasonable
periods within which the local planning.
decisionmaking and programming can
be accomplished to produce an effective
transition plan. We have also added the
concept of periodic plan refinement
(which is similar to that for the overall
transportation planning process in 23
CFR Part 450) to allow for appropriate '
details to be added to the transition plan
after the initial deadline (see
.i 27.103(d)(3)).

§ 27.105 Annual Status Report
(Section 27.91 in the NPRM). This '
section requires the submission of .
information which will provide a basis
for compliance determinations. Very
few comments were received regarding
this section. Most were supportive of the
proposed section. Some. however. were '
concerned about the manner in which
the status report would relate to the
transition planning requirement of
5 27.103. the compliance planning
requirement of 5 27.11(c)(2) and (3). and
the annual element of the
Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP). The section has been revised to -
simplify and clarify the requirement for
an annual status report. The principal
requirement is to provide a summary of
the recipient's accomplishments and
activities for meeting the schedule of
improvements in the area's approved
transition plan. ‘
The section also provides that the first

annual transition plan shall include
copies of the three compliance planning
items listed in § 27.11(c)(3). Subsequent
annual status reports must reflect any
changes made as a result of the
requirement of § 27.11(c)(2)(v) for
reviewing and updating compliance
planning periodically. “'
The compliance procedures described ‘

in Subpart F of this part provide the
basic mechanism for ensuring
compliance with the requirements of this
part. Those procedures include on-site
compliance reviews where appropriate.
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- UMTA will also review compliance with
this part as a basis for performing
planning certifications (described in 23
CFR 450.122) and program approvals
(described in 23 CFR 450.320). Failure to
prepare and implement transition plans
and to meet accessibility requirements
of this part may result in program
disapproval or disapproval of .
applications for UMTA capital or
operating assistance. '
UMTA will make an annual

determination of compliance with this
part either in conjunction with the
certification and program reviews or as .
status reports are transmitted to UMTA.
For nonurbanized areas. a similar
determination will be made as part of
the application review process. A
determination of compliance will be
based upon a determination of
satisfactory progress toward
implementing the requirements of this

' ' Bart. including the schedules and
enchmarlrs specified in the transition

plan. This determination will provide a
asis for UMTA to certify the planning

process and approve projects contained
in the annual element of the .
- ans - ortation im ov .. ent

. 27.107 Communi orticzation.
- a

section of the NPRM has been changed
in a few minor respects. its effective
implementation will depend upon the
good faith actions of the parties
concerned and the Department's
1monitoring activities. The section has
been revised to include subheadings. to
emphasize that the participation
mechanisms shall ensure a continuing
consultation process (as is emphasized
in other sections of this part. as.
compliance planning. £27.11(c)). to
indicate the need for adequate notice
before a required hearing. and to
emphasize that it specifically applies
only to recipients whose systems are
covered by Subpart E.
The intent of 5 27.107 is to ensure

significant involvement of those most.
concerned and knowledgeable about
accessible transportation in the planning
and implementation of such

- transportation. Efforts should include as
many diverse interests as possible in
order to assure obtaining all the
ini'ormation necessary to develop a
viable. accessible system. The
regulation lists the interests whose
participation must be sought. '
While as much use as possible should

be made of the area's already.
established community participation
procedures. the special nature of the
accessibility program's requires a
special. identifiable effort in community
participation. Due to the mobility
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‘
roblems of the transportation 4handicapped. special mechanisms mayhave to be developed to ensure theinvolvement of future consumers of theaccessible services. Such mechanismscould include conference call meetings.providing special transportation tomeetings. developing materials to beunderstood by the blind or the hard ofheating. or meetings and discussions viatelevision with telephone responses. Thesection requires recipients to ensure ‘participation by handicapped persons;this requirement. of course. can be metonly when the recipient's publicmeetings. conferences and workshopsare held in accessible buildings.
The US. Department of

Transportation publication "EffectiveCitizen Participation in TransportationPlanning" (1976) (DOT-FH-ll-8514) andthe booklet "Barrier Free Meetings: AGuide for Professional Associations"(American Association for theAdvancement of Science. 1515Massachusetts Avenue. N.W..Washington. DC. 20005) are usefulresources which agencies responsiblefor planning and implementationactivities may wish to consult.
Many comments were received_ concerning this section. They weregenerally supportive of the section. Themajority. however. suggested languageto be added to assure effectiveparticipation of and consultation withhandicapped persons and groups. Manycommenters raised a concern regardingthe term "adequate" in connection withcitizen participation procedures. whichwas perceived as being vague andindefinite. In the context of the 'explanations to planners provided bythis preamble. we believe this general .term is sufficient and that it will not leadto abuse. -.

Subpari F—Enforcemen!
This subpart sets forth the proceduresby which the Department ofTransportation will enforce therequirements of the other subparts of theregulation. The enforcement proceduresare closely modeled on the Department'senforcement procedures for Title Vi ofthe Civil Rights Act of 1964. as i 85.5 ofthe HEW guidelines requires. Whilesome details of the enforcement .procedures of the final rule differ fromthose of 49 CFR Part 21. the -Department's Title VI regulation. thesubstance of the section 504- enforcement procedures is essentiallythe same as that of the Title Vi rule.One change has been made -throughout the regulation. The NPRMvested compliance functions in theDirector of the Office of Environment

' made by the Secre

and Safety. After further study. theDepartment has concluded that some of' these functions. particularly concerningthe handling of complaints. should bevested in the Director of the Office ofCivil Rights. The Office of Civil Rightshandles complaints under Title Vi of theCivil Rights Act of 1964 and hasconsiderable experience in investigatingand responding to complaints.Delegation of the complaint function andother enforcement functions will be
in an internaldirective. Reflecting s future changein the Department's assignment ofenforcement functions. the rule now' refers to “the responsible Departmentalofficial" rather than to any specificofficial. . . .5 27.121 Compliance Information. Thissection requires recipients to cooperatewith and assist the responsibleDepartmental official in compliancematters. to keep records and submitcompliance reports to the ofiicial. topermit the official acéess to informationrelevant to compliance. and makeinformation about the Department'ssection 504 program available to thepublic. it is unchanged from the NPRM.Several commenters suggested that therecordkeeping and paperwork burdensof this section were excessive. Othercor'nmenters felt that not onlyinformation about the Department'ssection 504 program. but also therecipients' records. should be requiredto be made available to the public.The recordkeeping and reportingrequirements of this section are virtuallyidentical to those imposed on recipientsby Part 21. The experience of theDepartment and recipients under Title. Vi suggests that requirements of thisnature are reasonable. With respect tothe public availability of information. -,we do not believe it is necessary to' require public access to recipients'records. The performance of recipientsin carrying out the most importantrequirements of the rule—providingaccessible buses or elevators in railstations. for example—'is fully open toview. Other provisions of the rule. suchas those concerning transition plans andrequests for waiver. include publichearing and consultation requirements.Potential complainants are not likely toneed extensive additional documentaryinformation before filing a complaint.All relevant documentary informationwill become part of the record in anycomplaint proceeding. ensuring that it' will be properly considered.I 27.12.? Conduct ofInvestrgations.' ~ With one exception. this section isunchanged from the NPRM. The changeis the addition of language providing

‘
that the responsible Departmentalofficial will begin the enforcementprocess if he or she finds “reasonablecause to believe" that there is a failureto comply. This language was added toremove the possibility of confusion omthe nature of the official's finding at msstage of the procedures. Experience inthe Title VI program has shown thatrecipients frequently misunderstandletters stating that the DepartmentalOffice of Civil Rights has determinedthat they are in noncompliance.incorrectly believing that a finaldetermination has been made. Thisstage of the procedure is akin to a“probable cause" finding. and theadditional language is intended toclarify this fact. ~
The statement in paragraph (d) that“the matter is resolved by informalmeans whenever possible" isparticularly important. This regulation iscomplianceooriented. When there is afailure to comply. the Department plansto work with the recipient to bring it intocompliance. The conciliation process isthe focus of this compliance effort. TheDepartment fully supports the conceptexpressed elsewhere in this subpart.that resort to administrative or othersanctions is warranted only whencompliance cannot be secured byvoluntary means.
Several commenters suggested thatpersons or groups outside theDepartment. such as local groups ofhandicapped persons; localgovernments. or the Architectural andTransportation Barriers ComplianceBoard. should have partial or total 'responsibility for conducting compliancereviews and complaint investigations.The Department believes that while allof these and other groups can play animportant. informal role to ensure thatrecipients comply and to bring to theDepartment's attention any failures tocomply. it is preferable to leave theofficial compliance review andcomplaint investigation functions in theDepartment.
One commenter asked for specificprovision for preoaward reviews. Thesection 504 compliance status will betaken into consideration by operatingelements of the Department whenrecipients apply for grants. in many ofthe Department's grant programs.recipients must satisfy the Departmentthat they are in compliance beforegrants (e.g. UMTA grants for capital oroperating expenses) are awarded. Underese circumstances. mandatory pre-award reviews are unnecessary.Nothing in the regulation prohibits pre-award reviews. however. and they may
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‘ 3. Milled when the Department

4 '2” them to be use '
‘ ' mmenter suggested broadening

103's prohibition on retaliation
"I .deation to cover retaliation for

1 ',':.ints filed under other laws
- 35mg disorimination because of

' .. 3?. We believe that it is unwise
,ngpt to extend the jurisdiction of
wrtment'a section 504 rules to

.{q'r'ioletions of other authorities.
, r125 Compliance Precedence
,m's administrative sanction
“we. as set forth in the NPRM. is
«red in three ways. Subparagraph

.. anti) has been changed to specify
.1' the express finding on the record of

‘ .qmmplisnce is to be made bythe
«nary. Subparasraph (bimiui).

' .-. ;h requiredthe Secretary to approve
ind cutoff actions. has been -
.,-.inated in view of the change'so

4 gbpsrsgrapl't (b)(1)(ii). which assigns to
. l :9 Secretary the responsibility of taking
4 me actions in the first place. The
f mdure is otherwise the same as in
l :e NPRM- ' . -
: two oommenters expressed the
l :oncern that a mechanism for ensuring

I--.,_.‘.

.L

~ 1 needy oestrnent of complaints. such as
t i tdeadline for resolving complaints or a
- r envision for a private
r g mien after a certain amount of time hasright of court

5 passed. should be included in this
’ action. Given the emphasis which the
l mguiation and Department of
i transportation policy places on
r' resolving noncompliance informally.

vs erasures which have the effect of
i forcing the Departu'tent and recipients
1 into a confrontation over the imposition
l oi sanctions before the possibilities of a
{ negotiated agreement have been
exhausted a peer inappropriate. For this
reason. we d not adopt these
comments. ' '- ~ -
Another commenter asked that this

section be brought closer to Title VI
procedures by involving the Secretary

‘ more directly in compliance decisions
i and by requiring a report to Congress

similar to that provided for in Title VI
matters by 49 CFR 21.13lc). The first of
these comments has been adopted. and
the Secretary is charged with the
responsibility of makin the on-the-
record noncompliance nding necessary
for the termination of Federal funds. The
legislative report requirement. however.
is present in the Title Vi regulations
because of a statuto requirement [42
U5.C. mood-i) whi has no equivalent
in section 504. Therefore. it is not '
necessary to include this requirement in
the section 604 regulation.

§ 27.127 Hearings. There were four
changes to this section. The first change

W.was made a party to the
' proceedings. This provision was
inconsistent with Title VI procedures. in
which only the Department and the '
applicant or recipient are parties to the
informal resolution and hearing
processes. In order to be consistent with
Title VI procedures. and to avoid the
possibility of unwieldirtiest-9W
negotiations and hearings. the
complainant has been deleted as a
party. The complainant will have the
creamer. as complainants presently

‘ have under Title VI. of presenting
information and views to the -

' responsible Departmental official.
The second change involved adding

language to subparagraph (a)(2) to
specify the procedure to be followed in
cases in which an applicant or recipient
has waived its right to a hearing. When
the hearing is waived. the responsible
Departmental official and the applicant
or recipient may also place

arguments into the record.and
tion

The other two changes were the
substitution of “responsible '
Departmental official" for the word
“Department" in paragraphs (c) and (d).
This change is intended to clarify the
roles of actors in the hearing process.
The responsible Departmental official.
as with the applicant or recipient.
appears as a party in the hearing. The
official‘s role should be distinguished
from that of the “Department" which.
through the decision of the Secretary.
will take action on the basis of the
record developed at the hearing.

Relatively few comments were made
on this section. One commenter asked
that the convenience of the complainant
be considered in determining the
locationof hearings. This factor will be .
taken int
need not
Another

0 consideration. although it
be made part of the re tion.
commenter suggested t the

complainant and its witnesses be
reimbursed for travel and expenses.
Since the complainant will not be a
party to the hearing. this suggestion was
not adopted. ' -

I 27.129 Decisions andNotices. The
Department has revised this section in
the interests of clarity and better
administrative procedure. There are two
principal changes. First. administrative
due process is best served where the
enforcement and decision-maldng
functions of an a ency are clearly
separated. There ore. the responsible
Departmental official's role is delineated
as enforcement. The official initiates
enforcement proceedings and
participates as a party in the
proceedings. The authority to decide
whether to find noncompliance and

involves the complainant who. under the impose administrative sanctions is . '

reserved to the Secretary. This
reservation of authority prevents any
confusion beMeen the “prosecutor“ and
“judge" roles in this type of proceeding.
Moreover. it is highly likely that any
matters that are unable to be settled
informally will be sufficiently important
and controversial to merit direct _
decision by the Secretary. .

Second. the NPRM permitted
alternative administrative procedures to
be employed. Once a hearing was'
convened and an administrative law
judge selected. the judge could either
make .what is called an “initial" decision
(which becomes finalupon approval by
the Secretary unless a party raises
exceptions to it) or make what is called
a “proposed" or “recommended? ~
decision (which is a non-binding
recommendation to the decisionmaker
upon which the parties may comment).

. Each of these paths for decision
contained differing procedural details.
To simplify this structure. the final rule
provides that the administrative law
judge makes a recommended decision.
upon which the responsible
Departmental official and applicant or
recipient may comment. and that the
Secretary makes the final decision. We
are considering including a similar

' simplification in the Department's Title
VI procedures. which are currently being
revised by the Department. ‘
_As a result of these alterations. ',

- paragraphs (a) and (c) have been
shortened by omitting references to the '
“initial decision" procedure. Paragraphs
(b). (d) and (e) have been rewritten to
provide for decisions by the Secretary.
rather than by the responsible
Departmental official. Paragraph (e).
which provided for approval by the
Secretary of decisions by the official. is
no longer needed and has been deleted.
The “subsequent proceedings"

provision (paragraph (f) in the final rule]
has been changed in reapOnse to several
public comments. One comment ‘
recommended that the rule provide
rocedures to govern post-termination
earings: the rule now provides that the

hearing procedures of is 27.127 and
27.129. with certain exceptions. apply to
these hearings. Another comment noted
that the NPRM. in contrast with the Title
VI regulations. said that sanctions
“may" rather then “shall" remain in
effect while a post-termination
proceeding is pending. The rule now
says “shall". in addition. consistent with
the clarification of the role of the
Secretary. the necessity of the
Secretary’s approval of the restoration
of funding is stated explicitly in
subparagraphs (1) and [2).
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in consideration of the foregoing. anew Part 27 of Title 49 is added to theCode of Federal Regulations. as set forth -, below.
issued in Washington. DC. on May 25.1979.

Brock Adams. -
Secretary of Transportation.
Appendix
Correspondence Supporting Compliance
With Section 854(b} ofthe HEW
Guidelines

In accordance with Section 85.4(b) ofthe Guidelines issued by the Departmentof Health. Education. and Welfare[HEW] for the implementation ofSection 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of1973. as amended. the Department ofTransportation [DOT] submitted a .proposed final rule with respect toSection 504 to HEW on April 2. 1979. OnMay 24. 1979. the Secretary of HEW‘advised the DOT that the DOT Section504 final rule “complies with the HEWstandards and guidelines." The April2nd and May 24th letters are set forthbelow. '
The Secretary of Transportation.Washington. DC. Apt-1'12. 1979.
Hon. [oseph A. Califano. ]r..Secretary ofHealth. Education. and Welfare.Washington. DC. ' '
Dear [oez i am forwarding to you theDepartment of Transportation‘s proposed.final regulations to implement Section 504 ofthe Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Following yourreview under Section 85.40:) of yourDepartment's Guidelines. 1 will publish thefinal DOT regulations in the_ FederalRegister. , ,As you know from our discussions. thisdocument represents the culmination of anextensive public comment period and athorough review by my staff and myself. ibelieve the program in these regulations willprovide'effective transportation service forhandicapped persons in conformity with the 'HEW Guidelines. The program also giveslocal officials and citizens an important rolein shaping the local response to theregulations. wilhin the context of Federalstandards that ensure that the handicappedwill benefit from significantly improved .service.

i firmly believe the program is a reaapnableand cost-effective approach to the 'implementation of Section 504 for the nation'stransportation systems.Sincerely. 'Brock Adams.
Enclosure .

The Secetary of Health. Education. andWelfare.
Washington. 0.0.. May 24. 1979.
Hon. Brock Adams.SecrEtary of Transportation. Washington.D. .

Dear Brock: l have reviewed your proposedfinal regulation implementing section 504 ofthe Rehabilitation Act of 1973. You hadsubmitted your regulations to me on April 3.1979. pursuant to my responsibilities underExecutive Order 11914. _For the past five weeks. representatives ofour Departments have discussed the difficultand complex issues raised by your regulation.i appreciate the cooperation that yourDepartment has shown in meeting with HEWomcials. Based on these discussions. anumber of changes in the regulation you senton April 3. 1979. have been agreed upon._With these changes. I now find that yourSection 504 regulation complies with theHEW standards and guidelines implementingthe Executive Order. Your regulationeffectively resolves the unique and complexproblems involved in making transportationsystems in this country accessible tohandicapped persons. - -Once again. i congratulate you and yourstaff for the development of an equitable and- reasonable Section 504 regulation. i believethis regulation will ensure that handicappedpeople in the United States will be able touse the nation's public transportation-systems.
Sincerely.

]oeeph A. Califano. Ir.
PART 27—NONDISCRIMINATION ONTHE BASIS OF HANDICAP INPROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIESRECEIVING OR BENEFITTING FROMFEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Subpart A—Oeneral
Sec.2.127.3
27.5

\

Purpose.
Applicability.Definitions.27.7 Discrimination prohibited.27.9 Assurances required. .27.11 Remedial action. voluntary action. andcompliance planning.27.13 Designation of responsible employeeand adoption of grievance procedures.27.15 Notice.27.17 Efl’ect of state or local law.use-as [Reserved]. '

Buboert Hmpioyment Practices
27.31 Discrimination prohibited. ‘27.33 Reasonable accommodation.27.35 Employment criteria.27.37 Preemployment inquiries.27.39-59 [Reserved]. . ,
Subpart c—Program Accessibility-General
27.61 Applicability. ' " -27.63 Discrimination prohibited.27.65 Existing facilities. '27.67 New construction.27.99 [Reserved],

. Subpart D—Program AccessibilityRequirements in Specttlc OperatingAdministration Programs: Airports.Railroads and Highways
27.71 Federal Aviation Administration—Airports.27.73 Federal Railroad Administration—Railroads. .
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sec.27.75 Federal Highway Administration-Highways.27.77-79 [Reserved].
Subpart E—Program AccessibilityRequlrements In Specific OperatingAdministration Programs: MassTransportation '
27.61 Purpose.

Fixed facilities for the public.Fixed route bus systems.Rapid and commuter rail systems.Light rail systems.Paratransit systems.Systems not covered by H 27.85—27.91.
27.95 Program policies and practices.27.97 interim accessible transportation.27.99 Waiver for existing rapid. commuter.and light rail systems.27.101 Period after program accessibility.27.103 Transition plan. .27.105 Annual status report.27.107 Community participation.27.109-119 [Reserved].

' Subpart F—Entorcement
27.121
27.123
27.125
27.127

Compliance information.Conduct of investigations.Compliance procedure.Hearings-27.129 Decisions and notices.27.131 [Reserved].
aunooamr: Sec. 504 of the RehabilitationAct of 1973. as amended. 29 U.S.C. 794:section 16(a) of the Urban MassTransportation Act of 1964. as amended 49U.S.C. 1612(a): section 165(b) of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973. as amended. 23U.S.C. 142 nt. .

Subpart A—Generat
527.1 Purpose. .
The purpose of this part is to carry outthe intent of section 504 of theRehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C.794] as amended. to the end that nootherwise qualified handicappedindividual in the United States shall.solely by reason of his or her handicapbe excluded from the participation in. bedenied the benefits of. or be subjected to

discrimination under any program oractivity receiving Federal financialassistance.
we Applicability.
This part applies to each recipient ofFederal financial assistance from theDepartment of Transportation and toeach pro am or activity that receives or

benefits am such assistance.
127.5 Definitions:
As used in this part:
“Accessible" means (a) with restto new facilities. (1) conforming to theminimum standards of the "American

National Standard Specifications forMaking Buildings and FacilitiesAccessible to. and Usable by. the
'
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us.

physically Handicapped." (ANSI A
117.1—1961 (R 1971) published by ANSI.inC- (“ANSI Standards").' with respectto buildings and other fixed facilities to -which ANSI standards are a plicable: 'and (2) with respect to vehi as. othermoving conveyances. or fixed facilitiesto which the ANSI standards do not _apply. able to be entered and used by ahandicapped person: (b) with respect toexisting facilities. able to be entered andused by a handicapped person.
“Act" means the Rehabilitation Act of1973. Pub. L. 03-112. as amended.
“Air Carrier Airport" means anairport serviced by a certificated aircarrier unless such airport is servedsolely by an air carrier which provides:(1) passenger service at that airport in .aircraft having a maximum passengercapacity of less than 56 passengers. or(2) cargo service in air transportation atthat airport solely with aircraft having amaximum payloadcapacity of less than18.000 pounds: provided. however. thatif at any such airport. Federal funds aremade available for terminal facilities. itshall be deemed to be an air carrierairport. -

“Applicant" means one who submitsan application. request. or plan to beapproved by a Departmental official orby a primary recipient as a condition toeligibility for Federal financialassistance. and “application" meanssuch an application. request. or plan.“Closed station" means a station atwhich no services are provided topassengers by station attendants and atwhich trains make regularly scheduledstops.
“Commuter rail" means that portion ofmainline railroad transportationoperations which encompasses urbanpassenger train service for local short-distance travel between a central cityand adjacent suburbs and which ischaracterized by multi-trip tickets.specific station-to-station fares. railroademployment practices. and usually onlyone or two stations in the central ,business district. '“Department" means the Departmentof Transportation.

“Discrimination" means denyinghandicapped persons the opportunity toparticipate in or benefit from anyfiogram or activity receiving Federalancial assistance.
“Facility" means all or any portion ofbuildings. structures. vehicles.e uipment. roads. walks. parking lots. or0 er real or personal property orinterest in such property.
“Federal financial assistance" meansany grant. loan. contract (other than aprocurement contract or a contract of
'Copiss available from ANSI. inc. 1630Broadway. New York. N Y sans '

insurance or guaranty). or any other
arrangement by which the Departmentprovides or otherwise makes available. .assistance in theform of: -

(a) Funds: ' ' l'(b) Services of Federal personnel: or(c) Real or personal property or anyinterest in. or use of such property.including: -
(1) Transfers or leases of such ,property for less than fair market valueor for reduced consideration: and
(2) Proceeds from a subsequenttransfer or lease of such property if theFederal share of its fair market value isnot returned to the Federal Government.
"Fixe route bus system" means asystem 0 buses of any size whichoperate on a fixed route pattern on afixed schedule. .

, “Flag stop" means any station which .is not a regularly scheduled stop but atwhich trains will stop to entrain ordetrain passengers only on signal oradvance notice. . ."Handicapped person" means (1) anyperson who (a) has a physical or mentalimpairment that substantially limits oneor more major life activities. (1)) has a 'record of such an impairment. or (c) isregarded as having such an impairment.(2) As used in this definition. the phrase:(a) “Physical or mental impairment" ‘means (i) any physiological disorder orcondition. cosmetic disfigurement. oranatomical loss affecting one or more ofthe following body systems:neurological; musculoskeletal; specialsense organs: respiratory. includingspeech organs: cardiovascular.reproductive: digestive: genito-urinary:hernia and lymphatic: skin: and- endocrine: or (ii) any mental orpsychological disorder. such as mentalretardation. organic brain syndrome.emotional or mental illness. and specificlearning disabilities. The term “physicalor mental impairment" includes. but isnot limited to. such diseases and 'conditions as orthopedic. visual. speech.and hearing impairments: cerebralpalsy: epilepsy: muscular dystrophy:multiple sclerosis: cancer: heart disease:mental retardation: emotional illness:drug addiction; and alcoholism. '(b) “Major life activities" meansfunctions such as caring for one’s self.performing manual tasks. walking.seeing. hearing. speaking. breathing.learning. and working. .
(c) “Has a record of such animpairment" means has a history of. orhas been classified. or misclassified. ashaving a mental or physical impairmentthat substantially limits one or more .major life activities. ‘(d) “is regarded as having animpairment" means: .
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(1) Has a physical or mental
impairment that does not substantiallylimit major life activities but that istreated by a recipient as constitutingsuch a limitation:

(2) Has a physical or mental
impairment that substantially limitsmajor life activity only as a result of theattitudes of others toward such an .impairment: or - .
- (3) Has none of the impairments set' forth k: paragraph (1) of this definition.but is treated by a recipient as havingsuch an impairment. '
“Head of Operating Administration"means the head of an operating. administration within the Department(United States Coast Guard. FederalHighway Administration. FederalAviation Administration. FederalRailroad Administration. NationalHighway Traffic Safety Administration.Urban Mass Transportation

Administration. and Research andSpecial Programs Administration)' providing Federal financial assistance totherecipient.
“Light rail" means a streetcar-typetransit vehicle railway operated on citystreets. semi-private rights-of-way. orexclusive private rights-of-way.“Mass transportation" or-"publictransportation" means transportation bybus. or rail. or other conveyance. either. . - publicly or privately owned. which"provides to the public general or special .service (but not including school busesor charter or sightseeing service) on aregular and continuing basis.“Open station" means a station atwhich passengers may makereservations and purchase tickets and, where passenger assistance is available »for entraining and detraining passengerson trains which make regularly . - -scheduled stops.

_ "Passenger" means anyone. except aworking crew member. who travels on avehicle the service of which is governedby these regulations.
_ "Primary recipient" means anyrecipient that is authorized or requiredto extend Federal financial assistancefrom the Department to another. recipient for the purpose of carrying outa program.
“Public paratransit system" meansthose forms of collective passengertransportation which provide shared-ride service to the general public orspecial categories of users on a regularand predictable basis and which do notnecessarily operate on fixed schedulesor over prescribed routes.
“Qualified handicapped person"means: '

. (1) With respect to employment. ahandicapped person who. with
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(b) Discriminatory actions prohibited.

(1) .A recipient. in providing any aid.
benefit. or service. may not. directly or
through contractual. licensing. or other
arrangements. on the basis of handicap:

(i) Deny a qualified handicapped
person the opportunity to participate in
or benefit from the aid. benefit. or
service; ‘ ' -

(ii) Afiord a qualified handicapped
person an opportunity to participate in
or benefit from the aid. benefit. or
service that is not substantially equal-to
that afiorded persons who are not
handicapped: ' ' - .-'

(iii) Provide a qualified handicapped
person with an aid. benefit. or service
that is not as effective in affording equal
opportunity to obtain the same result. to
gain the same benefit. or to reach the
same .level of achievement as persons
who are not handicapped:

(iv) Provide different or separate aid.
benefits. or services to handicapped

- persons or to any class of handicapped
persons unless such action is necessary
to provide qualified handicapped
persons with aid. benefits or services
that are as effective as those provided to.

rsons who are not handicapped:
.(v) Aid or perpetuate discrimination

against a qualified handicapped person
, by providing financial or other

assistance to an agency. organization. or
rson that discriminates on the basis of
andicap in providing any aid. benefit.

or service to beneficiaries of the. . ,

reasonable accommodation and within
normal safety requirements. can perform
the essential functions of the job in
question. but the term does not include
any individual who is an alcoholic or ‘
drug abuser whose current use of '
alcohol or drugs prevents such person
from performing the duties of the job in
question or whose employment. by ‘
reason of such current alcohol or dnig
abuse. would constitute a direct threat
to property or the safety of others; and

(2) With respect to' other activities. a
handicapped person who meets the
essential eligibility requirements for the
receipt of such services. ~ -

“Rapid rail" means a subway-type
transit vehicle railway operated on
exclusive private rights-of-way with
high-level platform stations.

"Recipient" means any State.
territory. possession. the District of
Columbia. or Puerto Rico. or any
political subdivision thereof. or
instrumentality thereof. any public or
private agency. institution. organization.
or other entity. or any individual in any

- State. territory. possession. the District
of Columbia. or Puerto Rico. to whom .
Federal financial assistance from the
Department is extended directly or

- through another recipient. for any
Federal program. including any
successor. assignee. or transferee .
thereof. but such term does not include
any ultimate beneficiary under any such
9’38?am. , . th 5e 1’ recipient's program:
Tr Semefltzrg' means 3 cretary ° (vi) Deny a qualified handicapped
”999 on. person the opportunity to participate in ‘
“Section 59‘ ' means section 50‘ 9f the conferences. in planning or advising

Act. ' " recipients. applicants or would-be
"fransportation improvement applicants. 0: ‘

program” means a staged multiyear (vii) Otherwise limit a qualified ,
program of transportation improvements '
including an annual element. "

“Urbanized area” means an area so
designated by the Bureau of Census.
within boundaries which shall be fixed
by responsible State and local officials

- in cooperation with each other. subject

handicapped person in the enjoyment of
any right. privilege. advantage. or

. opportunity enjoyed by others recei
an aid. benefit. or service. -

(2) For purposes of this part. aids. .
benefits. and services. to be equally
effective. are not required to produce the

to approval by the Secretary. and which
shall at a minimum. in case of any such
area. encompass the entire urbanized
area within a State as designated by the
Bureau of Census. - .
121.7 Discrimination prohibited. '

(a) General. No qualified handicapped
Korean shall. solely by reason of his
andicap. be excluded from .

participation in. be denied the benefits
of. or otherwise be subjected to
discrimination under any program or
activity that receives or benefits from
Federal financial assistance
administered by the Department of '
Transportation. .

identical result or level of achievement
for handicapped and nonhandicapped
persons. but must afford handicapped
persons e ual opportunity to obtain the
same res t. to gain .the same benefit. or
to reach the same level of achievement.
in the most integrated setting that is
reasonably achievable.

(3) Even if separate or difierent
rograms or activities are available to

dicapped persons. a recipient may
' . not deny a qualified handicapped

person the opportunity to participate in
' the programs or activities that are not
‘ separate or different.

(e) A recipient may not. directly or
. through contractual or other

-— www—
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arrangements. utilize criteria or methods
of administration (i) that have the effect
of subjecting qualified handicapped
ersons to discrimination on the basis oi

handicap. (ii) that have the purpose or
effect of defeating or substantially
reducing the likelihood that- handicapped persons can benefit by the
objectives of the recipient's program. or
(iii) that yield or perpetuate
discrimination against another recipient
if both recipients are subject to common
administrative control or are agencies oi
the same State.

(5) In determining the site or location
of a facility. an applicant or a recipient
may not make selections (i) that have
the effect of excluding handicapped
persons from. denying them the benefits

. of. or otherwise subjecting them to
discrimination under any program or
activity that receives or benefits from
Federal financial assistance. or (ii) that
have the purpose or effect of defeating
or substantially impairing the
accomplishment of the objectives of the
program or activity with respect to
andicapped persons.
(6) As used in'this section. the aid

benefit. or service provided under a
program or activity receiving or
benefitting from Federal financial
assistance includes any aid. benefit. or
service provided in or through a facility
that has been constructed. expanded.
altered. leased or.rented. or otherwise
acquired. in whole or in part. with
Federal financial assistance.

(c) Commwu'cations. Recipients shall
take appropriate ste s to ensure that
communications wi their applicants.
employees. and beneficiaries are
available to persons with impaired
vision and hearing.

(d) Programs limited by Federal law.
in programs authorized by Fedeal .
statute or executive order that are
designed especially for the handicapped.
or for a particular class of handicapped
perons. the exclusion of ~
nonhandicapped or other classes of
handicapped persons is not prohibited
by this part.
27.. Assurance required.

(a) General. Each application for
Federal financial assistance to carry 00'
a program to which this part applies.
and each application to provide a
facility. shall. as a condition to approval
or extension of any Federal financial
assistance pursuant to the application.
contain. or be accompanied by. written
assurance that the program will be
conducted or the facility operated in
compliance with all the requirements
imposed by or pursuant to this part. An
applicant may incorporate these

. —“‘r—rV.-. Chum—.9-
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assurances by reference in subsequent
applications to the Department. ,

(b) Future Effect ofAssurances.
Recipients of Federal financial
assistance. and transferees of property
obtained by a recipient with the
participation of Federal financial
assistance. are bound by the recipient's
assurance under the following ' '
circumstances: . , . .

(1) When Federal financial assistance
is provided in the form of a conveyance
of real property or an interest in real
property from the Department of
Transportation to a recipient. the
instrument of conveyance shall include
a convenant running with the land
binding the recipient and subsequent
transferees to comply with the .

.requirements of this part for so long as
the property is used for the purpose for
which the Federal financial assistance
was provided or for a similar purpose.
(2)'When Federal financial assistance

is used by a recipient to purchase or
improve reallp‘roperty. the assurance
provided by a recipient shall obligate
the recipient to comply with the
requirements of this part and require
any subsequent transferee of the
property. who is using the property for
the purpose for which the Federal
financial assistance was provided. to
agree in writing to comply with the
re uirements of this part. The
obligations of the recipient and
transferees under this part shall _
continue in effect for as long as the
property is used for the purpose for
which Federal financial assistance was
provided or for a similar purpose.

(3) When Federal financial assistance
. is provided to the recipient in the form

of. or is used by the recipient to obtain. - -
personal property. the assurance
provided by the recipient shall obligate
the recipient to comply with the
requirements of this part for the period it
retains ownership or possession of the
property or the property is used by a
transferee for purposes directly related
to the operations of the recipient.

(4) When Federal financial assistance
is used b a recipient for purposes other ‘
than to o tain property. the assurance
provided shall obligate the recipient to
comply with the requirements of this
part for the period during which the
Federal financial assistance is extended
to the program.
[27.11 Remedial action. voluntary action
and compliance planning. .

(a) Remedial action. (i) If the
responsible Departmental official finds
that a qualified handicapped person has
been excluded from participation in.
denied the benefits of. or otherwise '

subjected to discrimination under. any
program or activity in violation of this
part. the recipient shall take such
remedial action as the responsible
Departmental official deems necessary
to overcome the effects of the violation.

(2) Where a recipient is foundto have
violated this part. and where another
recipient exercises control over the
recipient that has violated this part. the
responsible Departmental official. where
appropriate. may require either or both
recipients to take remedial action.

(3) The responsible Departmental
official may. where necessary to ~.
overcome the effects of a violation of
this part. require a recipient to take
remedial action (i) with respect to
handicapped persons who are no longer
participants in the recipient's program
ut who were participants in the

program when such discrimination -
occurred. and (ii) with respect to
handicapped persons who would have
been participants in the program had the
discrimination not occurred.

(b) Voluntary action. A recipient may
take steps. in addition to any action that
is required by this part. to assure the full
participation in the recipient's program
or activity by qualified handicapped
persons.

(c) Compliance planning. (1) A'
recipient shall. within 90 days from the
effective date of this part. designate and.
forward to the head of any operating
administration providing financial
’assistance. with a copy to the
responsible Departmental official the
names. addresses. and telephone
numbers of the persons responsible for
evaluating the recipient's compliance
with this part. '

(2) A recipient shall. within 180 days
from the effective date of this part. after.
consultation at each step in paragraphs
(c)(2) (iHiii) of this section with
interested persons. including
handicapped persons and organizations
representing the handicapped:

(i) Evaluate its current policies and _
practices for implementing these '
regulations. and notify the head of the
operating administration of the
completion of this evaluation:

(ii) identify shortcomings in
compliance and describe the methods
used to remedy them: _

(iii) Begin to modify. with official
approval of recipient‘s management. any
policies or practices that do not meet the
requirements of this part according to a
schedule or sequence that includes
milestones or measures of achievement.
These modifications shall be completed
within one year from the effective date
of this part:
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(iv) Take appropriate remedial steps ‘
to eliminate the effects of any
discrimination that resulted from

. ‘. previous policies and practices; and
(v) Establish a system for periodically

reviewing and updating the evaluation.
(3) A recipient shell. for at least three

years following completion of the
evaluation required under paragraph
(c)(2) of this section. maintain on file.
make available for public inspection.
and furnish upon request to the head of
the operating administration:

(i) A list of the interested persons
consulted; - .

(ii) A description of areas examine
and any problems indentified; and

(iii) A description of any
modifications made and of any remedial
steps taken.
5 27.13 Designation of responsible
employee and adoption at grievance
procedures. -

(a) Designation ofresponsible
employee. Each recipient that employs
fifteen or more persons shall. within 90
days of the effective date of this
regulation. forward to the head of the
operating administration that provides
financial assistance to the recipient.
with a copy to the responsible
Departmental official. the name.
address. and telephone number of at
least one person designated to

- coordinate its efforts to comply with this
part. Each such recipient shall inform
the head of the operating administration
of any subsequent change.

(b) Adoption ofcomplaint procedures.
A recipient that employs fifteen or more
persons shall. within 180 days. adopt
and file with the head of the operating

’ administration procedures that
incorporate appropriate due process '
standards and provide for the prompt
and equitable resolution of complaints

. alleging any action prohibited by this
part.
527.15 Notice.

(a) A recipient shall take appropriate
initial and continuing steps to notify
participants. beneficiaries. applicants.
and employees. including those with
impaired vision or hearing. and unions
or professional organizations holding
collective bargaining or professional
agreements with the recipient. that it
does not discriminate on the basis of
handicap. The notification shall state.
where appropriate. that the recipient
does not discriminate in admission or
access to. or treatment. or employment
in. its programs or activities. The
notification shall also include an
identification of the responsible
employee designated pursuant to
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§ 27.13(a). A recipient shall make the
initial notification required by this
section within 90 days of theeffective
date of this part. Methods of initial and
continuing notification may include the
posting of notices. publication in ,
newspapers and magazines. placement
of notices in recipients' publications and

. distribution of memoranda or other
written communications.

(b) If a recipient publishes or uses
recruitment materials or publications
containing general information that it
makes available to participants.
beneficiaries. applicants. or employees.
it shall include in those materials or
publications a statement of the policy
described in paragraph (a) of this '
section. A recipient may meet the
requirement of this paragraph either by
including appropriate inserts in existing
materials and publications or by
revising and reprinting the materials and
publications. in either case. the addition
or revision must be specially noted.
£27.17 Effect of State or local law.

A The obligation to comply with this
part is not obviated or affected by any
State or local law. . ‘
fl 27.19-29 [Reserved].
Subpart B—Empioyment Practices
[27.31 Discrimination prohibited.

(a) General. (1) No qualified
handicapped applicant for employment.
or an employee shall. on the basis of .
handicap. be subjected to discrimination
in employment under any program or
activity that receives or benefits from
Federal financial assistance.

(2) A recipient shall make all _ ,(
decisions concerning employment under
any program or activity to which this
part applies in a manner assuring that
discrimination on the basis of handicap
does not occur. A recipient may not '
limit. segregate. or classify applicants »
for employment or employees in any
way that adversely affects their
opportunities or status on the basis of
handicap. This part does not prohibit the
consideration of handicap in decisions
affecting employment if the purpose and
effect of the consideration is to remove
or overcome impediments or the present
effects of past impediments to the
employment of handicapped persons.

(3) A recipient may not enter a ‘
contractual or other relationship that
subjects qualified handicapped
applicants for employment or employees
to discrimination prohibited by this
subpart. The relationships referred to in '
this paragraph include relationships
with employment and referral agencies.
with labor unions. with organizations

'—
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roviding or administering fringe -
Benefits to employees of the recipient. or
with organizations providing training
and apprenticeship programs.

(b) Specific Activities. A recipient
shall not discriminate on the basis of
handicap in: - -

(1) Recruiting. advertising. and
processing of applications for
employment; . ,

(2) Hiring. upgrading. promoting.
awarding tenure. demotion. transfer.
layoff. termination. right of return from
layoff. and rehiring ‘

(3) Rates of pay or any other form 0
compensation and changes in - '
compensation;

(4) )ob assignments. job
classifications. organizational
structures. position descriptions. lines of
progression. and seniority lists:

(5) Leaves of absence. sick leave. or
any other leave; ,

(6) Fringe benefits available by virtue
of employment. whether or not '
administered by the recipient; ~

(7) Selection and financial support for
training. including apprenticeship.
professional meetings conferences. and
other related activities. and selection for
leaves of absence to pursue training;

(8) Employer-sponsored activities.
including social or recreational
programs; and -

(9) Any other term. condition. or
privilege of employment. ' -

(c) A recipient’s obligation to comply
with this subpart is not affected by any
inconsistent term of any collective '
bargaining agreement to which it is a
party.
£27.33 Reasonable accommodation.

(a) A recipient shall make reasonable
accommodation to the known handicaps

‘ of an otherwise qualified applicant for
employment or employee unless the
recipient can demonstrate to the
responsible Departmental official that '
the accommodation would impose an
undue hardship on the operations of its
program. .(b) Reasonable accommodation
includes (but is not limited to):

(1) Making facilities used by
employees readily accessible to and
usable by handicapped persons:

(2) )ob restructuring. part-time 'or
modified work schedules. acquisition or
modification of equipment. and similar
actions: and .

(8) The assignment of an employee
(who becomes handicapped and unable
to perform his/her original duties to an
alternative position with comparable
,PaY- -.

'. (cllndetermining. pursuant to ‘ .
paragraph (a) of this section. whether an
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accommodation would impose an undue
hardship on the operation of a
recipient's program. factors to be
considered include:

(1) The overall size of the recipient‘s
program. including number of
employees. number and type of
facilities. and size of budget;

(2) The type of the recipient's
operation. including the composition
and structure of the recipient's
workforce:

(3) The nature and cost of the
accommodation needed; and

(4) Its effect on program ‘
accomplishments. including safety.

(d) A recipient shall not deny any
employment opportunity to a qualified
handicapped employee or applicant for
employment if the basis for the denial is
the need to make reasonable
accommodations to the handicaps of the
employee or applicant.
I 21.35 Emptownent criteria. .

(a) A recipient shall not make use 0
an employment test or other selection
criterion that has an adverse impact or
tends to have anadverse impact on
handicapped persons. unless:

(1) The test score or other selection
criterion. as used by the recipient. is
shown to be job-related for the position
in question; and

(2) Alternative job-related tests or
criteria that do not have an adverse
impact or do not tend to have an
adverse im act on handicapped persons
are shown y the recipient to be
unavailable. '

(b) A recipient shall select and
administer tests that. when
administered to an applicant for
employment or an employee with
impaired sensory. manual. or speaking
skills. nonetheless accurately measure
what. they purport to measure.
I 21.37 Preempioyment inquiries.

(a) Except as provided in paragraphs
(b) and (c) of this section. a recipient
shall not conduct a preemployment
medical examination or inquiry as to

, whether the applicant is a handicapped
person or as to the nature or severity of
a handicap. A recipient may. however.
make preemployment medical
examinations that are required by
Federal law or regulation or inquiries
into an applicant's ability to perform

. job-related functions.
(1)) When a recipient is taking

remedial action pursuant to 5 27.11 (a)
or (c). or when a recipient is taking
affirmative action pursuant to section
505 of the Act (which relates to
government procurement). the recipient
may invite applicants for employment '0
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H slicate whether and to what extent
{ gay are handicapped. provided that:
i [1) The recipient makes clear that the

1 gemstion requested is intended for
1 5.. .01er in connection with the

’7 medial action obligations or its
}. voluntary or affirmative actions efforts:

i

i

‘~41;5 ,."

and -
l (2)1'he recipient makes clear that the

niormation is being requested on a
t .oiuntsry basis. that it will be kept -

. mnfidential. that refusal to provide it .
. rill not subject the applicant or
-1 mployee to any adverse treatment. and
-. that it will be used only in accordance
ii with this part. ,
i to) Nothing in this section prohibits a

.14 recipient from conditioning an offer of
‘4 employment on the results of a medical

examination conducted prior to the
employee's entrance on duty. if:
(i) All entering employees in that

category of )ob classification must take
such an examination regardless of

‘ - whether or not they are han‘dicapped;
' and -

(2) The results of such an examination
‘ ire used only in accordance with this

= Pm
(d) lnfonnation obtained in

accordance with this section shall be
, collected and maintained on separate
forms and heated confidentially. except
that: - ‘

(t) Supervisors and managers may be
. informed of restrictions on the work or

duties of handicapped persons and
necessary accommodations;
(2) First aid and safety personnel may

be informed. where appropriate. if the
condition might require emergency

. treatment: and
(a) Government officials investigating

compliance with the Act shall be ~
provided relevant information upon
request. consistent with the Privacy Act
of1974. 5 USC 5528. .
ti 1739-69 [Reserved]
Subpart O—i’rogram Accessibility-
General
(21.61 Applicability. .
This subpart applies to all programs of

. the Department of Transportation to
which section 504 is applicable.
Additional provisions with respect to

. certain specific programs of the '
Department are set forth in subparts D
and E. The provisions of this subpart

‘ should be interpreted in a manner that
will make them consistent with the
provisions of subparts D and E. in the
case of apparent conflict. the provisions
of subparts D and E shall prevail

. this regulation unless otherwise

527.63 Discrimination prohbtted.
No qualified handicapped person

shall. because a recipient's facilities are
inaccessible to or unusable by
handicapped persons. be denied the
benefits of. be excluded from
participation in. or otherwise be
subjected to discrimination under any
program or activity to which this part -
applies.
121.» minimum

(a) Program accessibility. A recipient
shall operate each program or activity to
which this part applies so that. when
viewed in the entirety. it is accessible to
handicapped persons. This paragraph
does not necessarily require a recipient
to make each of its existing facilities or
every part of an existing facility
accessible to and usable by
handicapped persons. -
, (b) Methods. A recipient may comply
with the requirements of paragraph (a) ['
of this section through such means as
redesign of equipment. alteration of
existing facilities and construction of
new facilities in accordance with the
requirements of § 27.67(d) or any other
methods that result in making its
rograrn or activity accessible to

handicapped persons. in choosing
among available methods for meeting
the requirements of paragraph (a) of this
section. a recipient shall give priority to
those methods that offer programs and
activities to handicapped persons in the
most integrated setting appropriate.

(c) Structural changes. Where
structural changes are necessary to
make programs or activities in existing
facilities meet the requirements of
paragraph (a) of this section. such
changes shall be made as soon as
practicable. but in no event later than
three years after the effective date of _
provided in subpart D or E. A '

(d) Transition plan. in the event that
structural changes to facilities are
necessary to meet the requirements of
paragraph (a) of this section. a recipient
shall develop. and submit in duplicate to
the cognizant operating administration
providing Federal financial assistance.
'within one year of the effective'date of
this part. a transition plan listing the
facilities and setting forth the steps
necessary to complete such changes. .
The plan shall be developed with the
assistance of interested persons.
including handicapped persons or

. organizations representing handicapped
persons. A copy of the transition plan
and a list of the interested persons and
organizations consulted shall be made
available for public inspection. The plan
shall. at a minimum: ' a
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(1).]dentify each facility required to be
modified by this part. Facilities shall be
listed even though the recipient
contemplates requesting a waiver of the
requirement to modify the facility;

‘ . . (2) Identify physical obstacles in the
' listed facilities that limit the
- accessibility of its program or activity to
handicapped persons:

(3) Describe the methods that will be
used to make the listed facilities

. accessible:
(4) Describe how and the extent to

which the surrounding areas will be
made accessiqu -

(5) Specify the schedule for taking the
steps necessary to achieve overall
program accessibility and. if the time
period of the transition plan is longer
than three years. identify steps that will
be taken during each year of the
transition period; and . -

(6) indicate the Person responsible for
implementation 0 the plan. . A .

(a) Notice. The recipient shall adopt
and implement procedures to ensure
that interested persons. including
persons with impaired vision or hearing. .
can obtain information as to the

- existence and location of services.
activities. and facilities that are
accessible to and usable by
handicapped persons. __4

[nor New facilities and alterations. ! '
(a) Design and construction. Ea

facility or part of a facility constructed
oby.-on behalf of. or for the use of a
recipient shall be designed. constructed.
and operated in a manner so that the
facility or part of the facility is
accessible to and usable by
handicapped persons. if the construction
was commenced after the effective date
of this part; with respect to vehicles.
unless otherwise provided in subpart D
or E. this requirement is effective for
vehicles for which solicitations are
issued or which are leased after the
effective date of this part.

(b) Alteration. Each facility or part of
a facility which is altered by. on behalf
of. or for the use of a recipient after the
effective date of this part in a manner
that effects or could affect the

. accessibility of the facility or part of the
facility shell. to the maximum extent
feasible. be altered in such a manner
that the altered portion of the facility is
readily accessib e to and usable by

‘ handicapped persons.
(c) When an existing vehicle is

renovated substantially to prolong its
life. the vehicle shell. to the maximum
extent feasible. meet the re uirements

' for a comparable new vehi e. lesser
renovations shall incorporate
accessibility features for a comparable
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new vehicle when practicable and
justified by the remaining life
expectancy of the vehicle.

(d) ANSIstandards. Design. ,
‘construction or alteration of fixed
facilities in paragraphs (a) and (b) of
this section shall be in accordance with .
the minimum standards in the
“American National Standard
Specifications for Making Buildings and
Facilities Accessible to. and Usable by.
the Physically Handicapped." published
by ANSI. Inc. (ANSI A117.1-1961
(111971)). which is incorporated by
reference in this part. Departures from
particular requirements of these
standards by the use of other methods
shall be permitted when it is clearly
evident that equivalent access to the
facility or part of the facility is thereby
provided. -
5 27.63 [Reserved]
Subpart D—Program Accessibility
Requirements in Specific Operating
Administration Programs; Airports,

‘ Railroads, and Highways
' 527.71 Federal Aviation Administration—
Airports.

(a) Fixedfacilities: New terminals—
(1) Terminal facilities designed and .
constructed by or for the use of a

- recipient of Fedéfa‘l financial assistance
on or after the effective date of this part.
the intended use of which will require it
to be accessible to the public, or may
result in the employment therein of
physically handicapped persons. shall
be designed or constructed in
accordance with the ANSI standards.
Where there is ambiguity or
contradiction between the definitions
and the standards used by ANSI and the
definitions and standards used in
paragraph (a)(2) of this section. the
ANSI terms should be interpreted in a'
manner that will make them consistent
with the standards in paragraph (a)(2) ofthis section. If this cannot be done. the
standards in paragraph (a)(2) of this
section prevail.

(2) In addition to the ANSI standards.
the following standards apply to new
airport terminal facilities: -‘ -

' (i) Airport terminal circulation and
flow. The basic terminal design shall
permit efficient entrance and movement

- of handicapped persons while at the
same time giving consideration to their
convenience. comfort. and safety. It is
also essential that the design. especially '
concerning the location of elevators.
escalators. and similar devices.
minimize any extra distance that wheel
chair users must travel compared to
nonhandicapped persons. to reach ticket
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counters. waiting areas. baggage
. handling areas. and boarding locations.

(ii) lntemational accessibility symbol. .
The international accessibility symbol
shall be displayed at accessible
entrances to buildings that meet the
ANSI standards. - _

(iii) Ticketing. The ticketing system
' shall be designed to provide
handicapped persons with the
opportunity to use the primary fare _
collection area to obtain ticket issuance
andmake fare payment. _

(iv) Baggage check-in and retrieval.
Baggage areas shall be accessible to '
handicapped persons. The facility shall
be designed to provide for efficient .
handling and retrieval of baggage by all
persons. .- -- .. _ -

(v) Boarding. Each operator at an
airport receiving any Federal financial
assistance shall assure that adequate

- -, assistance is provided for enplaning and
deplaning handicapped persons:
Boarding by )etways and by passenger
lounges are the preferred methods for
movement of handicapped persons
between terminal buildings and aircraft
at air carrier airports: however. where ~-

' this is not practicable. operators at air
carrier airport terminals shall assure
that there are lifts. ramps. or other ,
suitable devices not normally used for

-_ movement of freight that are available
for enplaning and deplaning wheelchair
users. ' -. - i .(vi) Telephones. Wherever there are
public telephone centers in terminals. at
least one clearly marked telephone shall
_be equipped with a volume control or
sound booster device and with a device
available to handicapped persons thatmakes telephone communication .gossible for persons wearing hearing

a. - ‘ ‘
(vii) Teletypelvriter. Each airport shall

ensure that there is sufficient
teletypewriter ('I'I'Y) service to permit
hearing-impaired persons to
communicate readily with airline ticket
agents and other personnel. ‘

(viii) Vehicular loading and unloading
areas. Several spacesadiacent to theterminal building entrance. separated
from the main flow of traffic. and clearly
marked. shall be made available for theloading and unloading of handicapped
passengers from motor vehicles. The
spaces shall allow individuals in
wheelchairs or with braces or crutchesto get in and out of automobiles onto alevel surface suitable for wheeling andwalking. .

(ix) Parking. in addition to the
requirements in the ANSI standards thefollowing requirements shall be met: '(A) Curb cuts or ramps with gradesnot exceeding 8.33 percent shall be '

fifi
provided at crosswalks between park
areas and the terminal;

(B) Where multi-level parking is
provided. ample and clearly marked
space shall be reserved for ambulatory
and semi-ambulatory handicapped
persons on the level nearest the
ticketing and boarding portion of the
terminal facilities. and

(C) In multi-level parking areas.
elevators. ramps. or other devices thatcan accommodate wheelchair users
shall be easily available.

(x) Waiting area/public space. As themajor public area of the airport termini:facility. the environment in the waiting
area/public space should give the
handicapped person confidence and
security in using the facility. The spaceshall be designed to accommodate the
handicapped providing clear direction
about how to use all passenger facilities

(xi) Airport terminal information.
. Airport terminal information systems

shall take into consideration the need:
of handicapped persons. The primary
information mode shall be visual words
and letters. or symbols. using lighting
and color coding. Airport terminals shat
also have facilities providing
information orally. _

(xii) Public services. Public service
facilities such as public toilets. drinking
fountains. telephones. travelers aid and
first aid medical facilities shall be
designed in accordance with ANSI

~ standards. ‘
(b) Fixedfacilities: existing

terminals—(1) Structural changes.
. Where structuralchanges are necessary

to make existing air carrier terminals
which are owned and operated by
recipients of Federal financial
assistance accessible to and usable by
handicapped persons. such changes
shall be made in accordance with the
ANSI standards as soon as practicable.
but in no event later than three years
after the effective date of this part.

(2) Ongoing renovation. in terminals
that are undergoing structural changes
involving entrances. exits. interior

_ doors. elevators. stairs. baggage areas.
. drinking fountains. toilets. telephones.

eating places. curbs. and parking areas
recipients shall begin immediately to

_ incorporate accessibility features.
(3) Tiansition. Where extensive _

structural changes to existing facilities
are necessary to meet accessibility
¥QQUirements. recipients shall develop ‘
transition plan in accordance with

' f 27.85(d) and submit it to the Federal
Aviation Administration (FA-Al
Transition plans are reviewed and
approved or disapproved by the FM "
expeditiously as possible after they 3'
received. .
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l, r Boarding. Each operator at an

,fporf receiving any Federal financial
lgsistance shall assure that adequate
stistance is provided incident to
gplaning and de'planing handicapped

' ,mons. Within three years from the
isective date of this part. recipients

- ¢”mating terminals at air carrier
”ports that are not equipped with
pMflyS or passenger lounges for

. ‘ ' and unboarding shall assure
. gm there are lifts. ramps. or other

rumble devices. not normally used for
movement of freight. areavailable for

. enplanlng and deplaning wheelchair.
- users. . -‘

E (5) Passenger services. Recipients
operating terminals at air carrier

. airports shall assure that there are
- provisions for assisting handicapped

passengers upon request in movement
mto. out of. and within the terminal. and
m the use of terminal facilities. including
baggage handling.

(8) Guide dogs. Seeing eye and
bearing guid‘ e dogs shall be permitted to
accompany their owners and shall be
accorded all the privileges of the
passengers whom they accompany in
regard to access to terminals and

.. facilities. 2 , ,
(21.73 roam! Railroad Administration—
ttsitrosds. r ‘

g (a) Fixedfacilities. (1) New
3, llcilities—(i) Every fixed facility or part

of a facility—including every station.
terminal. building. or other facility—
designed or constructed by or for the use
of a recipient of Federal financial
assistance on or after the effective date
of this part. the intended use of which

, will require it to be accessible to the
public or may result in the employment
therein of hysically handicapped
persons. s all be designed and
constructed in accordance with the
ANSI standards. Where there is
ambiguity or contradiction between the
definitions and the standards used by
ANSI and the definitions and standards
used in paragraph (a)(1)(ii) of this
section. the ANSI terms should be

_ interpreted in a manner that will make
them consistent with the standards in
paragraph (a)(i)(ii) of this section. if this
cannot be done. the standards in
paragraph (a)(1)(ii) of this section will
prevail. s - - .

-. (ii) in addition to the ANSI standards .
. the following standards also apply to

rail facilities: - -
' (A) Station dreulatr'on andflow. The

basic station design shall permit
efficient entrance and movement of
handicapped persons while at the same

3' time giving consideration to their
convenience. comfort. and safety. The

\
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‘ design. especially conceming the
location of elevators. escalators. and
similar devices. shall minimize any
extra distance that wheelchair users
must travel. compared to
nonhandicapped persons. to such ticket
counters. baggage handling areas and
boarding locations. ' .‘

(B) International caressibr'lity symbol.
The international accessibility symbol
shall be displayed at accessible
entrances to buildings that meet ANSI
standards. -. -

(C) Ticketing. The ticketing sys
shall be designed to provide
handicapped persons with the
opportunity to use the primary fare
collection area to obtain ticketissuance
and make fare payment. .

(D) Baggage check-in and retrieval.
Baggage areas shall be accessible to
handicapped persons. The facility shall
be designed to provide for efficient
handling and retrieval of baggage by all
persons. ,

(E) Boarding platforms. All boarding
platforms that are located more than
two feet above ground or present any
other dangerous condition. shall be
marked with a warning device
consisting of a string of floor material
differing in color and texture from the
remaining floor surface. The design of
boarding platforms shall be coordinated
with the vehicle design where possible
in order to minimize the gap between
platform and vehicle doorway and to
permit safe passage by wheelchair users
and other handicapped persons. Where
level entry boarding is not provided.
lifts. ramps or other suitable devices
shall be available to permit boarding by
wheelchair users.

(1’) Telephones. At least one clearly
marked telephone shall be equipped
with a volume control or sound booster
device and With a device available to
handicapped persons that makes
telephone communication possible for
persons wearing hearing aids. ' ' ‘

(G) Teletypewrr'ter. Recipients shall
make available a toll-free reservation
and information number with
teletypewriter ('ITY) capabilities. to
permit hearing-impaired persons using
TI'Y equipment to readily obtain
information or make reservations for
any services provided by a recipient.
(H) Vehicular loading and unloading

areas. Several spaces adjacent to the
terminal entrance separated from the
main flow of traffic and clearly marked
shall be made available for the boarding
and exiting of handicapped persons. The
spaces shall allow individuals in
wheelchairs or with braces or crutches
to get in and out of vehicles onto a level
surface suitable for wheeling or walking.
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(1) Parking. Where parking facilities
are provided. at least two spaces shall
be set aside and identified for the
exclusive use of handicapped persona
Curb cuts or ramps with grades not
exceeding 8.33 percent shall be provided
at crosswalks between parking areas '
and the terminal. Where multi-level
parking is provided. ample space which
is clearly marked shall be reserved for
handicapped persons with limited
mobility on the level which is most
accessible to the ticketing and boarding .
portion of the terminal facilities: such '
level change shall be by elevator. ramp.
or by other devices which can
accommodate wheelchair users.

(I) Waitirg area/public space As the
major public area of the rail facility. the
environment in the waiting area/public
space should give the handicapped
persons confidence and security in using
the facility. The space shall be designed
to accommodate the handicapped by
.providing clear directions about how

- useallpassengerfacilities. . -' -.
(K) Station information. Station

information systems shall take into
consideration the needs of handicapped
persons. The primary information mode
shall be‘visual words and letters or
symbols using lighting and color coding.
Stations shall also have facilities for
giving information orally. Scheduling
information shall be available in a
tactile format or through the use of a
tollofree telephone number.

(1.) Public services. Public service
facilities. such as public toilets. drinking
fountains. telephones. travelers aid and
first aid medical facilities. shall be
designed in accordance with ANSI
standards. " . ‘

(2) Existing facilities-41) Ongoirm
renovation. All recipients shall begin
immediately to incorporate accessibility
features in stations and terminals that
are already undergoing structural ' '
changes involving entrances and exits.
interior doors. elevators. stairs. baggage
areas. drinking fountains. toilets.
telephones. eating places. boarding
platforms. curbs. and parking garages.’

(ii) Structural changes. Existing
stations shall be modified to ensure that
the facilities. when viewed in their
entirety. are readily accessible to and
usable by handicapped persons.

(iii) Scheduling ofstructure! changes.
(A) Within five years from the effective
date of this section. recipients shall
make accessible no less than one station
in each Standard Metropolitan . .
Statistical Area (SMSA) served by the
recipient. Where there is more than one
station in an SMSA. recipients shall
select the station with the greatest
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annual passenger volume for
modification within five years.

(B) Within ten years of the effective
date'of this section. recipients shall
make accessible all other stations in
each SMSA. ‘

(C) Within five years of the effective
date of this section. recipients shall
make accessible stations located outside
of an SMSA and not located within 50
highway miles of an accessible station.
Where there are two‘or more stations
within 50 highway miles of one another.
a recipient shall select the station with
the greatest annual passenger volume
for modification within five years.

(D) Within ten years of the effective
date of this section. recipients shall
make accessible all other stations
located outside of an SMSA.

(iv) Waiver procedure. (A) Recipients
may petition the Federal Railroad
Administrator for a waiver from the
requirement to make a particular station
accessible under 9 27.73(a)(2)(iii) (B) and
(D). Such petitions shall be submitted no
later than six years after the effective
date of this section.,

(B) A request for a waiver shall be
supported by a written justification to .
the Federal Railroad Administrator. The.
justification shall include a record of a
community consultative process in the
area served by the station for which a
waiver is sought. This request shall
include a transcript of a public hearing.
Handicapped persons and organizations
in the area concerned shall be involved
in the consultative process. ' "

(C) Factors that are applicable to the
determination on a petition for waiver

, and the conditions that would apply to
the waiver include. but are not limited
to: (1) The utilization of the station: (2)
the cost of making modifications to the
station: (3) and the availability of
alternative. accessible means of
transportation for handicapped persons
that meet the needs of those persons for
efficient and timely service at a fare
comparable to rail fare from the area
served by the station to the nearest -

. accessible station in each direction 0
travel. . _ ’-_ ‘-

(D) Within 30 days of the date the ‘:
waiver request is filed with the FRA.
representatives of the FRA will meet
with representatives of the interstate
Commerce Commission (lCC) to
determine if the justification is
adequate. The representatives will
coordinate their efforts so that any
changes requested by either FRA or ICC

- are consistent.
(E) if no agreement can be reached by

the FRA and 190 on the adequacy of the
justification within 60 days from the ‘

_.IL . 1‘ rant» --_. ~«Ln A4-.'_4L_-'. _.m "—A- i A
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date the representatives first meet. the
waiver request shall be denied.

(v) Transition plan; Where extensive
changes to existing facilities are
necessary to meet accessibility
requirements. recipients shall develop a
transition plan in accordance with
i 27.85(d) and submit it. in duplicate. to
the Federal Railroad Administration
(PEA). '

(vi) Approval of transition plan. (A)
Transition plans are reviewed and ’
approved or disapproved as
expeditiously as possible after they are
received. Within 30 days from the date
the plan is filed with the FRA.
representatives of the FRA meet with
representatives of the lCC to determine
if the plan is adequate. The .
representatives coordinate their efforts
so that any changes requested by either
the FRA or the lCC are consistent. '
' (B) if no agreement can be reached by
the FRA and the ICC within 60 days
from the date the representatives first
meet. the transition plan shall be ,
disapproved. ' . _

- (vii) Existing danger. Every existing
facility and piece of equipment shall be

. free of conditions which pose a danger
to the life or safety of handicapped
persons. Upon discovery of such
conditions. the danger shall be
immediately eliminated and all
necessary steps taken to protect the
handicapped. or a particular category of
handicapped persons. from harm during
the period that the facility or equipment
is being made safe. ' '

(b) Rail vehicles. (1) Within five years
from the effective date of this part. on-
each passenger train: ' _
- (i) At least one coach car hall be
accessible: . '

(ii) Where sleeping cars are provided. ‘e .at least one sleeping car shall
accessible; and

(iii) At least one car in which food
service is available shall be accessible
to handicapped persons. or they shall be
provitciled food service where they are
seats . '
In cases where the only accessible car is
first class. first class seating for .
handicapped persons shall be provided

. at coach fare. , .
(2) in order for a passenger car to be

accessible to handicapped persons. the
' following shall be available:

(i) Space to park and secure one or
' fmore wheelchairs to accommodate
persons who wish to remain in their
wheelchairs. and space to fold and store
one or more wheelchairs to
accommodate individuals who wish to
sit in coach seats. . ' .

Handicapped persons who require the

- (ii) Accessible restrooms with wide
doorways. bars to assist the individual

' in moving from wheelchair to toilet. low
sinks. and other appropriate
modifications. These restrooms should
be large enough to accommodate
wheelchairs. .

(3) All new rail passenger vehicles for
which solicitations are issued after the
effective date of this part by recipients
of Federal financial assistance shall be
designed so as to be accessible to
handicapped persons and shall display
the international accessibility symbol at
each entrance. . .

(c) Railpassenger service. (1) No
recipient shall deny transportation to
any person who meets the requirements
of this regulation because that person
cannot board a train without assistance.
or use on-train facilities without
assistance. except as provided in this
regulation.

(2) Handicapped persons who require
the assistance of an attendant shall not
be denied transportation so long as they
are accompanied by an attendant.

service of an attendant. but who are
unaccompanied. are not required under
this part to be transported by the
recipient. Handicapped persons
requiring the assistance of an attendant
shall include those who cannot take
care of any one of their fundamental
personal needs.

(8) All recipients at stations. except
flag stops and closed stations. shall. an
advance notice of 12 hours or more.
provide assistance to handicapped
persons. except that those handicapped
persons who require the services of an
attendant shall give advance notice of at
least 24 hours. Such assistance shall
include. but is not limited to. advance
boarding and assisting handicapped
persons in moving from station plationn
onto the train and to a seat. The
recipient shall provide the same
assistance to handicapped persons as
they leave the train or board another
train in the process of changing trains.
Recipients shall provide assistance upon
request to handicapped persons in the
use of station facilities and in the
handling of baggage.

(4) in all open stations. there shall be
prominently displayed a notice stating
the location of the recipient's
representative or agent who is
responsible for providing assistance to
handicapped persons. Recipients shall
publish in their schedules a notice of
those closed stations and flag sit)?s 3‘
which assistance cannot be provided 10
handicapped persons.
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5) Assistance to handicapped perenng
' the use of on-train facilities shall be

vided as follows: , _ . .
i General assistance. Recipients

.1111] provide assistance to handicapped

dependent upon life support equipment
needing power from the vehicle.

(10) Guide dogs. Seeing eye dogs and
hearing guide dogs shall be permitted to
accompany their owners on all .,
passenger trains. and shall be permitted

persons in moving to and from .

WMOdmom' including "mun“ in coach. sleet-tins. anddinins'' cars.

mmoving to and from wheelchairs. (11) Services to deafand blind

passengers. Recipients shall provide
assistance to deaf and/or blind
assengers. on request. by advising
them of station stops.

(12) Recipients shall notify the public
that they provide services that facilitate
travel by handicapped persons. -

(13) Recipients shall provide training
to their employees sufficient to enable
them to carry out the recipients‘
responsibilities under this section.

Willa???”‘3‘ (1:310:35 $53.37;; or 927.15 Federal Highway Administration-

“. mmcars 3re inaccesrgble to‘ ‘ ”2:312: Facilities—(1) Highway rest
. ' . ' u

hendrcappe persons a ramp en area facilities. All such facilities that
will be constructed with Federal
financial assistance shall be designed
and constructed in accordance with the
ANSI standards.

(2) Curb cuts. All pedestrian
'crosswalks constructed with Federal

ii) Restroom facilities. All recipients
shall. upon request. provide assistance

. whsndicapped persons needing
. l mlstance in gaining access to rest an

washroom facilities; .
. (iii) Sleeping car service. All

-‘ recipients on all trains where sleeping
l our service is provided shall. upon
i request. provide assistance in gaining

recess to the facilities on various
accommodations. such as roomette.
bedroom. or compartment.

A““““‘5'—e--wMr‘.:“

shall. upon request. provide meal. .
beverage. and snack service to
handicapped persons needing such
service in their accommodations.

(s) Assistance with wheelchairs.
crutches. walkers. and canes.

. recipients shall provide coach or

i
l
ii
l
i

j sleeping car space to store. and shall
'. or ramps to accommodate persons in .

a
i
il

assist in storing. such ortho edic aids as '
wheelchairs. pursuant to section 228 of

wheelchairs. walkers. crut es. and
canes. These orthopedic aids shall be
stored on the same coach or sleeping car
in which the handicapped person _
travels.

(7) Notice ofassistance available
provided in theuse ofonoboa
facilities. All recipients shall. on all
coaches. sleeping cars. dining cars. food
service cars. and lounge cars.
permanently display a notice stating
where and from whom assistance in the
use of facilities of various care may be
obtained. '

(8) Bedridden andstretcher-bound ,
passengers. (i) Where equipment is
designed or modified to accept
bedridden or stretcher-bound
passengers without unreasonable delay.
the recipient shall provide assistance in
the boarding ofbedridden or stretcher- '
bound persons into sleeping quarters.
Accessibility to coaches for these
persons is not required. ’

(ii) Advance notification of 24 hours -
or more is mandatory in order to ensure
provision of assistance to bedridden or
stretcher-bound passengers. For the
purpose of this section. assistance need
not necessarily include placing the
bedridden or stretcher-bound person
into the compartment. ’ '

(9) Passengers requiring life support
equipment. Recipients shall not be ‘
required to transport persons who are

U.S.C. 402(b)(1)(F)).
(3) Pedestrian over-passes. unden

. passes and ramps. Pedestrian over-
' passes. under-passes and ramps.

constructed with Federal financial
assistance. shall be accessible to
handicapped persons. including having
gradients no steeper than 10 percent.

ess: ‘

to enable mobility-limited persons to
cross the roadway at that location: or

under-passes or ramps because of
unusual topographical or architectural
obstacles unrelated to the federally '
assisted facility. ' '

(b) Existing Facilities. Rest area
facilities. Rest area facilities on
interstate highways shall be made
accessible to handicapped persons.
including wheelchair users. within a

of this part. Other rest area facilities

the rest area. or when the roadway

rest area is constructed. reconstructed
or otherwise altered with Federal
financial assistance.

X‘A‘L \g. ~-.L4'
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financial assistance shall have curb cuts

the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973 (23 medifications.

(i) Alternate safe means are provided

(ii) It would be infeasible for mobility-
lirnited persons to reach the over-passes.

three-year period after the effective date

shall be made accessible when Federal
financial assistance is used to improve

adjacent to or in the near vicinity of the
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s9 27:17-79 [Reserved]
Subpart E-Program Accessibility,

' Requirements In Specific Operating
Administration Programs: Mass
Transportation
ssrst Purpose.

' The purpose of this subpart is. in
addition to implementing section‘soti of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. also to
implement section 18(a) of the Urban
Mass Transportation Act of 1964. as '
amended. and section 165(b) of the
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973. as
amended. These latter statutes are
designed to increase the availability to
elderly and handicapped persons of
mass transportation that they can

‘.effectively utilize. Section 165(b) also
requires access for elderly and _
handicapped persons to public mass ‘
transportation facilities. equipment. and
services. This subpart consolidates and .
revises existing Urban Mass
Transportation Administration (UMTA)
regulations. policies. and administrative
practices implementing the above
statutes. —

5 27.83 fixed facilities tor the public.
(a) Existing fixed facilities. Fixed

facility accessibility shall be achieved
,bya staged sequence of fixed facility

replacements. and new
construction that reflects reasonable
and steady progress. Changes not
involving extraordinarily expensive
structural changes to. or replacement of.
existing facilities shall be implemented
as soon as practicable but not later than
three years after the effective date of

~ this regulation. Other fixed facility
accessibility changes shall be made as
soon as practicable but no later than the
deadlines specified in fl 27.85-27.95.
'(b) New fixed facilities and

alterations. In addition to the
requirements of 5 27.67. new transit
fixed facilities for the public shall
incorporate such other features as are
necessary to make the fixed facilities
accessible to handicapped persons.
Existing fixed facilities shall incorporate
these same features to the extent ‘
provided by §§ 27.85-27.95. in particular
among these features. the design of
boarding platforms for level-entry
vehiclesshall be coordinated with the
vehicle design in order to minimize the
gap between the platform and vehicle
doorway and to permit safe passage by
wheelchair users and other handicapped
persons. Special attention shall be given
to the needs of handicapped persons in
the areas of fare vending and collection
systems. visual and aural information
systems. telephones (wheelchair users

_(9.1“.
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and persons with reduced hearing
ability require certain accommodations).
teletype machines to handle calls from
deaf persons. vehicular loading and
unloading areas. and parking areas at
park-and-ride facilities.
§ 27.35 Fixed route has atom.

(a) Program accessibility. (1) Program
accessibility for a fixed route bus
system is achieved when:

(i) The system is accessible to
handicapped persons who can use steps:
an

(ii) The system. when viewed in its
entirety. is accessible to wheelchair
users. With respect to vehicles. this
requirement means that at least one-half
of the peak-hour bus service must be
accessible and accessible buses must be
used before inaccessible buses during
off-peak service. .

(2) Fixed route bus systems shall
achieve program accessibility as soon as
practicable but no later than three years
after the effective date of this regulation:
provided. however. that the time limit is
extended to 10 years for the
extraordinarily expensive structural
changes to. or replacement of. existing
facilities. including vehicles. necessary
to achieve program accessibility.

(3) Nothing in this section shall
require any recipient to install a lift on
any bus for which a solicitation was ’
issued on or before February 15. 1977.

(b) New vehicles. New fixed route
buses of any size for which solicitations
are issued after the effective date of this
part shall be accessible to handicapped
persons. including wheelchair users.
With respect to new. standard. full-size.
urban transit buses. this requirement
remains in effect until such time as
solicitations for those buses must use
UMTA's bid package entitled ‘Transbus
Procurement Requirements." - ‘
527.97 Rapid and commuter rail systems.

(a) Program accessibility. Program
accessibility for a rapid or a commuter

. rail system is achieved when the ,~.-
system. when viewed in its entirety. is .
accessible to handicapped persons. ..
including wheelchair users. This general
requirement means that:

(1) Stations. All stations must be
. accessible to handicapped persons who -
can use steps. and key stations must be
accessible to wheelchair users'.

(i) For rapid rail systems. key stations
are those that are: .

(A) Stations where passenger
boardings exceed average station
boardings by at least 15 percent:

(8) Transfer points on a rail line or -
between rail lines:

federal Register / Vol. 44. No. 106 / Thursday.

' . will transport a handicapped person

(C) Major interchange points with
other transportation modes: _

(D) End stations. unless an end station
is close to another accessible station:
(E) Stations serving major activity

centers of the following types:
employment and government centers.
institutions of higher learning. and
hospitals or other health care facilities:
or

(F) Stations that are special trip
generators for sizeable numbers of
handicapped persons.

(ii) For commuter rail systems. key
stations are those that are: .

(A) Transfer points on a rail line or
between rail lines: '

(8) Major interchange points with
. other transportation modes:

(C) End stations. unless an end station
is close to another accessible station;

- (D) Stations serving major activity
centers of the following types: .
employment and government centers.
institutions of higher learning. and
hospitals or other health care facilities;

(15) Stations that are special trip
generators for sizeable numbers of
handicapped persons; or.

-. . (F) Stations that are distant from other
accessible stations.

(2) Vehicles. All vehicles must be
accessible to handicapped persons who
can' use steps. and one vehicle pbr train
must be accessible to wheelchair users.

(3) Connector service. With respect to
rapid rail systems. accessible connector
service is provided between accessible
and inaccessible stations. The connector
service may be provided by regular bus
service. special bus service. special
service paratransit. or any other ..
accessible means of transportation that

from the vicinity of an inaccessible
rapid rail station to the vicinity of the

. nearest accessible station in the
person's direction of travel. or vice-
versa. Provision of connector service is
an integral part of rapid rail program
accessibility. The connector service.» -
when combined with the key stations.
must provide a level of service
reasonably comparable to that provided
for a nonhandicapped person.

(4) Timing. Ra id and commuter rail
systems shall a ieve program
accessibility as soon as practicable but
no later than three years after the
effective date of this part; provided.
however. that the time limit is extended
.to 30 years for extraordinarily expensive
structural changes to. or replacement of.
existing fixed facilities necessary to
achieve program accessibility. Steady
progress is required over that 30-year
period. The time limit is extended to five
years with respect to rapid rail vehicles
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and 10 years with respect to commuter
rail vehicles for extraordinarily
expensive structural changes to. or
replacement of. existing rail vehicles.
Complete comector service for rapid
rail systems shall be provided no later
than 30 years after the effective date of
this part. Over this time period. there

, shall be a steady build-up of the
connector service that is coordinated
with the completion of key stations;

" however. no later than 12 years from the
effective date of this part. the connector
service shall provide effective and
efficient utilization of those key stations
that have been made accessible.

(5) Assessment. Twelve years after
the effective date of this part. rapid and
commuter rail operators shall prepare a
full report for the Department on what

. accessibility improvements have been
‘ ‘ made. what the costs have been. and

what the ridership attributable to the
accessibility improvements has been.

- (b) New vehicles. New rapid rail
'- vehicles for which solicitations are

issued after the effective date of this
part shall be accessible. except that gap
closing devices. if determined to be
necessary for accessible operation of
stations or cars. are not required for
vehicles for which solicitations are
issued before )anuary 1. 1983. New
commuter rail vehicles for which
solicitations are issued on or after
january 1. 1983. shall be accessible to
wheelchair users: however. new
commuter rail vehicles for which
solicitations are issued after the
effective date of this part shall be
accessible to handicapped persons who
can use steps.
{27.99 Light ral systems.

‘ (a) Program accessibility. Program
accessibility for a light rail system is
achieved when the system. when
viewed in its entirety. is accessible to
handicapped persons. including
wheelchair users. This general
requirement means that:

(1) Stations. All stations must be
accessible to handicapped persons who
can use steps. and key stations must
accessible to wheelchair users. Key
stations are those that are:

(i) Transfer points on a rail line or
between rail lines: -

(ii) Major interchange points with
other transportation modes:

(iii) End stations. unless an and
station is close to another accessible
station: _

(iv) Stations serving major activity
centers of the following types:
employment and overnment centers.
institutions of hi er learning and

\
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witsls or other health care facilities:

UM Stations that are special trip
erators for sizeahle numbers of

mdicapped persons. ,
2) Vehicles. Each light rail vehicle .

gust be accessible to handicapped
Persons who can use steps: at least one—
”)! of the peakvhour light rail service
must be accessible to wheelchair users ,
god accessible light rail vehicles must
be used beforeinaccessible vehicles
wing off-peak service. . . . _

(3) Timing. Light rail systems shall
.chieve program accessibility as soon as
racticable but no later than three years

after the effective date of this part:
vided. however. that the time limit is

extended to 20 years for extraordinarily _
expensive structural changes to. or
replacement of. existing fixed facilities
and vehicles necessary to achieve
program accessibility.) ‘ .- ':f - . ,.

(4) Assessment. Twelve years after
the effective date of this part. light rail
operators shall prepare a full report for
the Department on what accessibility
improvements have been made. what
the costs have been. and what the
ridership attributable to the accessibility
improvements has been. .

(b) New vehicles. New light ra
vehicles for which solicitations are
issued on or after )anuary 1.1983. shall
be accessible to wheelchair users;
however. new light rail vehicles for
which solicitations are issued after the
effective date of this part shall be
accessible to handicapped persons who
can use steps.
527.01 Para

(a) General. Each paratransit system
shall be operated so that the system.
when viewed in its entirety. is '5
accessible to handicapped persons. .
including wheelchair users. This means
that the system must operate a number
of vehicles sufficient to provide
generally equal service to handicapped
persons who need such vehicles as is
provided to other persons. Where new
vehicles must be purchased or structural
changes must be made to meet this
requirement. the purchase or changes
shall be made as soon as practicable but
no later than three years after the
effectiVe date of this regulation.

(b) New vehicles. New paratransit
vehicles for which solicitations are
issued after the effective date of this
part shall be accessible to handicapped
persons. unless the paratransit system is
and will remain in compliance with
paragraph (a) of this section without the
new vehicles being accessible.

j

527.93 Systems not covered by if 27.85-
2 .

- 7.91.
(a) Scope. This section applies toaa

forms of mass transportation not
covered by $5 27.85—27.91 (e.g.. ferry
boat).

(b) General. (1) Program accessibility
for a subject system is achieved when .
the system. when viewed in its entirety.
is accessible to handicapped persons.
mcluding wheelchair users.

(2) Subject systems shall achieve .
program accessibility as soon as
practicable but in no event later than
three years after the effective date of
this regulation. provided. however. that
this period may be extended upon
appeal to the Urban Mass -
Transportation Administrator if program
accessibility can be achieved only
through extraordinarily expensive
structural changes to or replacement of.
existing facilities. including vehicles.
and if other accessible modes of ,
transportation are available that meet
the needs of handicapped persons for
efficient and timely service at a fare
comparable to that of the subject system
in the service area of that system. ,

‘ £21.95 Program policies and practices. l
(a) Program policies and practices that

prevent a system subject to this subpart
from achieving program accessibility
shall be modified as soon as reasonably
possible but in no event later than three
years after the effective date of this part.

' This three-year period shall prevail over
the one-year period of 5 27.11(c)(2).

(b) The following program policies
and practices which influence the
chievement of program accessibility

shall. along with any other appropriate
practice. he addressed in the planning
recess: ~ - -
(1) Safety andsmergency policies and

procedures. -
(2) Periodic"sensitivity and safety ,

training for personnel.
(3) Accommodations for companions

or sides of handicapped travelers.
(4) lnterm‘bdal coordination of

transportation providers.
(5) Coordination with social service

agencies that provide or support
transportation for handicapped persons.

(6) Comprehensive marketing
considerate of handicapped persons‘ .
travel needs.

(7) Leasing. rental. procurement. and
other related administrative practices.

(8) involvement of existing private
and public operators of transit and
public paratransit in planning and
competing to provide other accessible
modes and appropriate services.

(9) Regulatory reforms to permit and
- encourage accessible services.
I
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(10) Management supervision of \
accessible facilities and vehicles.

(11) Maintenance and security of
.‘ accessibility features.

(12) Labor agreements and work rules.
.‘ (13) Appropriate insurance coverage.

127.97 tntarlm accessible transportation.
' (a) Periodprior to interim access: e
transportation. Until the requirement of
paragraph (b) of this section is met. the
annual element of each urbanized area's
transportation improvement program
submitted to UMTA after the effective
date of this part shall exhibit a
reasonable level of effort in
programming projects or project ‘
elements designed to benefit
handicapped persons who cannot
otherwise use the recipient’s
transportation system until it is made
accessible in accordance with the

' . requirements of this part. Reasonable
progress in implementing previously
programmed projects. including those
programmed before the effective date of
this part. shall be demonstrated by
recipients. Recipients. working through
the Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPG). shall use their best efforts to

. Comply with this paragraph in a way
that will support the achievement of
rogram accessibility and make the .

transition to interim accessible
transportation efficient and cost-
effective. Recipients. working through

. the MPO. shall also use their best efforts
. ‘to coordinate and use effectively all

' available special services and programs
in the community. Recipients in non-
urbanized areas are generally subject to
the requirements of this paragraph
concerning special efforts in
programming and implementation.

_ (b) Interim accessible
transportation—(1) General. No later

~ than three years after the effective date
of this part. each recipient whose system
has not achieved program accessibility
shall provide or assure the provision of
interim accessible transportation for
handicapped persons who could
otherwise use the system if it had been
made accessible. Such transportation
shall be provided until program
accessibility has been achieved. An
area's fixed route bus system will
satisfy this requirement for a rail system
if the bus system has achieved program
accessibility and if the bus system
serves,the inaccessible portions of that
rail system. .-

(2) Standards and expenditures. (i)
The standards for interim accessible
transportation shall be developed in
cooperation with an advisory group of
representatives of local handicappe
persons and groups and be set forth in .

timD--s:-cv:-.r3"U'”0;’.0c<;5..,_.-
—.
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the transition plan.We the period for
interim accessible transportation. the
recipient shall be obligated to spend
annually an amount equal to two
percent of the financial assistance it
receives under section 5 of the Urban
Mass Transportation Act of 1964. as
amended. on such transportation.
provided that a lower amount may be
spent during any year when UMTA
finds that the local advisory group had
agreed with the recipient that ‘
expenditures at a lower level '
provide an adequate level of service. if a
recipient does not receive financial
assistance under section 5. its obligation
shall be an amount equal to two percent
of the annual financial assistance it
receives for mass transportation from
the Department. with the same provision
concerning lower expenditures. The
recipient is not obligated to spend more
on interim accessible transportation
than the amount specified in this
paragraph. .

(ii) Subject to the expenditure
limitation of paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this
section. interim accessible
transportation shall be available within
the recipient's normal service area and
during normal service hours and. to the
extent feasible. meet the following
requirements: there be no
restrictions on trip purpose: combined
wait and travel time. transfer frequency.
and fares shall be comparable to that of
the regular fixed-route system: service
shall be available to all handicapped
persons who could otherwise use the '
system if it had been made accessible.
including wheelchair users who cannot

_ transfer from a wheelchair and those ..
who use powered wheelchairs: and
there shall be no waiting list such that
handicapped persons who have
qualified or registered for the service an
consistently excluded from that service
by virtue of low capacity.

(3) Coordination of existing services.
The recipient. working thrOugh the MPO.
shall use its best efforts to coordinate
and use effectively all available special

' services and programs in the community
in order to ensure the provision of
service that meets the standards of
paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of this section. Such
services and programs may reduce the.
recipient's expenditure obligation under
paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this section if. in -
accordance with that paragraph. the
handicapped advisory committee agrees
that the full level of expenditure is not
necessary. ,

127.99 Waiver tor existing rapid. ~-
commuter. and light rail systems. _
A recipient that operates a rapid rail.

commuter rail. or light rail system in

.Federal Register / Vol. 44. No. 106 I Thursday.

existence on the effective date of this
part may. through the MPO for the area
or areas concerned. petition the
Secretary for a waiver of any of its
obligations under § 27.87 or § 27.89 with
respect to accessibility for handicapped
ersons. Waiver requests may only be

submitted after the MPO and
handicapped persons and organizations
representing handicapped persons in the
community. through a consultative
process. have developed arrangements
for alternative service substantially as
good as or better than that which would
have been provided absent a waiver.
Petitions shall be supported by a record
of the community consultative process.
including a transcript of a public hearing
with notice and consultation with
handicapped persons and organizations
representing handicapped persons. and
a complete transition plan for an
accessible system. The Secretary may

tsuchapetitioninhis orher
' discretion. provided that the Secretary
determines that local alternative service
to handicapped persons -
substantially as good as or better than
that which would have been provided
by the waived requirement 0 this

‘ subpart. if the petition is for the major
' rapid rail system in New York. Chicago.
.Philadeiphia. Boston or Cleveland (those
systems currently operated by the New
York City Transit Authority. the Chicago
Transit Authority. the Southeastern
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority.
the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority. and the Greater Cleveland ’
Regional Transit Authority) and the
waiver is granted. the petitioner shall
spend. or shall ensure that other UMTA
recipients in the urbanized area spend.
on an annual basis. at least an amount
equal to five percent of the urbanized
area's funds under section 5 of the
Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964.

‘ as amended. on this alternative service.
For the purposes of the five percent
measurement. “urbanized area" refers to
the portion of an urbanized grea located
in one state. . , . .

' s 21.101 Period otter program
mlbllity. .

Following the achievement of program
accessibility. all recipients whose
systems are covered by this subpart
s all continue to work with the MPO
concerned to coordinate special services
for handicapped persons.
s 27.103 Transition

. (a) General. A transition plan shall be
prepared for each urbanized and non-

‘ urbanized area receiving financial
' assistance from the Department for
mass transportation. The transition plan

May 31. 1979 / Rules and Regulations

is a document which describes the
results of planning for program .
accessibility and defines a staged. multi-
year program. The purpose of the plan is
to identify the transportation
improvements and policies needed to
achieve program accessibility and to
provide interim accessible
transportation prior to the achievement
of program accessibility in compliance
with this part. The requirements of
! 27.65(d) apply to transition plans
prepared under this section unless they
'conflict with the requirements of this
section. in which case the requirements
:of this section shall prevail.

(b) Planning process. (1) The urban
transportation planning process of each
urbanized and non-urbanized area
receiving financial assistance from the
Department for mass transportation
shall include the development and
periodic reappraisal and refinement of a
transition plan which is an outgrowth of
ongoing activities to plan public mass

- transportation facilities and services
that can effectively be utilized by
elderly and handicapped persons
pursuant to 23 CFR 450.120(a)(5).

(2) The transition plan shall cover the
entire period required to achieve
program accessibility.

(3) The level of detail in the transition
plan shall be appropriate for the size of
the urban area. the complexity of its
mass transportation system and the
.acheduling of its accessibility
improvements. -

(4) The development and periodic
reappraisal and refinement of the
transition plan shall:
- (i) In urbanized areas. he done under
the direction of the Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPG) in

' cooperation with State and local
officials and operators of publicly
owned mass transportation services in
conformance with 23 CFR e50.306(a) and

l: . .
(ii) In non-urbanized areas. be done

under the direction of local elected
officials in cooperation with transit
operators and the State: and

(iii) Be performed with community
participation required by 5 27.107.

(5) The transition plan shall be
endorsed by the MPO in urbanized
areas pursuant to 23 CFR 450.112(b) and
shall be endorsed by the recipients
responsible for implementing
improvements and policies specified in
the transition plan. with the recipient
endorsement required only for the
portions of the plan which affect each
such recipient. .

(a) Plan content The transition plan
shall include: '

‘77-uo-u-u
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(1) Identification of public

transportation vehicles. fixed facilities.
1:? services. policies. and procedures that
-‘ do not meet the program accessibility

' requirements of this part; ,
(2) identification by system and

recipient of the improvements and ’
policies required for bringing them into
conformance with this part. including
any required interim accessible ‘
transportation: the plan should indicate
how interim accessible transportation
service levels and fares were
determined: , - - . -_ ,

(3) Establishment of priorities among
the improvements. reasonable .
implementation schedules. and system

' accessibility benchmarks (the plan
" should document phasing criteria. - '

identify which projects are necessary ,to
meet three-year requirements. and set

: s propriate benchmarks for longer-term
' agorts): ,

(4) Ass ent of responsibility
among pu lic transportation service
providers for the implementation of

' improvements and policies: .
(5)1dentification of coordination

activities to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of existing services:

. ‘ (6) Estimation of total costs and
identification of sources of funding for

plan; 4
(7) Description of community

participation in the development of the
transition plan; and p

(8) identification of responses to
substantive concerns raised during

.- public hearings on the plan.
~1 (d) Timing. (1) Transition plans shall

_ be transmitted. in duplicate. for
' approval to UMTA as soon as .

practicable but not later than one year
from the effective date of this part.
except that for urbanized areas with
inaccessible rapid rail systems. the plan
shall be transmitted not later than 18
months after the effective date ofthis
part. Upon request and an adequate -
showing of need. the one-year period
may be extended to 18 months for - .
urbanized areas with inaccessible rail
systems other than rapid rail.

(2) Transition plans will be reviewed
and approved or disapproved by UMTA
as expeditiously as possible after they

t are received. . ~
(3) The transition plan shall

periodically be reappraised and refined.
particularly to add details of
accessibility improvements as their
scheduled implementation dates are
approached. Amendments to the plan
Melting from reafipraisals or .
refinements shall a submitted in the
lime manner as the original plan. with

vw‘r“ ‘L‘A
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community participation and UMTA
approval

(a) Transportation improvement
program. Annual elements of
transportation improvement programs
submitted for UMTA approval shall be
consistent with the requirements of this
part and with the local transition plan.
once that plan has been approved by
UMTA.
327.105 Annual status report.

(a) in order to provide a basis upon
which a determination of compliance
can be made. each recipient of UMTA
assistance (or MPG on its behalf).
beginning in the year following ' »
submission of the transition plan. shall
provide an annual status report on its
compliance with this part. The report
shall provide a summary of the
recipient's accomplishments and
activities for meeting the schedule of
improvements in the area's approved
transition plan.

(b) The first annual status report shall
include a copy of the three compliance
planning items listed in § 27.11(c)(3).
Subsequent annual status reports shall
reflect any changes made as a result of
the requirement of i 27.11(c)(2)(v) for
periodically reviewing and updating the

' implementing the improvements in the - compliance planning.
127.107 Commun on.

_ (a) General. This section applies to
recipients whose systems are covered
by subpart E. Community involvement.
particularly by handicapped persons or
organizations representing handicapped
persons. during the development of the
transition plan and at least annually
during its implementation. during
significant changes in the transition
plan. andat the time of any request for
waiver is required. ., - - 1

(b) Participation. Agencies performing
the planningprogramming. and
imp ementation activities required by
this subpart shall use adequate citizen '
participation mechanisms or procedures
during those activities. The mechanisms
shall ensure continuing consultation.
from initial planning through
implementation. with handicapped
Eersons. advocacy organizations of
andicapped persons (where available].

public and private social service
agencies. public and private operators of
existing transportation for handicapped
persons. public and private
transportation operators. and other
interested and concerned persons.

(c) Hearing. A public hearing. with
adequate notice. shall be held on the
proposed transition plan and on
significant changes to the plan. and a
written response shall be provided for
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substantive concerns raised during the
- hearing. This response shall indicate

whether the plan has been or will be
changed to accommodate the concerns

’ . and the rationale for changing or not
' . changingthe plan. . .

- senses—119 . [Reserved]
Subpart F—Entorcernsnt
[27.121 Compliance Information.

(a) Cooperation and assistance. The
responsible Departmental official. to the
fullest extent practicable. seeks the
cooperation of recipients in securing _
compliance with this part and provides
assistance and guidance to recipients to
help them comply with this part.

(b) Compliance reports. Each recipient
shall keep on file for one year all
complaints of noncompliance received.
A record of all such complaints. which

' may be in summary form. shall be kept
for five years. Each recipient shall keep
such other records and submit to the
responsible Departmental official or his]
her designee timely. complete. and
accurate compliance reports at such
times. and in such form. and containing
such information as the responsible
Department official may prescribe. In
the case of any program under which a
primary recipient extends Federal
financial assistance to any other
recipient. the other recipient shall also
submit compliance reports to the

5 ‘primary recipient so as to enable the
primary recipient to prepare its report.

(c) Access to sources ofinformation.
Each recipient shall permit access by
the responsible Departmental official or
his/her designee during normal business
hours to books. records. accounts. and
other sources of information. and to
facilities that are pertinent to - "
compliance with this part. Where .
required information is in the exclusive
possession of another agency or person
who fails or refuses to furnish the

‘ information. the recipient shall so certify
in its report and describe the efforts
made to obtain the information.
Considerations of privacy or
confidentiality do not bar the

' Department from evaluating or seeking
to enforce compliance with this part.
information of a confidential nature
obtained in connection with compliance
evaluation or enforcement is not
disclosed by the Department. except in
formal enforcement proceedings. where
necessary. or where otherwise required
by law.

(d) Information to beneficiaries and
participants. Each recipient shall make
available to participants. beneficiaries.
and other interested persons such
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section 504 of the Act or this part. or
because the individual has made a
complaint. testified. assisted. or
participated in any manner in an
investigation. hearing. or proceeding.
under this pa . The identity of
complainants is kept confidential at .
their election during the conduct of any
investigation. hearing or procee '
under this part. However. when such
confidentiality is likely to hinder the
investigation. the complainant will be
advised for the purpose of waiving the

information regarding the provisions of

program for which the recipient receives
Federal financial assistance. and make
such information available to them in
such manner. as the responsible ' _\
Departmental official finds necessary to
apprise them of the protections against
discrimination provided by the Act and
this part. '
§ 27.123 Conduct of investigations.

(a) Periodic compliance reviews. The
responsible Departmental official or his! privilege. -

her designee. from time to time. reviews
the practices of recipients to determine ‘ ”"25 compliance procedure. -

whether they are complymg with this (a) General. if there is reasonable

pa . cause for the responsible Departmental
rt.
0)) Complaints. Any person who official to believe that there is a failure

believes himself/herself or any specific
class of individuals to be home by
failure to comply with this part may.
personally or through a representative.
file a written complaint with the .
responsible Departmental official. A
Complaint must be filed not later than
180 days from the date of the alleged
discrimination. unless the time for filing

' is extended by the responsible
Departmental official or his/her
designee. '

(c) Investigations. The res onsible
Departmental official or his her
designee makes a prompt investigation - . L
whenever a compliance review. report; assurance or other contractural

complaint. or any other information undertaking: and - .

indicates a possible failure to comply (2) Any applicable proceeding under

with this part. The investigation State or local law.

includes. where appropriate. a review of (b) Refusal ofFederal financial ' , .

the pertinent practices and policies of assistance. (1) No order suspending.

the recipient. an e cirCumstances terminating. or refusing to grant or

to comply wi
that cannot be corrected by informal .
means. the responsible Departmen
official may recommend suspension or
termination of. or refusal to grant or to

take any other steps authorized by law.
Such other steps may include. but are
not limited to: '

(1) A referral to the Department of
lustice with a recommendation that

dings be brought to
enforce any rights of the United States

under which the possible continue Federal financial assistance

noncompliance with this part occurred. becomes effective until:

((1) Resolution ofmatters. (1) if. after (i) The responsible Departmental

an investigation pursuant to paragrap official has advised the applicant or

(c) of this section. the responsible
Departmental official finds reasonable'
cause to believe that there is a failure to
comply with this part. the responsible
Departmental official will inform the by the Secretary on the record. after

recipient. The matter is resolved by opportunity for he . of a failure by

informal means whenever possib e. if the applicant or recipient to comply ’

the responsible Departmental official
determines that the matter cannot be
resolved by informal means. action is
taken as provided in 3 27.125. , _

2) if an investigation does not " financial assistance is limited to the

warrant action pursuant to paragraph particular recipient who has failed to

(d)(1) of this section. the res onsible "fl

determined that compliance cannot be
secured by voluntary means: an

this part.
(2) Any action to suspend. terminate.

Departmental official or his her particular program. or part thereof. in

designee so informs the recipient and - which noncompliance has been found.

the complainant. if any. in writing. (c) Other means authorized bylaw.

(a) lntimidating and retaliatory acts No other action is taken until:
(1) The responsible Departmental

prohibited. No employee or contractor A
official has determined that compliance

of a recipient shall ' timidate. threaten.
coerce. or dis ' ate against any
individual for the purpose of interfering
with any right or privilege secured by

y (2) The recipient or other person has
been notified by the responsible

. 3...‘v;.r '9 --~:» —---. -p—..-

th any provision of this part

continue Federal financial assistance. or

recipient of its failure to comply and has

' (ii) There has been an express finding

a requirement imposed by or pursuant to

or refuse to grant or to continue Federal

comply. and is limited in its effect to the

. 'cannot be secured by voluntary means: _

Departmental official of its failure to
comply and of the proposed action;

. (3) The expiration of at least 10 days
from the mailing of such notice to the
recipient or other person. During this
period. additional efforts are made to
persuade the recipient or other person to
comply with the regulations and to take
such corrective action as may be
appropriate.
‘ 27.127 Haaringa. .

(a) Opportunity for hearing.
- Whenever an opportunity for a hearing

is required by 5 27.125(b). reasonable
,. notice is given by the responsible0
Departmental official by registered or
certified mail. return receipt requested.
to the affected applicant or recipient.
This notice advises the applicant or
recipient of the action proposed to be
taken. the specific provision under
which the proposed action is to be
taken. and the matters of fact or law
asserted as the basis for this action. and

. either:
(1) Fixes a date not less than 20 days

after the date of such notice within
which the applicant or recipient may

. request a hearing: or
(2) Advises the applicant or recipient

' thatvthe matter in question has been set
for hearing at a stated place and time.
The time and place shall be

reasonable and subject to change for
cause. The complainant. any. also is
advised of the time and place of the
hearing. An applicant or recipient may
waive a hearing and submit written
information and ent for the race

to request a hearmg constitutes a waiver
of the right to a hearing under section '
504 of the Act and § 27.125(b). and .
consent to the making of a decision on
the basis of such information as may be
.part of the record.

(b) if the applicant or recipient waives
its opportunity for a hearing. the
responsible Departmental official shall
notify the applicant or recipient that it
'has the opportunity to submit written
information and argument for the record.
The responsible Departmental official
may also place written ormation an
arguinent into the record. .

(c) Time andplace of hearing.
Hearings are held at the office of the
Deparnnent in Washington. D.C.. at a
time fixed by the responsible '
Departmental official unless helshe
determines that the convenience o_ e
applicant or recipient or of e
Department requires that another place
be selected. Hearings are held before an
Administrative Law )udge designated ill
accordance with 5 U.S.C. 3105 and 3344

Ill
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(section 11 of the AdministrativeProcedure Act).

(d) Right to counsel. In all proceedingsunder this section. the applicant orrecipient and the responsibleDepartmental officia
be represented by counsel. _(e) Procedures. evidence and.record.(1) The hearing. decision. and anyadministrative review thereof areconducted in conformity with sections554 through 557 of Title 5 of the United 'States Code. and in accordance withsuch rules of procedure as are proper(and not inconsistent with this section)relating to the conduct of the hearing.giving notice subsequent to thoseprovided for in paragraph (a) of thissection. taking testimony. exhibits.arguments and briefs. requests forfindings. and other related matters. Theresponsible Departmental official andthe applicant or recipient are entitled tointroduce all relevant evidence on theissues as stated in the notice for hearingor as determined by the officer -conducting the hearing. Any person(other than a government employeeconsidered to be on official business) _who. having been invited or requested toappear and testify as a witness on thegovernment‘s behalf. attends at a timeand place scheduled for a hearingprovided for by this part may bereimbursed for his/her travel and actualexpenses in an amount not to exceed theamount pa able under the standardizedtravel re ations applicable to agovernment employee traveling onofficial business. . , ‘(2) Technical rules of evidence do notapply to heart-nu? conducted pursuant tothis part. but as or principlesdesigned to assure production of themost credible evidence available and tosubject testimony to cross examinationare applied where reasonably necessaryby the Administrative Law Judgeconducting the hearing. TheAdministrative Law Judge may excludeirrelevant. immaterial. or unduly .repetitious evidence. All documents andother evidence offered or taken for therecord are open to examination by theparties and opportunity is given to refuteacts and arguments advanced by eitherside. A transcript is made of the oral 'evidence except to the extent thesubstance thereof is stipulated for therecord. All decisions are based on thehearing record and written findings shallbe me e. ,(e) Consolidation orjoint hearings. in-cases in which the same or related factsare asserted to constitute ‘noncompliance with this regulation withrespect to two or more programs towhich this part applies. or.

have the right to --

noncompliance with this part and theregulations of one or more other Federaldepartments or agencies issued undersection 504 of the Act. the responsibleDepartmental official may. in agreementwith such other departments or ‘agencies. where applicable. provide forconsolidated or joint hearings. Finaldecisions in such cases. insofar as thisregulation is concerned. are made inaccordance with 5 27.129. . -
927.129 Decisions and notices. '

(a) Decisions by Administrative LawJudge. After the hearing. theAdministrative Law Judge certifies theentire record including hisrecommended findings and proposeddecision to the Secretary for a finaldecision. A copy of the certification ismailed to the applicant or recipient andto the complainant. if any. Theresponsible Departmental official andthe applicant or recipient may submitwritten arguments to the Secretaryconcerning the Administrative LawJudge's recommended findings and' proposed decision.
(b) Final decision by the Secretary.When the record is certified to theSecretary by the Administrative LawJudge. the Secretary reviews the recordand accepts. rejects. or modifies theAdministrative Law Judge'srecommended findings and proposed . . .decision. stating the reasons therefor.(c) Decisions Ifhearing is waived.Whenever a hearing pursuant to5 27.125(b) is waived. the Secretarymakes his/her final decision on therecord. stating the reasons therefor.(d)Ru1ings required. Each decision ofthe Administrative Law Judge or theSecretary contains a ruling on eachfinding or conclusion presented andspecifies any failures to comply withthis part. _

(e) Content oforir'ers. The finaldecision may provide for suspension ortermination. or refusal to grant or ‘continue Federal financial assistance. inwhole or in part. under the programinvolved. The decision may contain suchterms. conditions. and other provisionsas are consistent with and willeffectuate the purposes of the Act andthis part. including provisions designedto assure that no Federal financialassistance will thereafter be extendedunless and until the recipient corrects itsnoncompliance and satisfies theSecretary that it will fully comply withthis part. '(1') Subsequent proceedings. (1) Anapplicant or recipient adversely affectedby an order issued under para aph (e)of this section is restored to lug -eligibility to receive Federal financial
.
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assistance if it satisfies the terms andconditions of that order or if it bringsitself into compliance with this part andprovides reasonable assurance that itwill fully comply with this part.(2) Any applicant or recipient-adversely affected by an order enteredpursuant to paragraph (e) of this sectionmay. at any time. request the; responsible Departmental official to' restore its eligibility. to receive Federalfinancial assistance. Any request must‘ be supported by information showingthat the applicant or recipient has metthe requirements of subparagraph (1) ofthis paragraph. If the responsibleDepartmental official determines thatthose requirements have been satisfied.he/she may restore such eligibility.subject to the approval of the Secretary.(3) if the responsible Departmentalofficial denies any such request. the‘ applicant or recipient may submit arequest. in writing. for a hearingspecifying why it believes theresponsible Departmental official shouldrestore it to full eligibility. it isthereupon given a prompt hearing. witha decision on the record. The applicantor recipient is restored to eligibilityif itdemonstrates to the satisfaction of theSecretary at the hearing that it satisfiedthe requirements of paragraph (0(1) ofthis section.
(4) The hearing procedures of .. .5 27.127(b)—(c) and paragraphs (aJ-(d) ofthis section apply to hearings held undersubparagraph (3) of this paragraph.' (5) While proceedings under thisparagraph are pending. the sanctionsimposed by the order issued underparagraph (e) of this section shallremain in effect. -in Dec rs-xssso Filed sac-m us a)sum coo: mus-a
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY ”AK

WASHINGTON. 0.6. 20201
April 19, 1979

f‘iEMORAMIIJM '10: PRESIDENTS OF POSTSECONDARY EHJCATION
INSTITUTIONS

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS OF LOCAL
EDUCATION AGENCIES

SUBJ T: Vbcational Education Guidelines

Enclosed is a copy of the Guidelines for Eliminating Discrimination
and Eenial of Services on the Basis of Race, Color, National Origin,
Sex, and Handicap in Vbcational Education Programs.

The Guidelines have been issued to explain the civil rights responsi-
bilities of State, local, and college administrators who conduct
vocational education programs with the support of Federal financial
assistance. They take effect immediately.

The Guidelines were prepared in cooperation with the Bureau of
Occupational and Adult Education (BOAE) of the U.S. Office of Education.
Also, they have been extensively modified to reflect many of your
suggestions received through comments on the proposed Guidelines.
we are grateful for your role in the project.

This Office and the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education are
preparing an implementation plan that will include the issuance of
a memorandum on the preparation of Methods of Administration, the
training of State vocational education personnel, and technical
assistance to State agencies.

Also enclosed are copies of two groups of policy interpretations
issued by this 0 fice. The first, dated May 1, 1978, resolves
issues arising under Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The
second, dated August 14, 1978, resolves issues arising under
Section 504.

Further information about the Guidelines may be obtained from
Mr. David Gerard of this Office. His telephone number has been
changed from that in the Guidelines. It is now (202) 245-6118.

/-\l:*_‘7
David S. Tatel
Director
Office for Civil Rights

Enclosures



June 1975

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION STATEMENT

The Department of Economics and Business sent announcements of
vacant positions to approximately 400 departments of economics, agri-cultural economics and schools of business. In addition the AmericanEconomic Association has started publishing a bimonthly listing of jobsentitled, "Job Opportunities for Economists.” This latter publication'is widely distributed and led to a Very large number of applications.
We did send announcements of job openings to predominantly black schools
listing economists on their faculty. We received approximatley 230
applications for our positions with eight female applicants.

We filled six positions with white males and two positions with
white females this year. Our remaining vacancies (5) are in the Schoolof Agriculture and Life Sciences. To this point, we have been unableto obtain applications from females or blacks for any of these positions.In fact, we have been unable to obtain many applications of any kind forthese positions.

For the last SPA position filled, we had nine applications from
white females only. We do have three black secretaries in the Department.



June 5, 1975

Department of Veterinary Science
Recruitment for 1975-1976

Narrative Report

The Department of Veterinary Science has fi11ed an open position effective
Ju1y 1, 1975. The fo11owing is an out1ine narrative of the position and
recruitment procedures. .

I. Position Number and Rank

05612
Associate Professor

II. Position Description (as advertised)*

Positions were advertised in-the fo110wing:

Journa1 of the American Veterinary Medica1 Association
A.V.M.A. P1acement Service Bu11etin
JournaT American C011ege of Veterinary Toxico1ogists
Journa1 of Veterinary Patho1ogy
Hea1th Sciences P1acement Service from the Center of Hea1th

Manpower Information Systems, University of Minnesota

*Examp1es enc10$ed as Attachment #1

III. Consideration and Review of Candidates

Curricu1um vitae and other materia1s submitted by candidates were
examined independentIy by members of a departmenta1 screening committee.
Each ranked candidates on the basis of (1) professiona1 qua1ifications,
(2) experience and competence demonstrated, (3) compatibi1ity and/or
support by the candidate's area of interest to existing facu1ty and
departmenta1 objectives, and (4) an estimate of the candidate's
potentia1 for outstanding performance and contribution.

The screening committee presented and discussed their reviews
c011ective1y with the Department Head and recommendations were made
for action. Attachment #2 is a summary 1ist of candidates and actions.

Among the 4 candidates interviewed were 3 white ma1es and 1 b1ack
ma1e. The position was offered to a white ma1e who decIined because
of insufficient sa1ary and academic rank. It was subsequent1y offered
to a second white ma1e who accepted.

Respectfu11y submitted,
\
/,/Z.@..z:~

Terrence M. Curtin, DVM, PhD
Professor and Head

VAttachments #1 and #2



We are now in the third year of our revised 3 1/2—year Affirmative
Action Program for the period July 1, 1983 — December 31, 1986 underExecutive Order 11246. This year also is the last recruitment yearin obtaining the goals setforth in the Plan for this specific periodof time. The combined goals for Blacks in Administratvie and Tenured/Tenure Track categories by December 31, 1986, is QQ; At present,the number is 42, representing no increase over last year. We addedthree (3) members and lost three (3).

The combined goals for women in the administrative and Tenured/Tenure
Track categories is 184. At present, the number of women in thesecombined categories is 190 representing a net increase of seven (7)
over last year. As noted for women, we have exceeded our minimum
goal; however, we shall continue our effort in the recruitment and
hiring of more women faculty.

I wish to appeal to you to help us mekt our goals in the hiring of
Black faculty. We feel that many of our departments are quite com-
mitted to Affirmative Action, not only in the letter of the law butin the spirit of the law as well. The commitment is reflected inthe effort that members of various departments are putting in their
searches. However, we would hope that next year we could report thatwe have met our goals.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: The Chancellors ‘ ,
.w/ I'4’”

SUBIBC'I': Affirmative Action Regulations: Veterans

. w ,
PROM: William Friday fl ~‘

On Iune 25, 1976, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs of the
U. S. Department of Labor published a regulation implementing the Vietnam
Veteran's Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, which amended the 1972 Act
of-the same title, which requires federal contractors to take affirmative action
regarding employment of disabled veterans , and of veterans of the “Vietnam era"
holding "other than a dishonorable discharge." The regulation may be found at
41 Federal Register 26385 fig. and will be codified at 41 Code of Federal
Regulations Part 60-250. This memorandum briefly describes the regulation,
a copy of which is attached, so that you may be in a position to implement it

- when it takes effect on Iuly 26, 1976.

As noted above, the regulation applies to two overlapping but different groups
of veterans: those with service—connected disabilities, and those of the
"Vietnam era" whose‘discharges were under other than dishonorable conditions.
As the Preamble to the regulation acknowledges, the requirements for disabled
veterans closely parallel thoSe set out for handicapped workers generally in the
Department's regulation implementing Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, published on April 16, 1976. (These latter rules were provided you by
memorandum of April 29.) Among the most significant of these common

,' requirements are those to review job criteria and practices for their effects
' upon the disabled and handicapped, and to make "reasonable accommodation"
_ to particular needs of such workers .

The regulation sets out a number of procedural obligations similar to those under
Executive Order 11246, including maintenance of affirmative action plans within
120 days of the rules' effective date (Le. , November 23 , 1976) if an ins" tution‘14 MO
holds a federal contract of $50, 000 or more . The plans may either be integrated
into those required under Executive Order 1.1246 an the Rehabilitation Act, or
maintained separately from those plans. Two requirements have particular import
for our institutions: '

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA it compouu' 9/ Ibo u'xtun public mu‘or inuuuiom in Nonb Carolina



Memorandum to the Chancellors
Page Two
Iuly 8, 1976

l.
However,

.and educational
institutions need not advertise openings which will be restricted to their students
(section 60-250.4) . Richard Robinson's memorandum to you on November 25,
1975, discusses various requirements for listing with the State Employment
Service, including this one, and should be referred to were your institution, .
has not developed procedures agreeable to the Service. N,“ x: E , m

2. The regulation requires deferral of complaints for 60 days to internal
grievance procedures where such exist [section 60-250.26(b)] . The grievance
procedures established under the State Personnel Act and the University Code
should provide forums by which complaints are deferred for institutional
consideration under this requirement.

The major substantive requirement for "Vietnam era“ veterans is that consideration
of service records be limited to those portions of the record which are "relevant
to the Specific job qualifications for which the veteran is being considered."
[Section 60-250.6(b)] . The procedures by which thislimitation is observed
sbhguidwbe specificLand “must be designed so as to facilitate review of the

- imp’lementa’t‘i’on'of this requirement by the contractor or the government. "

Attachment
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Loaefi
Title 41-;Pubiic Contracts and PropertyManagement
CHAPTER 60—-OFFICE OF FEDERAL CON-
TRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS,
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

PART 60-250—AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OB-
LIGATIONS OF CONTRACTORS AND
SUBCONTRACTORS FOR DISABLED
VETERANS AND VETERANS OF THE
VIETNAM ERA

Revision
On December 3. 1974. Congress on-

acted the Vietnam Era Veteran's Read-
Justment Assistance. Act of 1974. which
amends the Vietnam Era Veteran's Re-
adlustment Assistance Act of 1972. The
amendments augment the mandatory
Job listing requirement for government
contractors in the 1972 Act by requir-
ing government contractors to take ai-
iirmative action to employ and advance
in employment disabled veterans and
veterans of the Vietnam era. Contractors
continue to be required to list all their

RULES AND AEGULATIONS
verse served by each statute. Accord-
ingly, this regulation:

1. Adds definitions of disabled veterans
and veterans oi the Vietnam era. Al-
though it is not expected to occur often.
it is possible that the different statutory
definitions of disabled veteran and handi-
capped individual could result in dis-
abled veterans being covered under one
act but not the other. depending upon
the nature of the disability and the per-
centage of disability:

2. Expands the aflirmative action clause
to incorporate the mandatory listing re-
quirements originally published in the
Manpower Administration's (now known
as the Employment and Training Admin-

- istration) proposed regulations on Febru-
ary18. 1975 (40 FR 6982):

3. Incorporates particular affirmative
action steps applicable to recruiting dis-
abled veterans and -- -

Job openings with appropriate state em- . ..
ployment services and to file quarterly
reports regarding their employment or
disabled veterans and veterans of the

, Vietnam era. The amended Act also
raises the Jurisdictional amount of cov-
ered contracts to $10,000. Responsibility
for administration and enforcement or
.5402 or the Act is delegated to the De-partment of Labor.
. To implement the amendments con-
tained in the 1974 Act. the Departmentof Labor on October 22. 1975. proposedamendments to 41 CFR Part 50-250(now redesignated as 41 CFR Part 60-50. Proposed amendments had beenpublished earlier. on February 18. 1975.(40 FR 6982) regarding the mandatory
listing requirement and Jurisdictionalamount. The Department has receivedand considered comments on these pro-posals. Thme regulations implementingthe Vietnam Era Veterans ReadiustmentAssistance Act of 1974 are substantiallysimilar to regulations which amended20 CFR Part 741. (redesignated 41 CFRPart 60-741) implementing section 503oi the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 pub-lished on April 16. 1976. Since 41 CFRPart 60—741 B applicable to all handi-capped individuals. both veterans andnonveterans. those regulations are ap-plicable to a number of the persons alsocovered under this 41 CFR Part 60-250.but will not be applicable to veterans"generally. Some oi those provisions.therefore. were not repeated in this reg-ulation because they do not relate to orhave particular significance for vet-erans. For example. this regulation doesnot repeat the suggestion contained in4 41 CFR Part 60—741 that contractors usephotographs of handicapped personsin their brochures and advert‘sing. sinceveterans would not be identifiableassuch in photographs. but most handi- --capped persons are clearly identifiable.
Thus where there are distinctions be.-
tween the two regulations. it is in rec-
ognition ot a somewhat didoront uni-

Vietnam Era Veterans Readiustment
Assistance Act of 1974 that veterans'
complaints shall be filed with the Voter-
ans’ Employment Service:

6. Requires State employment services
to give veterans priority - i

with Statejgnpioyment services and to
his quarterly repo I\regardlng their-
In addition. this re.

from the existing mandatory-hempulations at 41 CF12 Part 50—250 and the
proposal of February 18. 1975. by cov-
ering subcontractors below the first tier.
and by omitting the section in the origi-
nal pronosal to require Federal depart-
ments and agencies to list their lob open-
ings. That section will be republished
separately. The change in first-tier cov-
erage is based upon the legislative his-
tory, which specifically states that all
subcontractors are intended to be cov- .
ered. See Cong. Rec, Oct. 11. 1974. S.

‘ 19037.
In view of the tact that responsibility

for enforcement 0: section 402 o: the
Vietnam Era Veterans Readiustment As-
sistance Act has been placed in the O!-
nce of Federal Contract Compliance Pro-
grams and all other OFCCP regulations
are contained in Title 41 CPR. Chapter
60, for administrative convenience and
clarity the regulations governing the ar-
firmative action obligations oi contrac-
tors and subcontractors for disabled vet-
erans and veterans oi the Vietnam Era
formerly round in 41 CFR Part 50—250
are redesignated as Part 60-250 of 41
cm and are revised as :ollows:

Subgsrt A—Pnilminary Matters. AffirmatlvoAction Clause. Compliance
Sec.60-250.:60-250.:60-250300460.4

Purpose and application.Definitions.Coverage and waivers.Alannativo action clause.
\a

See.. 60-2505 Applicability of the affirmative ac-tion program requirement.Alhrmative action policy. practices ~and procedures.Determination of disability.Reserve.Labor unions and recruiting andtraining agencies.
Subpart B—Generol Enforcement andComplaint Procedure

Subcontracts.Adaptation 01 language.Incorporation by reference.Incorporation by operation of theAct and agency regulations.Duties of agencies.Evaluations by the Director.Complaint procedures.Noncompliance with the amrma-tive action clause.Actions for noncompliance.Formal hearings.Notification oi agencies.Contractor ineligibility list.’Disputed matters related to theafllrmative action program.Responsibilities 0: state employ-ment services.
I” Subpsrt C—Ancliiory Hatters

00-25050 Reinstatement oi' ineligible con-tractors and subcontractors.60-25051 Intimidation and interference.60-25053 Recordkeeping.60-25053 Access to records of employment.00-25054 Rulings and interpretations.
Amoarrr: Sec. 503(a). Pub. Law 92-540.86 Stat. 1097 (38 U5.C. 2012). as amended- Sec. 402. Pub. Law 93-508. 88 Stat. 1593' ' U.S.C.2012).
part A—Preliminary Matters. Affirma-tive Action Clause, Compliance

§ 60—250.l Purpose and application.
The purpose of the regulations in this

Part is to assure compliance with section
403 at the‘Vietnam Era Veterans Re-adiustment Assistance Act oi 1974. which
requires government contractors and
subcontractors to take affirmative action
to employ and advance in employment
qualified disabled veterans and veterans
of the Vietnam era. The regulations in
this Part apply to all government con-

60-2505
60-250.?60-250360-2603

60-2503060-2502 100-2503260-25023
60-2502460—2502500-2503860—25037
60-2502880-2502960-2503060-250314 50.32
-' 250.33

tracts and subcontracts for the iurnish-ing of supplies or services or for the use
of real or personal property (includingconstruction) tor $10,000 or more.
§ 60—250.2 Definitions.
“Act" means the Vietnam Era Vet-

erans Readiustment Assistance Act of1974. Public Law 93-508. as it amends38 USC 2012. the Vietnam Era VeteransReadiustment Assistance Act 01’ 1972.
“Amrmative action clause" means thegggtract provisions set forth in £60-.4.“Agency" means any contracting and/

or compliance agency of the government.
“Assistant Secretary" means theAssistant Secretary 0: Labor ior Ein-

pioyment Standards or his or her
designee.“Compliance agency" means any
agency which the Director requests to
conduct invmdgations and such other
responsibilities in connection with the
administration oi the Act as the Director
may request. as appropriate. including

—
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the responsibility to ensure that con-
tractors are fully cognizant of their obli-
gations under the Act and this Part and
to provide the Director with any infor-
mation which comes to itsattentlon that
the contractor is not in compliance with
the Act or this Part.

“Construction" means the construc-
tion. rehabilitation. alteration. conver-
sion. extension. demolition. or repair of
buildings, highways. or other changes or
improvements to real property. including
facilities providing utility services. The
term also includes the supervision. in-
spection. and other onsite functions in-
cidental to the actual construction.

“Contract" means any government
contract. ‘

"Contracting agency" means any de-
partment. agency. establishment or in-
strumentality of the United States. in-
cluding any wholly owned government
corporation. which enters into contracts.

"Contractor" means, unless otherwise
indicated. a prime contractor or subcon-
tractor."Director" means the Director of the
OffiCe of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs of the United States Depart-
ment of Labor.

"Disabled veteran" means a person en-
titled to disability compensation under
laws administered by the Veterans Ad-

. ministration for disability rated at 30
per centum or more. or a person whose
discharge or release from active duty was
for a disability incurred or aggravated
in the line of duty.
“Government" means the government

of the United States of America.
“Government - contract" means any

agreement or modification thereof be-
tween any contracting agency and any
person for the furnishing of supplies or
services or for the use of real or personal
property including lease arrangements.
The term "services". as used in this sec-
tion includes. but is not limited to the
following services: utility. construction.
transportation. research. insurance. and
fund depository. irrespective of whether
the government is the purchaser or seller.
The term “government contract" does
not include (1) agreements in which the
parties stand in the relationship of em-
ployer and employee. and (2) federally-
assisted contracts.“Modification" means any alter-ition in
the terms and conditions of a contract.
including supplemental agreements.
amendments. and extensions.

“Person" means any natural person.
corporation. partnership or joint venture.
unincorporated association, state or local
government. and any agency. instru-
mentality. or subdivision of such a gov-
ernment.
"Prime contractor" means any person

holding a contract. and. for the purposes
of Subpart B of this Part. includes any

RULES AND REGULATIONS
“Recruiting and training agency"

means any person who refers workers to
any contractor or subcontractor. or who
provides or supervises apprenticeship or
training for employment by any con-
tractor or subcontractor. .

“Rules. regulations. and relevant or-
ders of the Secretary of Labor" as used
in paragraph (i) of the animative ac—
tion clause means rules. regulations. and
relevant orders of the Secretary of La-
bor or his or her designee issued pur-
suant to the Act.“Secretary" means the Secretary of
Labor. U.S. Department of Labor.

“Subcontract" means any agreement
or arrangement between a contractor
and any person (in which the parties
do not stand in the relationship of an
employer and an employee) :

(1) For the furnishing of supplies or
services or for the use of real or per-‘
sonal property. including lease arrange-
ments which. in whole or in part. is nec-
essary to the performance of any one or
more contracts: or

(2) Under which any portion of the
contractor’s obligation under any one
or more contracts is performed. under-
taken. or assumed.
“Subcontractor" means any person

holding a subcontract and. for the pur-
pose of Subpart B of this Part. any per-
son who has held a subcontract subject
to the Act.
“United States" as used herein shall

include the several States. the District
of Columbia. the 'Virgin Islands, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Guam.
the Panama Canal Zone.
Samoa and the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands.
“Veteran of the Vietnam era" means

a person (1) who (1) .served on active
duty for a period of more than 180 days.
any part of which occurred between
August 5. 1964 and May 7. 1975. and was
discharged or released therefrom with
other than a dishonorable discharge, or
(ii) was discharged or released from ac-
tive duty for a service-connected dis-
ability if any part of such active duty
was performed between Au

e e
preceding the alleged violation of the
Act. the affirmative action clause. and/
or the regulations issued pursuant to the
Act.

Coverage and waivers.
(a) GeneraL—(l) Transactions for

less than $10,000. Contracts and subcon-
tracts for less than 310,000 are not cov-
ered. by the Act. No agency. contractor
or subcontractor shall procure supplies
or services in less than usual quantities
to avoid the applicability of the affirma-
ive action clause. ' ..
(2) Contracts and subcontracts for

indefinite quantities. With respect to in-

American -

, 26387 ‘

tive action clause shall be included un- .
less the contracting agency has reason
to believe that the amount to be ordered
in any year under such contract will be
less than $10,000. The applicability of the
affirmative action clause shall be de-
termined at the time of award for the
first year. and annually thereafter for
succeeding years. if any. Notwithstand-
ing the above. the affirmative action
clause shall be applied to such contract
whenever the amount of a single order is
$10,000 or more. Once the affirmative ac-'
tion clause is determined to be applica-
ble, the contract shall continue to be
subject to such clause' for its duration.
regardless of the amounts ordered. or
reasonably expected to be ordered in any
year.(3) Work outside the United States.
The requirements of the affirmative ac-
tion clause are waived with respect to
contracts and subcontracts with regard
to work performed outside the United
States by employees who were not re-
cruited within the United States.

(4) Contracts with state or local gov-
ernments. The requirements of the af-
firmative action clause in any contract or
subcontract with a state or local govern-
ment (or any agency. instrumentality
or subdivision thereof) shall not be ap-
plicable to any agency. instrumentality
or subdivision of such government which
does not participate in work on or under
the contract or subcontract.

(5) Facilities not connected with con-
tracts. The Director may waive the re-
quirements of the affirmative action
clause with respect to any of a prime con-
tractor's or subcontractor's facilities
which he or she finds to be in all respects
separate and distinct from activities of
the prime contractor or subcontractor
related to the performance of the con-
tract or subcontract. provided that he or

, she also finds that such a waiver will not
interfere with or impede the effectua-
tlon of the Act. Such waivers shall be
considered only upon the request of the
contractor or subcontractor. .

(b) Waivers—(1) Specific contracts
and classes of contracts. The head of an
agency. with the concurrence of the Di-
rector. may waive the application to any
contract or subcontract of any part of
or all the amrmative action clause when
he or she deems that special circum- ;_
stances in the national interest so re-i
quire. The agency head. with the con-f
currence of the Director, may also grant
such waivers to groups or categories of.
contracts or subcontracts of the samei
type where it is (i) in the national in-:
terest. (ii) found impracticable to act
upon each request individually. and (iii)
where such waiver will substantially con-

of the Act.
tribute to convenience in administration i

l1person who has held a contract subject
to the Act. '

“Qualified disabled veteran“ means a
/disabled veteran as defined in 5 60—250.:

who is capable of performing a par-
ticular Job. with reasonable accommoda-
tion to his or her disability.

(2) National security.—-Any require-
ment set forth in the regulations in this ‘.
Part shall not apply to any contract or g
subcontract whenever the head of the;
contracting agency determines that such i
contract or subcontract is essential to.
the national security and that its award 1'

definite delivery-type contracts and sub-
contracts (including. but not limited to.
open end contracts. requirement-typo
contracts. Federal Supply Schedule con-
tracts. “call-type" contracts. and pur-
chase notice agreements). the adirma-
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without complying with such require- 'ments is necessary to the national se-
curity. Upon making such a determina-tion. the head of the agency will notify‘he Director in writing within 30 days.(c) Withdrawal ol waiver.—-—When a
waiver has been granted for any class
of contracts or subcontracts under this
section other than contracts granted
waivers under paragraph (b) (2) of this
section, the Director may withdraw the
waiver for a specific contract or subcon-
tract or group of contracts or subcon-
tracts to be awarded. when in his or her
Judgment such action is necessary or ap-
propriate to achieve the purposes of the
Act. The withdrawal shall not apply to
contracts or subcontracts awarded prior
to the withdrawal. except that in pro-
curements entered into by formal adver-
tising. or the various forms of restrictedformal advertising. such withdrawal
shall not apply unless the withdrawal is
made more than 10 calendar days be-
i’ore the date set for the opening of theids.

‘ § 60—2504 Affirmative action clause.
Each agency and each contractor andsubcontractor shall include the following

aflirmative action clause in each of its
covered government, contracts or sub-
contracts (and modifications. renewals.
or extensions thereof if not included in
the original contract):
Armuam Amos ton DISABLED lie-mumsAND Vsmaue or rat Vrn'rrmu Eu

(a) The contractor will not discriminateagainst any employee or applicant for em-ployment because he _or she is a disabledeteran‘ orflveteran of the Vietnam Era ingard to any position for which the employeeor applicant for employment is qualified.The contractor agrees to take affirmative ac-tion to employ. advance in employment andotherwise treat qualified disabled veteransand veterans of the Vietnam era without dis-crimination based upon their disability orveterans status in all employment practicessuch as the following: employment upgrad-ing. demotion or transfer. recruitment. ed-vertising. layoff 'or termination. rates of payor other forms of compensation. end selec-tion to training. includin -v «o -(b) .qill.le—t u—gin'‘. ‘4- .v.-:-tvn_"""T's-1J2 ’
t-y—P "arm-Vivi" ..

hands And REG ULAT‘ONS

pp 1 . -_'_ ‘..> -U‘
to relievewmof ‘ ‘ ‘ . ' ‘-
“mammary.on new employment.The reports required by paragraph (b)of this clause shall include. but not be lim-ited to. periodic reports which shall be filedat least quarterly with the appropriate localotflce or. where th co rector has more thanone hiring loctaion in State. with the cen-tral omce of th a ployment service.Such reports sh i l or each hiring lo-cation (1) t e of individuals hiredduring the re r period. (2) the numberof nondisabl vete ha of the Vietnam erahired, (3) the numbe of disabled veterans ofthe Vietnam era hired, and (-1) the total num-ber of disabled veterans hired. The reportsshould include covered veterans hired for on-the-Job training under 38 USC 1787. The con-tractor shall submit a report within 80 daysafter the end of each reporting period whereinany performance is made on this contractidentifying data for each hiring location. Thecontractor shall maintain at each hiring lo-cation copies of the reports submitted untilthe expiration of one year after final pay-ment under the contract. during which timethese reports and related documentation shallbe made available. upon request. for examina-tion by any authorized representatives ofthe contracting officer or of the Secretary ofLabor. Documentation would include pemon-nel records respecting job openings. recruit-n and placement.Whenever the contractor becomes con-tractually bound to the listing provisions ofthis clause. it shall advise the employmentservice system in e h State where it hasestablishments of the no: and location ofeach hiring loca ion.” Etate. As long asthe contractor RSmelly bound tothese provisions rso advised the Statesystem. there is n dne to adviso the Statesystem of subsequent contracts. The contrac-tor may advise the State system when it isno longer bound by this contract clause.(f) This clause does not apply to the list-ing of employment openings which occur and.are filled outside of the 50 States. the Dis-trict of Columbia. Puerto Rico. Guam. andthe Virgin Islands.

p ‘ lent. This ex-clusion does not apply to a particular open-ing once an employer decides to consider ap-plicants outside of his own organization or1employer-union arrangement for that open-ng.
(h) As used in this clause: (i) "All suite.-ble employment openings" includes. but isnot limited to. openings which occur in thefollowing Job categories: production and non-production; plant and office: laborers andmechanics: supervisory and nonsupcrvisory:technical: and executive. administrative. andprofessional openings as are compensated on1 a salary basis of less than $25,000 per year.' p This term includes full-time employment." temporary employment of more than 3 days'' . duration. and part-time employment. It does~ not include openings which the contractorproposes to fill from within his own organi-zation or to fill pursuant to is customary andtraditional employerounion hiring arrange-ment nor openings in an educational institu-schema tion which are restricted to students of that{WWIinstitu tion. Under, w: the most compelling cir-'- oumatances an employment opening may notbe suitable for listing. including such situa-

.

tions where the needs of the Government can-not reasonably be otherwise supplied. wherelisting would be contrary to national se-curity. or where the requirement of listingwould otherwise not befor the best interestof the Government.(2) "Appropriate office of the State em-ployment service system" means the localoffice of the Federal-State national system ofpublic employment offices with assigned re-sponsibility for serving the area where theemployment opening is to be filledkinclud~ing the District of Columbia. Guam. PuertoRico. and the Virgin Islands.(3)' “Openings which the contractor pro-poses to fill from. within his own organiza-tion" means employment Openings for whichno consideration will be given to personsoutside the contractor's organization (in-cluding any affiliates. subsidiaries. and theparent companies) and includes any open-ings which the contractor proposes to fallfrom regularly established "recall" lists.(4) “Openings which the contractor pro-poses tc till pursuant to a customary' andtraditional employer-union hiring arrange-ment" means employment openings whichthe contractor proposes to fill from unionhalls. which is part of the customary andtraditional hiring relationship which existsbetween the contractor and representativesof his employees.(i) The contractor agrees to comply withthe rules. regulations. and relevant. orders ofthe Secretary of Labor issued pursuant tothe Act.ii) In the event of the contractor's non-.compliance with the requirements of thisclause. actions for noncompliance may betaken in accordance with the rules. regula-tions relevant orders of the Secretary ofLabor issued pursuant to the Act.(it) The contractor agrees“topost in con—epicuclm‘mmib e to emmél'oyees:ande’ aform“Pto be prescribed by; the Director. providedby orthrough the cdntradtlhg oficer. Suchnotice shall state the contractor's obliga-tion under the law to take affirmative actionto employ and advance in employment quaii~tied disabled veterans and veterans of theVietnam era for employment. and the rightsof applicants and employees.(l) The contractor will notify each labor-union or representative of workers withwhich it has a collective bargaining agree-ment or other contract understanding, thati the contractor is bound by the terms of theVietnam Era Veterans Readiustment Assist-ance Act. and is committed to take afiirme-tive action to employ and advance in em-ployment qualified disabled veterans andveterans of the Vietnam Era.(m) The contractor will include the pro-visions of this clause in every subcontractor purchase order of 310.000 or more unlessexempted by rules. regulations. or orders ofthe Secretary issued pursuant to the Act. sothat such provisions will be binding uponeach subcontractor or vendor. The con-tractor will take such action with respectto any subcontract or purchase order as theDirector of the Office of Federal ContractCompliance Programs may direct to enforcesuch provisions. including action for non-compliance.
§ 60—?505 Applicability of the alfirmn-tive action program requirement.

(9.) Within 120 days of the commence-ment of a contract every government
contractor or subcontractor holding a
contract of $50,000 or more and having
50 or more employees shall prepare and
maintain an affirmative action program
at each establishment which shall set
forth the contractor’s policies. practices
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and procedures in accordance with § 60-
250.6 of this Part. This program may be
integrated into or kept separate from
other afiirmative action programs of the
contractor. Contractors presently hold-
ing government contracts shall update
their affirmative action programs within
120 days of the effective date of this Part.

(b) The affirmative action pregram
shall be reviewed and updated annually.
If there are any significant changes in
procedures, rights or benefits as a result
of the annual updating, those changes
shall be communicated to employees and

' applicants for employment.
(c) The full afiirmative action pro-

gram shall be available for inspection to
any employee or applicant for employ-
ment upon request. The location and
hours during which the program may be
obtained shall be posted at each facility. 9 (c)

(d) The contractor shall invite all dis,-
abled veterans"an'd'lietér7£fijs"dffthe Viet-
nam era who wish to benefit under the
affirmative action program to identify.
themselves to the contractor. The invita-

l’tion shall state thatthednformation is
voluntarfl’i’profi'ded. that it willbe kept
confidential. that _reipsal to. provide it
will not subject the applicant or employee
to any adverse treatment. and that it will
be 'used‘only‘ih accordance with the
Act and Regulations in this part. If an
applicant or employee so identifies him-
self or herself. the contractor should
also seek the advice of the applicant or
employee regarding proper placement
and appropriate accommodation (aw-
ceptable form.for.such.an invitation is
set forth in Appendix A attached). Noth-
ing in this section shall preclude an em-
ployee from informing a contractor at a
future time of his or her desire to bene-
fit from this program. Nothing
section shall relieve a. contractor from
liability for discrimination under the Act.

. § 60-250.6 Affirmative action policy.
r) practices and procedures.

(a) General requirements—Under the
afirmative action obligation imposed by
the Vietnam Era Veterans Readiustment
Assistance Act of 1974. contractors are
required to take amrmative action to em-
9101 9.436., advance... elm: .ovmentnuai:fled disabled veterans and veteranspfihe.w.—- v...Vietnam era at‘alljgiféls 3: employment...
including the exEcut‘iv’é‘ level. Such ac-
tion shall apply to all employment prac- ‘
tices. including. but not limited to. the
following: hiring. upgrading. demotion or
transfer. recruitment or recruitment ad-
vertising. layoff or termination. rates of
pay or other forms of compensation. and ‘
selection for training. including appren-
ticeship and on-the-iob training pro-
grams under 38 USC 1787.

(b) Proper consideration of qualifica- ‘
dons—Contractors shall review their
personnel processes to determine
whether their present procedures assure
careful. thorough and systematic con-
sideration of the Job qualifications of
known disabled veteran applicants and
Vietnam era veteran applicants for Job
vacancies filled either by hiring or pro-
motion. and for all training opportunities .
offered or available. In determining the

in thls\,

n (iii) Government officials investigat-

RULES AN REGULATiONS— .
qualifications of a covered veteran, the
contractor shall consider only that por-
tion of the military record. including dis-
charge papers. relevant to the specific
job qualifications for which the veteran
is being considered. To the extent that
it is necessary to modify their personnel
procedures. contractors shall include the

limitations of a disabledmeteran unless
the—contractor'can demonstrate that
such an accommodation would impose
an undue hardship on the conduct of the‘,
contractor’s business. In determining the’
extent of a contractor's accommodation
obligations, the following factors among
others may be considered: (1) business

development of new procedures for this Cccessity and (2) financial costs and
epurpose in their affirmative action pro-

gram required under this Part. These
procedures must be designed so as to-
facilitate a review of the implementation
of this requirement by the contractor or
the govermnent. (The appendix attached
is an example of an appropriate set of
procedures. The procedures in appendix
B are not required and contractors may
develop other procedures which are ap-
propriate to their circumstances.)

Physical and mental qualifica-
tions.—(l) The contractor shall provide
in its affirmative action program. and
shall adhere to. a schedule forthe review
of all physical or‘mental job qualification
requirements to ensure that. to the ex-
tent qualification requirements tend to
screen out qualified disabled veterans.
they are job related and are consistent
with business necessity and the safe per-
formance of the Job.

(2) Whenever a contractor applies
physical or mental Job qualification re-
quirements in the selection of applicants
or employees for employment or other
change in employment status such as
promotion. demotion or training. to the
extent that qualification requirements
tend to screen out qualified disabled vet-
erans. the requirements shall be related
to the specific Job or jobs for which the
individual is being considered and shall
be consistent with business necessity and
_the safe performance of the Job. The
contractor shall have the burden to
demonstrate that it has complied with
the requirements of this - aragraph.

(3) Nothing in this section shall pho-
hibit a contractor from conducting a
comprehensive medical examination
prior to employment provided that the
results of such an examination shall be
used only in accordance with the ‘re—
quirements of this section. Whenever a
contractor inquires into an applicant's
or employee's physical or mental con-
dition or conducts a medical examina-
tion prior to employment or change in
employment status information obtained
in response to such inquiries or examina-
tion shall be kept confidential except
that:

(i) Supervisors and managers may be
informed regarding restrictions on the
work or duties of disabled veterans and
regarding accommodations; and

(11) First aid and safety personnel may
be informed, where and to the extent ap-
emergency treatment: and
ing compliance with the Act shall be;
informed.

(d) Accommodation to physical and“
mental limitations of employcea—A con-
tractor must make a reasonable accom- \
m_9dation to. _the, physi‘calugnd mental-r

:fassistance and support of all recruiting
resources including as follows:

xpenses. '
(e) Compensation.—In offering em?“

ployment or promotions to disabled vet-,
erans. and veterans of the Vietnam era.
the contractor may 'not reduce the
amount of compensation ofiered- because
of any disability income. pension or other
benefit the applicant or employee .re-
ceives from another source. - -

(f) Outreach. positive recruitment, and
external dissemination of policy.—Con-
tractors shall review their employment
practices to determine whether their
personnel programs provide the required
affirmative action for employment and
advancement of qualified disabled veter-
ans and veterans of the Vietnam era.
Based upon the findings of such reviews.
contractors shall undertake appropriate
outreach and positive recruitment activi-
ties. such as those listed below. It is not
contemplated that contractors will
necessarily undertake all the listed activ- ‘
ities or that their activities will be
limited to those listed. The scope of a
contractor’s efforts shall depend upon '
all the circumstances. including the con-
tractor's size and resources andthe ex-'
tent to'which existing employment praco :
tices are adequate. ‘

(1) The contractor should develop .14- .
ternal _comgimication of its obligatfo‘n
to engage‘i’n rmative action efforts to
employ qualified disabled veterans and
veterans of the Vietnam era in such a,
manner as to foster understanding, ac-g.
ceptance and support among the con-g
tractor’s executive. management, super-,
visory and all other employees and to en-
courage such persons to take the neces-
sary action to aid the contractor in meet- I
ing this obligation. '

(2) The contractor should develop
reasonable internal procedures to ensure
that its obligation to engage in amrma-
tive action to employ and promote quaii- E
fled disabled veterans and veterans of the
Vietnam era is being fully implemented.

(3) The contractor should periodically
inform all employees and prospective em-
ployees of its commitment to engage in
affirmative action to increase employ-
ment opportunities for qualified disabled
veterans and. veterans of the Vietnam

li

I (4) The contractor should enlist the

e

K \.full”.I".
d .

(i) The local Veterans Employment/
WuSReprcsentative or iii???

propriate. if the condition might require jg W‘s ..m oyment Serviceo Giles

and to develop on-the-Job training op~¥
iportunitics for covered veterans wher-
ever feasible; ‘
, (ii) "me therans Administration Re-
gional Odice nearest each establishment:
to develop on-the-lob training opportu-l
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1nearest each establishment where hiring -,\r/
‘? takes place to recruit Job ready veterans



nities for covered veterans. and to recruitjob ready veterans.(iii) The office of the National Alli-" ance of Businessmen nearest each estab-‘lshment where hiring takes place in:der to cooperate in the Jobs for Vet-erans' Program:

5

(iv) The veterans' counselors and co-ordinators ("Vet-Reps" and “VCIPS")on college campuses for the recruitmentof covered veterans:(v) The service officers of the nationalveterans groups active in the area. ofeach establishment where hiring takesplace for the recruitment of covered vet-erans: and(vi) Local veterans' groups and vet-erans' service centers in the area of eachestablishment where employment serv-ices are performed near major cities. forthe recruitment of covered veterans.(5) The contractor should establishmeaningful contacts with apprOpriateveterans’ service organizations whichservice disabled veterans or veterans ofthe Vietnam era, for such-purposes asadvice. technical assistance and referralof potential employees. Technical as-sistance from the resources listed in thisparagraph may consist of advice onproper placement. recruitment. training.and accommodations contractors mayundertake. but no such resource pro-viding technical assistance shall have.the authority to approve or disapprovethe acceptability of affirmative actionprograms. '(6) The contractor should review em-ployment records to determine the avail-ability of promotable and transferrable'eualii’ied known disabled veterans andterms of the Vietnam era presentlyemployed. and to determine whethertheir present and potential skills are be-ing fully utilized or developed.(7) The contractor should send writ-ten notification of company policy to allsubcontractors. vendors and suppliers.requesting appropriate action on theirpart. '(8) The contractor should considerall qualified disabled veterans and vet-erans of the Vietnam era not currentlyin the workforce having requisite skillswho can be recruited through affirma-tive action measures.
(g) Internal dissemination of policy.A strong outreach program will be in-effective without adequate internal sup-port from supervisory and managementpersonnel and other employees. In orderto assure greater employee cooperationand participation in the contractor'sefforts. the contractor madam.implement and dissemina policyternally as follows:

it) '1) Include it in the ‘caqngtor's'' li manual.
e 2e it in the company news-aper, magazine.other media.

(3) Conduct special meetings with ex-ecutive. management. and supervisorypersonnel to explain the intent of thepolicy and individual responsibility for'ective implementation. making clear.1) chief executive oilicer's attitude.

annual report and, nam era have had the opportunity to-

:ictii mw K§vaAi-10NS
(4) Schedule special meetin with all

(5) Discuss the polic thoroughly inboth ‘ llWee orientfit‘ibn and manage-ment a s.(6) Meet with union officials to in-form them of the contractor's policy. andrequest their cooperation.(7) Include nondiscrimination clausesin all union agreements. and review allcontractual provisions to .cnsure theyare nondiscriminatory. -(8) Include article oLaccomplish-ments map, e veterans. andve‘terans 'of the Vietnam. era. in company,.publica-tions.” .i . ‘ ‘ " rs
letin boards. including a statement thatemployees and applicants are protectedfrom coercion. intimidation. interfer-ence or discrimination for filing a com-plaint or assisting in an investigationunder the Act. '(h) Responsibility for implementa-tion.—-—An executive of the contractorshould be designated as director or man-ager of company affirmative action ac-tivities under these regulations. His orher identity should appear on all internal‘ and external communications regardingthe company's affirmative action pro-grams. This executive should be givennecessary top management support andstaff to manage the implementation ofthis program, including the followingactivities:(1) Develon policy statements. af-firmative action programs. and internaland external communication techniques.The latter techniques should includeregular discussions with local managers.supervisors and employees to be certainthe contractor's policies are being fol.lowed. In addition. supervisors should beadvised that: .(1) Their work performance is beingevaluated on the basis of their affirma-tive action efforts and results. as well asother criteria.( ii) The contractor is obligated toprevent harassment of employees placedthrough affirmative action ed‘orts. as setforth in 560-25051. '('2) Identify problem areas in con-iunction with line management andknown disabled veterans. in the imple-mentation of the affirmative action pro-grams. and develop solutions. This isparticularly important for the accom-modations requirements.(3) Design and implement audit andreporting systems that will:(i) Measure effectiveness of the con-tractor's programs.( ii) Indicate need for remedial action.(iii) Determine the degree to whichthe contractor's objectives havcbeen at-tained.
(iv) Determine. whether known dis?abled veterans and veterans of the Viet-

participate in all company sponsorededucational. training. recreational andsocial activities. .
(v) Ensure that each location is incompliance with the Act and the regu-lations in this Part.

. M... - «.b\\(““|\ KC. (‘\
(6".

(4) Serve as liaison between the con-tractor and enforcement agencies.(5) Serve as liaison between the con-tractor and organizations of and for dis-abled veterans and veterans of the Viet-nam era, and arrange for the active in-volvement by company representativesin the community service programs oflocal organizations of and for disabledveterans and veterans of the Vietnamera.(6) Keep management informed of thelatest deveIOpments in the entire affirma-tive action area.(7) Arrange for career counseling for 'known disabled veterans and veterans ofthe Vietnam era.p... .- ~ l j ‘dL-v ,_ .(9) Post the policy on compahy bul-u. t" (1) Development and execution 0/-amrmative action programs—(1) Jobqualification requirements reviewed pur-suant to paragraph (c) of this sectionshould be made available to all membersof management involved in the recruit-ment, screening. selection. and promotionprocess.(2) The contractor should evaluate thetotal selection process including trainingand promotion to ensure freedom fromstereotyping disabled veterans and vet-erans of the Vietnam era in a mannerwhich limits their access to all iobs for'which they are qualified.(3) All personnel involved in the re-cruitmen. screening. selection. promo-tion. disciplinary. and related processesshould be carefully selected and trainedto ensure that the commitments“affirmative action program are imple-mented.(4) Formal briefing sessions should beheld. preferably on company premises.with representatives from recruitingsources. Plant tours. clear and conciseexplanations of current and future jobopenings, position descriptions. workerspecifications. explanations of the com-pany's selection process. and recruitingliterature should be an integral part ofthe - briefings. ‘Formal arrangementsshould be made for referral of applicants.follow up with sources. and feedback ondisposition of applicants.(5) A special effort should be madeto include qualified d15abled veterans or- veterans of the Vietnam era on the per-sonnel relations staff.(6) Active participation in veterans'W’ is desirable. _ """"Recruiting efforts at all educa-tional institutions should incorporatespecial efforts to reach disabled veteransand veterans of the Vietnam era.(8) An eilort should be made to partic-ipate in workstudy programs with Vet-eran's Administration rehabilitationfacilities which specialize in training oreducating disabled veterans.(9) The contractor should use allavailable resources to continue or estab-lish Federally-assisted apprenticeshipand on-the-iob training programs under38 USC 1787.
§ 60-250.? Determination of disability.
Any disabled veteran filing an admin-,istrative complaint with the Veterans-Employment Service under this part shallsubmit documentation from the VeteransAdministration or military service from
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which the person was discharged or re-leased which indicates his or her dis-ability. Such documentation shall be up-dated within one year prior to filing thecomplaint. -
§ 60-2503 [Reserved]
§ 60-2503 Labor unions_and recruitingand training agencies.

(a) Whenever performance in accord-ance with the affirmative action clauseor any matter contained in the regula-tions in .this Part may necessitate a re-vision of a collective bargaining agree-ment. the labor union or unions whichare parties to such agreements shall begiven an adequate opportunity to presenttheir views to the agency. or to theDirector.(b) The Director shall use his or herbest efforts. directly or through contrac-tors. subcontractors. local officials. theVeterans Administration. veterans’ orga-nizations and all other available instru-mentalities. to cause any labor union.recruiting and training agency or otherrepresentative of workers who are or maybe engaged in work under contracts andsubcontracts to cooperate with, and toassist in. the implementation of the pur-poses of the Act.
Subpart B—General Enforcement andComplaint Procedure

§ 60-250.20 Subcontracts. '
Each nonexempt prime contractor andsubcontractor shall include the affirma-tive action clause prescribed in § 60-2504in each of their nonexempt subcontracts.The clause may be incorporated by ref-erence in accordance with 5 60-25022.

§ 60-25031 Adaptation of language.
Such necessary changes in languagemay be made the amrmative actionclause (see § 60450.4) as shall be appro-priate to identify properly. the partiesand their undertakings.

goo-250.22 Incorporation by ' refer-ence.
The affirmative action clause and theregulations contained in this Part maybe incorporated by reference in all con-tacts and subcontracts. .

§ 60-250.23 Incorporation by operationof the Act and agency regulations.
By operation of the Act. the affirma-tive action clause shall be considered tobe a part of every contract and subcon-tract required by the Act and the regu-lations in this Part to include such aclause. whether or not it is physically in-corporated in such contracts and whetheror not there is a written contract betweenthe agency and the contractor.

§ 605250.24 Duties of agencies.
(a) General respmzsibility.—Eachagency shall cooperate with the Directorin the performance of his or her respon-sibilities under the Act. Such cooperationshall include the responsibility to ensurethat contractors are fully cognizant oftheir obligations under the Act and thisPart. to provide the Director with any

RULES AND REGULATIONS
information which comes to its attentionthat the contractor is not in compliancewith the Act or this Part, and to takesuch actions for noncompliance as setforth in § 60—25028 as may be orderedby the Director. -(b) Designation of agency Omani.—The head of each agency, or his or herdesignee. shall identify and submit tothe Director the name. address and tele-phone number of the official within theagency who is primarily responsible forimplementation of this program withinthe agency. ,
§60—250.25 Evaluations by the Direc-tor.
The Director shall be primarily re-sponsible for undertaking such investi-gations of complaints and other mattersas well as evaluations of contractor andagency performance as may be neces-sary to assure that the purposes 'of TheVietnam Veteran’s Readjustment As-sistance Act. as amended are being ef-fectively carried out.

§ 60h250.26 Complaint procedures.
(a) Place and time for filing. Any ap-plicant for employment with a con-tractor or any employee of a contractor 'may. personally or by an authorized rep-resentative. file a written complaintwith the Veteran's Employment Serviceof the Department of Labor through theLocal Veteran’s Employment Represent-ative (LVER) or his designee at thelocal State employment office. alleginga violation of the Act or the regulationsin this Part. Local Veteran's Employ-,ment Representatiyes (LVERS) will as-'sist veterans in preparing complaintsand will promptly refer such complaintsto the Director. The LVERs will keep arecord of all complainm received andforwarded. LVERs will be informed ofthe progress and results of the veterans'complaint investigations. The State em-ployment services shall cooperate withthe Director in the investigation of anycomplaint. Such complaint is to be filednot later than 180 days from the date ofthe alleged violation unless the time forfiling is extended by the Director forgood cause shown.
(b) Referral to contractor.—When acomplaint is filed by an employee of acontractor and the contractor has anapplicable internal review procedure, thecomplaint shall be referred to the con-tractor for processing under that pro-cedure. The complaint and all actionstaken thereunder shall be kept confiden-tial by the contractor. If there has notbeen a resolution of the complaint underthat procedure satisfactory to the com-plainant within 60 days of the referral.the LVER will refer the complaint tothe Department of Labor or designatedagency which will proceed as providedinthis section.
(c) Contents 0/ complaints—Com-plaints must be signed by the complain-ants or their authorized representativesand must contain the following infor-mation: (i) Name and address (includ-ing telephone number) of the complain-ant, (2) name and address of the con-

" 26391"
tractor or subcontractor who committed ~the alleged violation, (3) a description ofthe act or acts considered to be a viola- ‘tion. (4) a copy of the veteran’s formDD—214. and, where applicable. VAL-5 orsimilar VA certification indicating the. 'percent of disability. updated within oneyear prior to the date the complaint isfiled. and (5) other pertinent informationavailable which will assist in the inves-tigation and resolution of the complaint.including the name of any known fed- .eral agency with which the employerhas contracted. ..(d) Incomplete information—Where a- complaint contains incomplete informa-tion, the Director or the agency desig-nated by the Director for investigationof the complaint shall seek the neededinformation from the complainant. Ifthe information is not furnished to theagency or the Director within 60 daysof the date of such request. the case maybe closed.(e) Investigatimts.—The Departmentof Labor or the designated agency shall. institute a prompt investigation of eachcomplaint. and shall be responsible fordeveloping a complete case record. Acomplete case record consists of the fol-lowing: (1) Name and address of eachperson interviewed. (2) a summary ofhis or her statement. (3) copies or sum-maries of pertinent documents. (4) anarrative summary of the evidence dis-closed in the investigation as it relatedto each charge. and (5) recommendedfindings and resolution.(f) Responsibilities of ‘ agencies.—Agenci”es shall conduct investigations of. complaints in accordance with specificrequests of the Director.(g) Resolution of matters—(1) If thecomplaint investigation shows no viola-tion of the Act or regulations in thisPart. or if the agency or the Directordecides not to initiate administrative or ,legal proceedings against the contractor. -the complainant shall be so notified. .Within 30 days. the complainant may re- ‘quest review by. the Director of such a "finding or decision.(2) Where an investigation indicatesthat the contractor has not compliedwith the requirements of the Act or thisPart.'efi'orts shall be made to secure com-pliance through conciliation and persua-sion within a reasonable time. Beforethe contractor or subcontractor can befound to be in compliance. it must makea specific commitment. in writing, to take.corrective action to meet the require-ments of the Act and this Part. The com-mitment must indicate the preciseaction to be taken and dates for comple-tion. The time period allowed should beno longer than the minimum period nec-essary to effect such changes. Upon ap-proval of such commitment by the Di-rector or the agency. the contractor maybe considered in compliance on conditionthat the commitments are kept. Wherethe matter has been referred to anagency for investigation and resolution.the contractor and the complainant shallbe advised that the resolution is subjectto review by the Director and may bedisapproved if it is determined that such
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resolution is not sufficient to achievecompliance. '(3) Where the complaint investigationindicates a violation of the Act or reg-ulations in this Part ( and the complainthas not been resolved by informal means)the Director. or the agency with the ap-proval of the Director. shall afford thecontractor an opportunity for a hearingin accordance with i; 60-25029.
§ 60-25027 Noncompiiance with the af-firmative action clause.
Noncompliance with the prime con-tractor's or- subcontractor's obligationsunder the affirmative action clause is aground for taking appropriate action fornoncompliance as set forth in § 60-25028by the agency. the Director. prime con-tractor. or subcontractor. Any such non-compliance shall be reported in writing tothe Director by the agency as soon aspracticable after it is identified.

§ 60-250.23 Actions for noncompliance.
(a) General. In every case where anycomplaint investigation indicates theexistence of a violation of the atl‘lrma-tive action clause or these regulations.the matter should be resolved by infor-mal means. including conciliation. andpersuasion. whenever possible. This willalso include establishing a corrective ac-tion program in accordance withsso-zsosetgnzl. Where the apparentviolation is not resolved by informalmeans. the Director or the agency shallproceed in accordance with the enforce-ment procedures contained in this Part.(b) Judicial enforcement—In additionto the administrative remedies set forthherein. thenDirector may. within thelimitations of applicable law. seek ap-propriate Judicial action to enforce thecontractual provisions set forth insea-250.4 incuding appropriate injunc-tive relief. ‘ ‘(c) Withholding progress payments.—With the prior approval of the Directorso much of the accrued payment due onthe contract or any other contract be-tween the government prime contractorand the federal government may bewithheld as necessary to correct anyviolations of the provisions of the affir-mative action clause.((1) Terminatiom—A contract or sub-contract may be cancelled or termina-ted. in whole or in part. for failure tocomply with the provisions of the affirm-ative action clause. - .(e) Debarment.—A prime contractoror subcontractor or a prospective con-tractor or subcontractor may be de-barred from receiving future contractsfor failure to comply.with the provisionsof the affirmative action clause.

§ 60-25039 Formal hearings.
(a) Hearing Opportunity.—An oppor-tunity for a formal hearing shall be af-forded to a prime contractor or a sub-contractor or a prospective prime con-tractor or subcontractor by the agencyor Director in any of the following cir-cumstances: . ~

{ubu-nd um; nuu‘uLAiiUNS
(1) An apparent violation of the af-firmative action clause by a contractor orsubcontractor. as shown by any investi-gation. is not resolved by informal meansand a hearing is requested; or(2) The Director. or an agency uponprior notification to the Director. pro-poses to cancel or terminate the con-tract or withhold progress payments. orcause the contract to be canceled orterminated or progress payments to bewithheld. in whole or in part. on a con-tract or contracts. or to require cancella-tion or termination of a contract orsubcontract or withholding of progresspayments: or '(3) The Director. or an agency withthe approval of the Director. proposesto declare a prime contractor or sub-contractor ineligible ‘for further con-tracts or subcontracts under the Act.(b) Hearing practice and procedure.—(1) Hearings conducted by the Office ofFederal Contract Compliance Programsunder this Part shall. be governed by therules of practice and procedure con-tained in 41 CFR Part 60—30 except thatthe Director shall perform all the dutiesand functions assigned to the Secretaryby that Part.

(2) The practice and procedure forhearings conducted by agencies shall beconsistent with the requirements of thissection.
(i) Written notices of proposed actionfor noncompliance. signed by the ap-propriate agency official. shall be sent tothe last known address of the prime con-tractor or subcontractor by certifiedmail. return receipt requested. If the con-tractor docs not receive such notice. acopy of such notice shall be publishedin the Federal Register. Thenotice shallcontain a precise Jurisdictional state-ment. a short and plain statement of thematters furnishing a basis for the actionfor noncompliance. an enumeration ofthe actions being requested. and a cita-tion of the provisions pursuant to whichthe requested action may be taken. Theprime contractor or subcontractor shallbe afforded at least 14 days from receiptof the notice of proposed action for non-compliance in which to file an answer tothe notice and a request for a hearingwith the agency and the contractor shallbe so informed in the notice. The answershall admit or deny specifically. and indetail. matters set forth in each allega-tion of the notice unless the prime con-tractor or subcontractor is withoutknowledge. in which case the answer shallso state. and the statement shall bedeemed a denial. Matters not specifi-cally denied shall be deemed admitted.Matters alleged as affirmative defensesshall be separately stated and numbered.The hearing request shall be included asa separate paragraph of the answer.(ii) Reasonable notice of the hearingshall be sent by certified mail. returnreceipt requested. to the last known ad-dress of the prime contractor or sub-contractor complained against. Such no-tice shall contain the time. place. andnature of the hearing and a statement ofthe legal authority pursuant to which the

hearing is to be held. Hearings shall be ’before a hearing officer designated by orat the direction of the agency head. Eachparty shall have the right to counsel orother representative, a fair opportunityto present evidence and argument. and tocross-examine. Whenever a formal hear-ing is based in whole or in part on mat-ters subject to the collective bargainingagreement and compliance may necessi~tate a revision of such agreement. anylabor organization which is a signatoryto the agreement shall have the right toparticipate as a party. Whenever a hear-ing is held on a complaint under §80—250.26 any person or organization shallbe permitted to participate upon a show-ing that such person or organization hasan interest in the proceedings and maycontribute materially to the proper dis-position thereof. The hcaring officershall make his or her proposed findingsand conclusions upon the basis of therecord.(iii) If. at the end of the 14-day periodreferred to in this section. no answer in-cluding a hearing request has been filedor the answer does not raise issues of factor law. the agency head may cancel orterminate or cause to be canceled orterminated. or withhold progress pay—ments with respect to any one or morecontracts or subcontracts. or partsthereof. held by the prime contractor orsubcontractor complained against. orenter an order declaring such contrac-tor or subcontractor ineligible for further .contracts. subcontracts. or extensions orother modifications of existing contracts.until the contractor or subcontractor hassatisfied the Director that it has estab-lished and will carry out personnel andemployment policies and practices incompliance with the prpvisiens of theAct. affirmative action clause, and theregulations.
(iv) When the hearing is conductedby an agency. the hearing officer shallmake recommendations to the head ofthe agency who shall make a decisionwhether action for noncompliance willbe taken against the contractor or sub-contractor. No decision by the head ofthe agency. or his or her representative.shall be final without the prior approvalof the Director. Parties shall be fur-nished with copies of the hearing omcer’srecommendations. and shall be given anopportunity to submit their views. ‘§ 60-230.30 Notification of agencies.
The Director shall notify the heads ofall agencies of any action for noncompli-ance taken against any contractor aftersuch actions have been taken. No agencymay issue a waiver under § 60—250.3(b)(l) to any contractor subject to suchaction without prior approval of theDirector.

§60-250.31 Contractor- list. , ineligibility I
The Director shall distribute period-1ically a list to all executive departmentsand agencies giving the names of primecontractors and subcontractors who have.been declared ineligible under the reg-ulations in this Part and the Act.
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§ 60—2-5032 Disputed matters relatedto the affirmative action program.
The procedures set forth in the regu-

lations in this Part govern all disputes-relative to a contractor's compliance withthe amrmative action clause and therequirements of this Part. Any disputesrelating to issues other than compliance.including contract costs arising out of' the contractor’s efforts to comply. shall
be determined by the disputes clause ofthe contract.
§60-250.33 Responsibilitiesemployment services.

(a) Any job openings listed pursuant
to § 60-2503 which requires contractors

of State

to list their job openings with State em- .ployment services offices. shall be utilizedby State employment security agencies torefer qualified disabled veterans and vet-erans and veterans of the Vietnam era.(b) The local offices of the Federal-State employment service shall give pri-ority in referral to disabled veterans andveterans of the Vietnam era to such em-ployment openings listed by contractors
and subcontractors pursuant to this part.(c) The local employment office staffwill contract employers to solicit joborders. The State employment servicewill make available information per-tinent to a determination of whether thecontractor is in compliance with themandatory listing and reporting require-ments of the affirmative action clause.

Subpart c—Ancillary Matters
§ 60—25050 Reinstatement of ineligiblecontractors and subcontractors.
Any prime contractor or subcontractor

debarred from further contracts or sub-
contracts under the Act may request re-instatement in a letter directed to the
Director. In connection with the rein-statement proceedings. the prime con-
tractor or subcontractor shall be required
to show that it has established and will
carry out employment policies and prac-
tices in compliance with the affirmative
action clause.
§60~250.51 intimidation and interior--ence.
The sanctions and penalties contained

in this regulation may be exercised by
the agency or the Director against any
prime contractor or subcontractor. who
fails to take all necessary steps to ensure .that no person intimidates. threatens.
coerces. or discriminates against any in-
dividual for the purpose of interfering
with the filing of a complaint. furnishing
information. or assisting or participating 'in any manner in an investigation. com-
pliance review. hearing. or any other
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activity related to the administration ofthe Act.
§ 60-25052 Recordkeeping. ‘

(a) Each contractor and subcontrac-tor shall maintain for a period not lessthan one year records regarding com-plaints and actions taken thereunder,and such employment or other recordsas required by the Directoror agency or 'by this Part and shall furnish such in-.formation in the form required by theDirector or agency or as the Director
deems necessary for the administration
of the Act and regulations issued underthis Part.(b) Failure to maintain complete andaccurate records as required under this'
section or failure to update annually theaffirmative action program as required
by § 60-250.5(b) constitutes noncom-pliance with the contractor's or subcon-tractor's obligations under the afilrma-tive action clause and is a ground for the
imposition of appropriate sanctions.
§ 60-250.53 Access to records of em-ployment.

- Each prime contractor and subcon-tractor shall permit access during normal
business hours to its places of business. '
books. records and accounts pertinent to
compliance with the Act. and all rules
and regulations promulgated pursuant
thereto for the purposes of complaint in-
vestigations. and investigations of per-
formance under the affirmative action
clause of the contract or subcontract. In-formation obtained in this manner shall
be used only in connection with the ad-
ministration of the Act.
§60—'__’50.S4 Rulings andtrons. interpreta-
Rulings under or interpretations of the

Act and the regulations contained in this.
Part 60-250 shall be made by the Secre-
tary or his or her designee.

APPENDIX A
This employer is a government contractor

subject to Section 402 of the Vietnam EraVeterans Readjustment Assistance Act of
1974. which requires government contractorsto take affirmative action to employ and ad-
vance in employment qualified disabled vet-
erans and veterans of the Vietnam em. If
you are a disabled veteran covered by this
program and would like to be considered
under the affirmative action program. please
tell us. This information is voluntary and
refusal to provide it will not subject you to
discharge or disciplinary treatment. Infor-
mation obtained concerning individuals shall
be kept confidential. except that (i) super-
visors and managers may be informed re-
garding restrictions on the work or duties
of disabled veterans. and regarding necessaryaccommodations. and (ii) first aid personnel

26393;
may be informed. when and to the extentappropriate. if the condition might requiemergency treatment. In order to assu.proper placement of all employees, we dorequest that you answer the following ques-tion: If you have a disability which mightaffect your performance or create a hazard .'- -to yourself or others in connection with theJob for which you are applying.
you use or intend to use to perform the Jobnotwithstanding the disability and (2)_ theaccommodations we could make which wouldenable you to perform the job properly andsafely. including special equipment. changesin the physical layout of the job. elimination _-of certain duties relating to the job or otheraccommodations.

Answer: 8 s
The following is a set of procedures which.contractors may use to meet the require-ments of § 80-250.6(b) .(1) The application or personnel-form ofeach known covered veteran should .be an-notated to identify each vacancy for which=he or she was considered. and the form; 'should be quickly retrievable for review bythe agency. the Department of Labor andthe contractor’s personnel officials for usein investigations and internal compliancc'activities.(2) The personnel or application records .of each known covered veteran should in- -.ciude (i) the identification of each promotion. 'for which he or she was considered. and (ii)the identification of each training programfor which he or she was considered.(3) In each case where a covered veteranis rejected for employment. promotion or 'training. a statement of the reasons shouldbe appended to the personnel tile or applicetion form. This statement should includtcomparison of the qualifications bf the co.ered veteran and the persontjs) selected. aswell as a description of the accommodations .considered. This statement should be avail- 'able to the applicant or employee concernedupon request.(ti) Where applicants or employees are se-lected for hire. promotion or training andthe contractor undertakes any accommoda-tion; which makes it possible for him or her ,-to_;place a covered veteran on the Job. the:application form or personnel record should "contain a description of that accommodation. 5-
Effective date: The regulations in thisPart shall become effective on July 26.‘1976. v
Signed at Washington. D.C. this 18thday of June. 1976. .W. J.Ussar, Jr.. '. . Secretary 0/ Laban. .

JOHN C. Rm. .
Assistant Secretary for ~‘ -
Employment Standards.
LAWREHCE Leanna. -.~. 3...

Director, once of Federal ‘a. -
‘ .. Contract Compliance Programs. -
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please state ._ the following: (1) The skills and procedures


